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ABSTRACT
This monograph aims at providing an introduction to key
concepts, algorithms, and theoretical frameworks in machine
learning, including supervised and unsupervised learning,
statistical learning theory, probabilistic graphical models
and approximate inference. The intended readership consists
of electrical engineers with a background in probability
and linear algebra. The treatment builds on first principles,
and organizes the main ideas according to clearly defined
categories, such as discriminative and generative models,
frequentist and Bayesian approaches, exact and approximate
inference, directed and undirected models, and convex and
non-convex optimization. The mathematical framework uses
information-theoretic measures as a unifying tool. The text
offers simple and reproducible numerical examples providing
insights into key motivations and conclusions. Rather than
providing exhaustive details on the existing myriad solutions
in each specific category, for which the reader is referred
to textbooks and papers, this monograph is meant as an
entry point for an engineer into the literature on machine
learning.

ISSN ; DOI XXXXXXXX
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Notation

• Random variables or random vectors – both abbreviated as rvs –
are represented using roman typeface, while their values and realizations
are indicated by the corresponding standard font. For instance, the
equality x = x indicates that rv x takes value x.
• Matrices are indicated using uppercase fonts, with roman typeface
used for random matrices.
• Vectors will be taken to be in column form.
• X T and X † are the transpose and the pseudoinverse of matrix X,
respectively.
• The distribution of a rv x, either probability mass function (pmf)
for a discrete rvs or probability density function (pdf) for continuous
rvs, is denoted as px , px (x), or p(x).
• The notation x ∼ px indicates that rv x is distributed according
to px .
• For jointly distributed rvs (x, y) ∼ pxy , the conditional distribution
of x given the observation y = y is indicated as px|y=y , px|y (x|y) or
p(x|y).
• The notation x|y = y ∼ px|y=y indicates that rv x is drawn according to the conditional distribution px|y=y .
• The notation Ex∼px [·] indicates the expectation of the argument
with respect to the distribution of the rv x ∼ px . Accordingly, we will
also write Ex∼px|y [·|y] for the conditional expectation with respect to
the distribution px|y=y . When clear from the context, the distribution
over which the expectation is computed may be omitted.
• The notation Prx∼px [·] indicates the probability of the argument
event with respect to the distribution of the rv x ∼ px . When clear from
1
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the context, the subscript is dropped.
• The notation log represents the logarithm in base two, while ln
represents the natural logarithm.
• x ∼ N (µ, Σ) indicates that random vector x is distributed according to a multivariate Gaussian pdf with mean vector µ and covariance
matrix Σ. The multivariate Gaussian pdf is denoted as N (x|µ, Σ) as a
function of x.
• x ∼ U(a, b) indicates that rv x is distributed according to a uniform distribution in the interval [a, b]. The corresponding uniform pdf
is denoted as U(x|a, b).
• δ(x) denotes the Dirac delta function or the Kronecker delta function, as clear from the context.
P
2
• ||a||2 = N
a vector a =
i=1 ai is the quadratic, or l2 , norm of P
T
[a1 , ..., aN ] . We similarly define the l1 norm as ||a||1 = N
i=1 |ai |, and
the l0 pseudo-norm ||a||0 as the number of non-zero entries of vector a.
• I denotes the identity matrix, whose dimensions will be clear from
the context. Similarly, 1 represents a vector of all ones.
• R is the set of real numbers; and R+ the set of non-negative real
numbers.
• 1 (·) is the indicator function: 1 (x) = 1 if x is true, and 1 (x) = 0
otherwise.
• |S| represents the cardinality of a set S.
• xS represents a set of rvs xk indexed by the integers k ∈ S.

Acronyms

AI: Artificial Intelligence
AMP: Approximate Message Passing
BN: Bayesian Network
DAG: Directed Acyclic Graph
ELBO: Evidence Lower BOund
EM: Expectation Maximization
ERM: Empirical Risk Minimization
GAN: Generative Adversarial Network
GLM: Generalized Linear Model
HMM: Hidden Markov Model
i.i.d.: independent identically distributed
KL: Kullback-Leibler
LBP: Loopy Belief Propagation
LL: Log-Likelihood
LLR: Log-Likelihood Ratio
LS: Least Squares
MC: Monte Carlo
MCMC: Markov Chain Monte Carlo
MDL: Minimum Description Length
MFVI: Mean Field Variational Inference
ML: Maximum Likelihood
MRF: Markov Random Field
NLL: Negative Log-Likelihood
PAC: Probably Approximately Correct
pdf: probability density function
pmf: probability mass function
3
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Acronyms
PCA: Principal Component Analysis
PPCA: Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis
QDA: Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
RBM: Restricted Boltzmann Machine
SGD: Stochastic Gradient Descent
SVM: Support Vector Machine
rv: random variable or random vector (depending on the context)
s.t.: subject to
VAE: Variational AutoEncoder
VC: Vapnik–Chervonenkis
VI: Variational Inference

1
Introduction

Having taught courses on machine learning, I am often asked by colleagues and students with a background in engineering to suggest “the
best place to start” to get into this subject. I typically respond with a
list of books – for a general, but slightly outdated introduction, read this
book; for a detailed survey of methods based on probabilistic models,
check this other reference; to learn about statistical learning, I found this
text useful; and so on. This answers strikes me, and most likely also my
interlocutors, as quite unsatisfactory. This is especially so since the size
of many of these books may be discouraging for busy professionals and
students working on other projects. This monograph is my first attempt
to offer a basic and compact reference that describes key ideas and
principles in simple terms and within a unified treatment, encompassing
also more recent developments and pointers to the literature for further
study.

1.1

Machine Learning

In engineering, pattern recognition refers to the automatic discovery
of regularities in data for decision-making, prediction or data mining.
5
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This discovery is carried out by identifying models that explain relevant
aspects of the data; or by directly learning signal processing algorithms,
such as filters, with desirable properties. Broadly speaking, the goal
of machine learning, which is typically considered a subfield within
computer science, is the development of efficient pattern recognition
methods that are able to scale well with the size of the problem domain
and of the data sets.
The machine learning philosophy is, at a high level, that of letting
large amounts of data dictate algorithms and solutions for complex
inferential problems. In this sense, machine learning is to be contrasted
with the time-honored approach of relying on domain experts for the
development of tailored solutions. As examples, consider the design of
speech translation or image/ video compression algorithms. The traditional design flow for both problems involves the definition of models
and algorithms by teams of experts, such as linguists, psychologists and
signal processing practitioners, not infrequently during the course of
long standardization meetings.
This process may be too costly and may be ultimately turn out to
be inefficient for some problems. The machine learning alternative is to
collect large data sets, e.g., of labelled speech, images or videos, and
to use this information to train general-purpose learning machines to
carry out the desired task. It is enough to flip through the (web)pages
of newspapers or magazines, where machine learning is often conflated
with Artificial Intelligence (AI), to realize how effective this approach
has been for many applications.
1.1.1

Learning tasks

It is typical to distinguish among three different types of machine
learning problems, as briefly described below.
1. Supervised learning: Supervised learning aims at identifying a
predictive distribution p(t|x) for the value of the label, or response, t
given a value of the covariate, or explanatory variable, x. As a special
case, the output of a supervised learning algorithm may be in the form
of a deterministic predictive function t = t̂(x). The probabilistic or
deterministic predictor is learned based on N labelled training examples

1.2. Goals and Outline
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{xn , tn }N
n=1 . We can generally distinguish between classification problems, in which the label t is discrete, and regression problems, in which
variable t is continuous. A classical example of the former is email spam
detection, in which the vector x encodes information about the email
under test and the binary label t determines whether the email is spam
or legitimate.
2. Unsupervised learning: Less well defined than supervised learning,
unsupervised learning generally refers to the task of learning properties
of the mechanism that generates the data of interest. Specific tasks
and applications include clustering, which is the problem of grouping
similar examples; dimensionality reduction, feature extraction, and
representation learning, all related to the problem of representing the
data in a smaller or more convenient space; and generative modelling,
which is the problem of learning a generating mechanism to produce
artificial examples that are similar to available data.
3. Reinforcement learning: Reinforcement learning refers to the
problem of inferring optimal actions based on rewards or punishments
received as a result of previous actions.
This monograph focuses on supervised and unsupervised learning.
These general tasks can be further classified along the following dimensions.
• Passive vs. active learning: A passive learner is given the training
examples, while an active learner can affect the choice of training
examples on the basis of prior observations.
• Offline vs. online learning: Offline learning operates over a batch of
training samples, while online learning processes samples in a streaming
fashion.
This monograph considers only passive and offline learning.
1.2

Goals and Outline

This monograph aims at providing an introduction to key concepts,
algorithms, and theoretical frameworks in machine learning, including
supervised and unsupervised learning, statistical learning theory, probabilistic graphical models and approximate inference. The treatment
builds on first principles that should be familiar to electrical engineers,

8
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as well as to other readers well versed in linear algebra and probability.
Unlike other texts that are focused on one particular aspect of the field,
an effort has been made here to provide a broad but concise overview
in which the main ideas and techniques are systematically organized.
The treatment distinguishes between discriminative and generative
models; frequentist and Bayesian approaches; directed and undirected
models; exact and approximate inference; and convex and non-convex
optimization.
The mathematical framework uses information-theoretic measures
as a unifying tool, and the text offers simple and reproducible numerical
examples that provide insights into key concepts. The reader will find
here neither discussions on computing platform or programming frameworks, such as map-reduce, nor details on specific applications involving
large data sets. These can be easily found in a vast and growing body
of work. Furthermore, rather than providing exhaustive details on the
existing myriad solutions in each specific category, techniques have been
selected that are useful to illustrate the most salient aspects.
Finally, the monograph attempts to strike a balance between the
algorithmic and theoretical viewpoints. In particular, all learning algorithms are introduced on the basis of theoretical arguments, often
based on information-theoretic measures. Moreover, a chapter is devoted to statistical learning theory, demonstrating how to set the field
of supervised learning on solid theoretical foundations.
The rest of monograph is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces
the frequentist, Bayesian and Minimum Description Length (MDL)
learning frameworks; the discriminative and generative categories of
probabilistic models; as well as key concepts such as training loss,
generalization, and overfitting – all in the context of a simple linear
regression problem. Other covered topics include interpretation and
causality, and information-theoretic metrics. Chapter 3 provides an
introduction to the exponential family of probabilistic models, to Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), and to energy-based models, emphasizing
key properties that will be invoked in later chapters. Chapter 4 covers linear and non-linear classification methods via discriminative and
generative models, including Support Vector Machines (SVMs), kernel
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methods, logistic regression, multilayer neural networks and boosting.
Chapter 5 is a brief introduction to the statistical learning framework
of the Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) theory, covering the
Vapnik–Chervonenkis (VC) dimension and the fundamental theorem
of PAC learning. In Chapter 6, unsupervised learning models are described by distinguishing among directed models, for which Expectation
Maximization (EM) is derived as the iterative maximization of the Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO); undirected models, for which Restricted
Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) are discussed as a representative example;
discriminative models trained using the InfoMax principle; and autoencoders. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are also introduced.
Chapter 7 provides an introduction to probabilistic graphical models,
namely Bayesian Networks (BNs) and Markov Random Fields (MRFs),
as means to encode more complex probabilistic dependencies than the
models studied in previous chapters. Approximate inference and learning methods are introduced in Chapter 8 by focusing on Monte Carlo
(MC) and Variational Inference (VI) techniques. The chapter discusses
in a unified way techniques such as variational EM, Variational AutoEncoders (VAE), and black-box inference. Some concluding remarks are
provided in Chapter 9.
We conclude this chapter by emphasizing the importance of probability as a common language for the definition of learning algorithms.
The centrality of the probabilistic viewpoint was not always been recognized, but has deep historical roots. This is demonstrated by the
following two quotes, the first from the first AI textbook published by
P. H. Winston in 1977, and the second from an unfinished manuscript
by J. von Neumann (see [44] for more information).
“Many ancient Greeks supported Socrates opinion that deep,
inexplicable thoughts came from the gods. Today’s equivalent to those gods is the erratic, even probabilistic neuron.
It is more likely that increased randomness of neural behavior is the problem of the epileptic and the drunk, not the
advantage of the brilliant.”
from Artificial Intelligence, 1977.

10
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“All of this will lead to theories of computation which are
much less rigidly of an all-or-none nature than past and
present formal logic... There are numerous indications to
make us believe that this new system of formal logic will
move closer to another discipline which has been little linked
in the past with logic. This is thermodynamics primarily in
the form it was received from Boltzmann.”

from The Computer and the Brain, 1958.

2
A Gentle Introduction through Linear Regression

In this chapter, we introduce the frequentist, Bayesian and MDL learning frameworks, as well as key concepts in supervised learning, such
as discriminative and generative models, training loss, generalization,
and overfitting. This is done by considering a simple linear regression
problem as a recurring example. We start by introducing the problem
of supervised learning and by presenting some background on inference. We then present the frequentist, Bayesian and MDL learning
approaches in this order. We conclude with a discussion on the problem
of causality and interpretation, and with an introduction to the role of
information-theoretic metrics in machine learning.

2.1

Supervised Learning

In the standard formulation of a supervised learning problem, we are
given a training set D containing N training points (xn , tn ), n = 1, ..., N .
The observations xn are considered to be free variables, and known as
covariates, domain points, or explanatory variables; while the variables
tn are assumed to be dependent on xn and are referred to as dependent
variables, labels, or responses. An example is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
11
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We use the notation xD = (x1 , ...., xN )T for the covariates and tD =
(t1 , ...., tN ) for the labels in the training set D. Based on this data, we
would like to learn an algorithm to predict the label t for a new, that
is, as of yet unobserved, domain point x.
1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 2.1: Example of a training set D with N = 10 points (xn ,tn ), n = 1, ..., N .

The outlined learning task is clearly impossible in the absence of
additional information on the mechanism relating variables x and t.
With reference to Fig. 2.1, unless we assume, say, that x and t are related
by a function t = f (x) with some properties, such as smoothness, we
have no way of predicting the label t for an unobserved domain point
x. This observation is formalized by the no free lunch theorem to be
reviewed in Chapter 5: one cannot learn rules that generalize to unseen
examples without making assumptions about the mechanism generating
the data. The set of all assumptions made by the learning algorithm is
known as the inductive bias.
This discussion points to a key difference between memorizing and
learning. While the former amounts to mere retrieval of a value tn
corresponding to an already observed pair (xn , tn ) ∈ D, learning entails
the capability to predict the value t for an unseen domain point x.
Learning, in other words, converts experience – in the form of D – into
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expertise or knowledge – in the form of a predictive algorithm. This is
well captured by the following quote by Jorge Luis Borges: “To think is
to forget details, generalize, make abstractions.” Stigler [95].
By and large, the goal of supervised learning is that of identifying a
predictive algorithm that minimizes the generalization loss, that is, the
error in the prediction of a new label t for an unobserved explanatory
variable x. How exactly to formulate this problem, however, depends
on one’s viewpoint on the nature of the model that is being learned.
This leads to the distinction between the frequentist and the Bayesian
approaches, which is central to this chapter. As it will be also discussed,
the MDL philosophy deviates from the discussed focus on prediction
as the goal of learning, by positing the centrality of a parsimonious
description of the data set D.
2.2

Inference

Before we start our discussion of learning, it is useful to review some
basic concepts concerning statistical inference, as they will be needed
throughout this chapter and in the rest of this monograph. We specifically consider the inference problem of predicting a rv t given the
observation of another rv x under the assumption that their joint distribution p(x, t) is known. As a matter of terminology, it is noted that
here we will use the term “inference” as it is typically intended in the
literature on probabilistic graphical models (see, e.g., [57]), hence deviating from its use in other branches of the machine learning literature
(see, e.g., [13]).
In order to define the problem of optimal inference, one starts by
defining a non-negative loss function `(t, t̂). This defines the cost, or
loss or risk, incurred when the correct value is t while the estimate is t̂.
An important example is the `q loss
`q (t, t̂) = |t − t̂|q ,

(2.1)

which includes as a special case the quadratic loss `2 (t, t̂) = (t − t̂)2 , and
the 0-1 loss, or detection error, `0 (t, t̂) = |t − t̂|0 , where |a|0 = 1 if a =
6 0
and |a|0 = 0 otherwise. Once a loss function is selected, the optimal

14
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prediction t̂(x) for a given value of the observation x is obtained by
minimizing the so-called generalization risk or generalization loss 1
Lp (t̂) = E(x,t)∼pxt [`(t, t̂(x))].

(2.2)

The notation Lp emphasizes the dependence of the generalization loss
on the distribution p(x, t).
The solution of this problem is given by the optimal prediction or
decision rule2
t̂∗ (x) = arg min Et∼pt|x [`(t, t̂)|x].

(2.3)

t̂

This can be seen by using the law of iterated expectations E(x,t)∼pxt [·] =
Ex∼px [Et∼pt|x [·|x]]. Equation (2.3) shows that the optimal estimate, or
prediction, t̂∗ (x) is a function of the posterior distribution p(t|x) of the
label given the domain point x and of the loss function `. Therefore, once
the posterior p(t|x) is known, one can evaluate the optimal prediction
(2.3) for any desired loss function, without the need to know the joint
distribution p(x, t).
As a special case of (2.3), with the quadratic loss, the optimal
prediction is the conditional mean t̂∗ (x) = Et∼pt|x [t|x]; while for the 0-1
loss, the optimal decision is the mode of the posterior distribution, i.e.,
t̂∗ (x) = arg maxt p(t|x). For example, assume that we have
t|x = x ∼ 0.8δ(t − x) + 0.2δ(t + x),

(2.4)

so that, conditioned on the event x = x, t equals x with probability
0.8 and −x with probability 0.2. The optimal prediction is t̂∗ (x) =
0.8x − 0.2x = 0.6x for the quadratic loss, while it is t̂∗ (x) = x for the
0-1 loss.
The goal of supervised learning methods – excluding the MDL
approach – is that of obtaining a predictor t̂(x) that performs close
to the optimal predictor t̂∗ (x), based only on the training set D, and
1

The term generalization error or population error are also often used, but they
will not be adopted in this monograph.
2
The optimal estimate (2.3) is also known as Bayes prediction or Bayes rule, but
here we will not use this terminology in order to avoid confusion with the Bayesian
approach discussed below.

2.3. Frequentist Approach
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hence without knowledge of the joint distribution p(x, t). The closeness
in performance is measured by the difference between the generalization loss Lp (t̂(x)) achieved by the trained predictor and the minimum
generalization loss Lp (t̂∗ (x)) of the optimal predictor.
2.3

Frequentist Approach

According to the frequentist viewpoint, the training data points (xn , tn ) ∈
D are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) rvs drawn from a true,
and unknown, distribution p(x, t):
(xn , tn ) ∼ p(x, t), i = 1, ..., N.
i.i.d.

(2.5)

The new observation (x, t) is also independently generated from the
same true distribution p(x, t); the domain point x is observed and the
label t must be predicted. Since the probabilistic model p(x, t) is not
known, one cannot solve directly problem (2.3) to find the optimal
prediction that minimizes the generalization loss Lp in (2.2).
Before discussing the available solutions to this problem, it is worth
observing that the definition of the “true” distribution p(x, t) depends
in practice on the way the data is collected. As in the example of the
recently publicized “beauty AI” context, if the rankings tn assigned to
pictures of faces xn are affected by racial biases, the distribution p(x, t)
will reflect these prejudices and produce skewed results [43].
Taxonomy of solutions. There are two main ways to address the
problem of learning how to perform inference when not knowing the
distribution p(x, t):
• Separate learning and (plug-in) inference: Learn first an approximation, say pD (t|x), of the conditional distribution p(t|x) based on
the data D, and then plug this approximation in (2.3) to obtain an
approximation of the optimal decision as
t̂D (x) = arg min Et∼pD (t|x) [`(t, t̂)|x].

(2.6)

t̂

• Direct inference via Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM): Learn
directly an approximation of the optimal decision rule by minimizing

16
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an empirical estimate of the generalization loss (2.2) obtained from the
data set as
t̂D (x) = arg min LD (t̂(x)),
(2.7)
t̂(x)

where the empirical risk, or empirical loss, is
LD (t̂(x)) =

N
1 X
`(tn , t̂(xn )).
N n=1

(2.8)

The notation LD (t̂(x)) highlights the dependence of the empirical loss
on the predictor t̂(x) and on the training set D.
In practice, as we will see, both approaches optimize a set of parameters that define the probabilistic model or the predictor. Furthermore,
the first approach is generally more flexible, since having an estimate
pD (t|x) of the posterior distribution p(t|x) allows the prediction (2.6)
to be computed for any loss function. In contrast, the ERM solution
(2.7) is tied to a specific choice of the loss function `. In the rest of this
section, we will start by taking the first approach, and discuss later how
this relates to the ERM formulation.
For the first approach of separate learning and plug-in inference,
there are two different approaches that differ for the type of assumed
probabilistic model:
• Discriminative probabilistic model: Learn directly the posterior
p(t|x).
• Generative probabilistic model: Learn the joint distribution p(x, t)
and then compute from it the posterior p(t|x).
As opposed to discriminative models, generative models require
making stronger assumptions by modeling also the data distribution
p(x) of the domain variables. If the model for p(x) is incorrect, this may
lead to bias issues. However, there are potential advantages, such as the
ability to deal with missing data as in unsupervised or semi-supervised
learning. We refer to Chapter 6 for further discussion (see also [13]). In
the rest of this section, we adopt a discriminative probabilistic model.
Linear regression. For concreteness, in the following, we will
consider the following running example inspired by [13]. In the example,
data is generated according to the true distribution p(x, t) = p(x)p(t|x),
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where x ∼ U(0, 1) and
t|x = x ∼ N (sin(2πx), 0.1).

(2.9)

The training set in Fig. 2.1 was generated from this distribution. It
is emphasized that this distribution is not known, and that one has
available only the training set D. Furthermore, if this true distribution
were known, the optimal predictor under the `2 loss would be equal to
the conditional mean
t̂∗ (x) = sin(2πx).
(2.10)
Hence, the minimum generalization loss is Lp (t̂∗ ) = 0.1.
Following the separate learning and inference approach introduced
above, we attempt to learn a discriminative probabilistic model p(t|x, θ).
To this end, we define the model as t|x = x ∼ N (µ(x, w), β −1 ) with
mean
µ(x, w) =

M
X

wj xj = wT φ(x),

(2.11)

j=0

where we have defined the weight vector w = [w0 w1 · · · wM ]T and the
feature vector φ(x) = [1 x x2 · · · wM ]T . This model postulates that the
label t is a polynomial function of the domain point x with degree M ,
and that there is an observation noise with variance β −1 .3
The model p(t|x, θ), also referred to as hypothesis class, is defined
by two types of variables, whose learning requires conceptually different
approaches:
1. Model order M : The model order define the “capacity” of the
hypothesis class that is, the number of the degrees of freedom in the
model. The larger M is, the more capable a model is to fit the available
data.
2. Model parameters θ = (w, β): Assigning specific values to the
model parameters θ identifies a hypothesis within the given hypothesis
class. The vector w defines the relative weight of the powers in the sum
(2.11), while β is the precision, i.e., the inverse variance.
3
The problem of learning the outlined model is known as linear regression because
of the linear dependence of the mean of the discriminative distribution on the weights
w.
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A few remarks on the choice of the model are in order. First, the true
distribution p(x, t) does not have to be included in the hypothesis class,
as is indeed the case in the linear regression example above. After all,
the true distribution is unknown, and hence there is no way to guarantee
this condition. Second, while choosing a hypothesis class is essential to
guarantee that learning is even possible by the no free lunch theorem,
choosing the “wrong” class constitutes an irrecoverable bias that can
make learning impossible. As an example, as reported in [77], including
as independent variables in x the ZIP code of an individual seeking
credit at a bank may discriminate against immigrants or minorities.
Another example is the famous experiment by B.F. Skinner on pigeons
[93].
For clarity, it is also useful to briefly comment on the relationship
between the problem at hand of learning the parameters θ and the
classical problem of estimation (see, e.g., [61]). In estimation, one typically assumes that there exists a true value of θ, and hence that the
true distribution belongs to the assumed model. Furthermore, the goal
in estimation is to recover the true value of the parameter θ with a
minimal loss, rather than to predict a new unobserved example.
Finally, before we discuss learning in the next subsections, let us
briefly cover the inference step for this problem. Once a vector of
parameters θD = (wD , βD ) is identified based on the data D during
learning, the optimal prediction under the `2 norm is the conditional
mean t̂D (x) = Et∼p(t|x,θD ) [t|x], that is, t̂D (x) = µ(x, wD ).
We now introduce two different learning criteria that assume the
frequentist viewpoint, namely Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Maximum
a Posteriori (MAP).
2.3.1

Maximum Likelihood (ML) Criterion

Assume now that the model order M is fixed, and that we are interested
in learning the model parameters θ. The ML criterion selects a value
of θ under which the training set D has the maximum probability of
being observed. In other words, the value θ selected by ML is the most
likely to have generated the observed training set. Note that there
might be more than one such value. To proceed, we need to write the
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probability (density) of the observed labels tD in the training set D given
the corresponding domain points x. Under the assumed discriminative
model, this is given as
p(tD |xD , w, β) =
=

N
Y
n=1
N
Y

p(tn |xn , w, β),

(2.12)

N (tn |µ(xn , w), β −1 )

n=1

where we have used the assumed independence of different data points.
Taking the logarithm yields the Log-Likelihood (LL) function
ln p(tD |xD , w, β) =

N
X

ln p(tn |xn , w, β)

n=1

=-

N
N
β X
β
(µ(xn , w) − tn )2 +
ln .
2 n=1
2
2π

(2.13)

The LL function should be considered as a function of the model
parameters θ = (w, β), since the data set D is fixed and given. The ML
learning problem is defined by the minimization of the Negative LL
(NLL) function as
min −
w,β

N
1 X
ln p(tn |xn , w, β).
N n=1

(2.14)

This criterion is also referred to as cross-entropy or log-loss, as further
discussed in Sec. 2.7.
If one is only interested in learning the weights w, as is the case
when the loss function is `2 , then this problem can be simplified as
N
1 X
min LD (w) =
(µ(xn , w) − tn )2 .
w
N n=1

(2.15)

An important observation is that this criterion coincides with the ERM
problem (2.7) if one parametrizes the predictor as t̂(x) = µ(x, w). This
is an instance of the more general fact that direct learning via ERM
can often be given an interpretation in terms of separate learning
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and inference for a given probabilistic model that depends on the loss
function.
The ERM problem (2.15) can be solved in closed form. To this end,
we write the empirical loss as LD (w) = N −1 ||tD − XD w||2 , with the
N × (M + 1) matrix
XD = [φ(x1 ) φ(x2 ) · · · φ(xN )]T .

(2.16)

Its minimization hence amounts to a Least Squares (LS) problem, which
yields the solution
T
T
wM L = (XD
XD )−1 XD
tD ,

(2.17)

Note that, in (2.17), we have assumed the typical overdetermined case
in which the inequality N > (M + 1) holds. More generally, one has
†
the ML solution wM L = XD
tD . Finally, differentiating the NLL with
respect to β yields instead the ML estimate
1
βM L

=

1
LD (wM L ).
N

(2.18)
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of underfitting and overfitting in ML learning: The dashed
line is the optimal predictor (2.10), which depends on the unknown true distribution,
while the other lines correspond to the predictor t̂M L (x) = µ(x, wM L ) learned via
ML with different model orders M .
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Overfitting and Underfitting. Adopting the `2 loss, let us now
compare the predictor t̂M L (x) = µ(x, wM L ) learned via ML with the
optimal, but unknown, predictor t̂∗ (x) in (2.10). To this end, Fig. 2.2
shows the optimal predictor t̂∗ (x) as a dashed line and the ML-based
predictor t̂M L (x) obtained with different values of the model order M
for the training set D in Fig. 2.1 (also shown in Fig. 2.2 for reference).
We begin by observing that, with M = 1, the ML predictor underfits
the data: the model is not rich enough to capture the variations present
in the data. As a result, the training loss LD (wM L ) in (2.15) is large.

In contrast, with M = 9, the ML predictor overfits the data: the
model is too rich and, in order to account for the observations in the
training set, it yields inaccurate predictions outside it. In this case, the
training loss LD (w) in (2.15) is small, but the generalization loss

Lp (wM L ) = E(x,t)∼pxt [`(t, µ(x, wM L ))]

(2.19)

is large. With overfitting, the model is memorizing the training set,
rather than learning how to generalize to unseen examples.

The choice M = 3 appears to be the best by comparison with the
optimal predictor. Note that this observation is in practice precluded
given the impossibility to determine t̂∗ (x) and hence the generalization
loss. We will discuss below how to estimate the generalization loss using
validation.
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Figure 2.3: Square root of the generalization loss Lp (wM L ) and of the training loss
LD (wM L ) as a function of the model order M for the training data set in Fig. 2.1.

The impact of the model order M on training and generalization
losses is further elaborated on in Fig. 2.3, which shows the squared root
of the generalization loss Lp (wM L ) and of the training loss LD (wM L ) as
a function of M for the same training data set. A first remark is that,
as expected, the training loss is smaller than the generalization loss,
since the latter accounts for all pairs (x, t)∼ p(x, t), while the former
includes only the training points used for learning. More importantly,
the key observation here is that increasing M allows one to better fit –
and possibly overfit – the training set, hence reducing LD (wM L ). The
generalization loss Lp (wM L ) instead tends to decrease at first, as we
move away from the underfitting regime, but it eventually increases
for sufficiently large M . The widening of the gap between training and
generalization provides evidence that overfitting is occurring. From Fig.
2.3, we can hence conclude that model orders larger than M = 7 should
be avoided since they lead to overfitting, while model order less than
M = 3 should also not be considered in order to avoid underfitting.
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Figure 2.4: Square root of the generalization loss Lp (wM L ) and of the training loss
LD (wM L ) as a function of the training set size N . The asymptote of the generalization
and training losses is given by the minimum generalization loss Lp (w∗ ) (cf. (2.20))
achievable for the given model order (see Fig. 2.5).

What if we had more data? Extrapolating from the behavior
observed in Fig. 2.2, we can surmise that, as the number N of data
points increases, overfitting is avoided even for large values of M . In fact,
when the training set is big as compared to the number of parameters
in θ, we expect the training loss LD (w) to provide an accurate measure
of the generalization loss Lp (w) for all possible values of w. Informally,
we have the approximation LD (w) ' Lp (w) uniformly in w for large
N . Therefore, the weight vector wM L that minimizes the training loss
LD (w) also (approximately) minimizes the generalization loss Lp (w). It
follows that, for large N , the ML parameter vector wM L tends to the
the optimal value w∗ (assuming for simplicity of argument that it is
unique) that minimizes the generalization loss among all predictors in
the model, i.e.,
w∗ = argmin Lp (w).
(2.20)
w

This discussion will be made precise in Chapter 5.
To offer numerical evidence for the point just made, Fig. 2.4 plots the
(square root of the) generalization and training losses versus N , where
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the training sets were generated at random from the true distribution.
From the figure, we can make the following important observations. First,
overfitting – as measured by the gap between training and generalization
losses – vanishes as N increases. This is a consequence of the discussed
approximate equalities LD (w) ' Lp (w) and wM L ' w∗ , which are valid
as N grows large, which imply the approximate equalities LD (wM L ) '
Lp (wM L ) ' Lp (w∗ ).

Second, it is noted that the training loss LD (wM L ) tends to the
minimum generalization loss Lp (w∗ ) for the given M from below, while
the generalization loss Lp (wM L ) tends to it from above. This is because, as N increases, it becomes more difficult to fit the data set D,
and hence LD (wM L ) increases. Conversely, as N grows large, the ML
estimate becomes more accurate, because of the increasingly accurate
approximation wM L ' w∗ , and thus the generalization loss Lp (wM L )
decreases.

Third, selecting a smaller model order M yields an improved generalization loss when the training set is small, while a larger value of M is
desirable when the data set is bigger. In fact, as further discussed below,
when N is small, the estimation error caused by overfitting dominates
the bias caused by the choice of a small hypothesis class. In contrast,
for sufficiently large training sets, the estimation error vanishes and the
performance is dominated by the bias induced by the selection of the
model.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the bias and training error based on the decomposition
(2.21).

Estimation error and bias. The previous paragraph introduced
the notions of estimation error and bias associated with the selection of
a given model order M . While Chapter 5 will provide a more extensive
discussion on these concepts, it is useful to briefly review them here
in the context of ML learning. Estimation error and bias refer to the
following decomposition of the generalization loss achieved by the given
solution wM L
Lp (wM L ) = Lp (t̂∗ ) + (Lp (w∗ ) − Lp (t̂∗ )) + (Lp (wM L ) − Lp (w∗ )). (2.21)
This decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 for M = 1. In (2.21), the
term Lp (t̂∗ ) = 0.1 (the figure shows the square root) is, as seen, the
minimum achievable generalization loss without any constraint on the
hypothesis class. The term (Lp (w∗ ) − Lp (t̂∗ )) represents the bias caused
by the choice of the given hypothesis class, and hence also by the choice
of M . This is because, by (2.20), Lp (w∗ ) is the best generalization loss
for the given model. Recall that the loss Lp (w∗ ) can be achieved when N
is large enough. Finally, the term (Lp (wM L ) − Lp (w∗ )) is the estimation
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error 4 that is incurred due to the fact that N is not large enough and
hence we have wM L 6= w∗ .
From the decomposition (2.21), big data, that is a large N , allows
us to reduce the estimation error, but it has no effect on the bias. This
is seen in Fig. 2.4, where the asymptote achieved by the generalization
loss as N increases equals the minimum generalization loss Lp (w∗ ) for
the given model order. Choosing a small value of M in the regime of
large data imposes a floor on the achievable generalization loss that no
amount of additional data can overcome.
When is data big? From the discussion above, we can offer a
pragmatic definition for the regime of “big data”: The data set is
big when the generalization loss is dominated by the bias, while the
estimation error is negligible. It has been suggested that, in this sense,
one should never operate in the regime of big data. In fact, if the bias is
dominant, then choosing a larger hypothesis class may reduce the bias
more than it would increase the estimation error, leading to a smaller
generalization loss – and taking us away from the regime of big data.
Validation and testing. In the discussion above, it was assumed
that the generalization loss Lp (w) can somehow be evaluated. Since
this depend on the true unknown distribution p(x, t), this evaluation is,
strictly speaking, not possible. How then to estimate the generalization
loss in order to enable model order selection using a plot as in Fig. 2.3?
The standard solution is to use validation.
The most basic form of validation prescribes the division of the
available data into two sets: a hold-out, or validation, set and the
training set. The validation set is used to evaluate an approximation of
the generalization loss Lp (w) via the empirical average
Lp (w) '

Nv
1 X
`(tn , µ(xn , w)),
Nv n=1

(2.22)

where the sum is done over the Nv elements of the validation set.
The just described hold-out approach to validation has a clear
drawback, as part of the available data needs to be set aside and not
used for training. This means that the number of examples that can
4

This is also defined as generalization error in some references.
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be used for training is smaller than the number of overall available
data points. To partially obviate this problem, a more sophisticated,
and commonly used, approach to validation is k-fold cross-validation.
With this method, the available data points are partitioned, typically
at random, into k equally sized subsets. The generalization loss is then
estimated by averaging k different estimates. Each estimate is obtained
by retaining one of the k subsets for validation and the remaining k − 1
subsets for training. When k = N , this approach is also known as
leave-one-out cross-validation.
Test set. Once a model order M and model parameters θ have been
obtained via learning and validation, one typically needs to produce
an estimate of the generalization loss obtained with this choice (M, θ).
The generalization loss estimated via validation cannot be used for this
purpose. In fact, the validation loss tends to be smaller than the actual
value of the generalization loss. After all, we have selected the model
order so as to yield the smallest possible error on the validation set. The
upshot is that the final estimate of the generalization loss should be
done on a separate set of data points, referred to as the test set, that are
set aside for this purpose and not used at any stage of learning. As an
example, in competitions among different machine learning algorithms,
the test set is kept by a judge to evaluate the submissions and is never
shared with the contestants.
2.3.2

Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Criterion and Regularization

We have seen that the decision regarding the model order M in ML
learning concerns the tension between bias, whose reduction calls for a
larger M , and estimation error, whose decrease requires a smaller M .
ML provides a single integer parameter, M , as a gauge to trade off bias
and estimation error. As we will discuss here, the MAP approach and,
more generally, regularization, enable a finer control of these two terms.
The key idea is to leverage prior information available on the behavior
of the parameters in the absence, or presence, of overfitting.
To elaborate, consider the following experiment. Evaluate the ML
solution wM L in (2.17) for different values of M and observe how it
changes as we move towards the overfitting regime by increasing M
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(see also [13, Table 1.1]). For the experiment reported in Fig. 2.2, we
obtain the following values: for M = 1, wM L = [0.93, − 1.76]T ; for
M = 3, wM L = [−0.28, 13.32, −35.92, 22.56]T ; and for M = 9, wM L =
[13.86, −780.33, 12.99×103 , −99.27 × 103 , 416.49 × 103 , −1.03 × 106 ,
1.56 × 106 , 1.40 × 106 , 0.69 × 106 , −1.44 × 106 ]. These results suggest
that a manifestation of overfitting is the large value of norm kwk of
the vector of weights. We can use this observation as prior information,
that is as part of the inductive bias, in designing a learning algorithm.
To this end, we can impose a prior distribution on the vector of
weights that gives lower probability to large values. A possible, but not
the only, way to do this is to is to assume a Gaussian prior as
w ∼ N (0, α−1 I),

(2.23)

so that all weights are a priori i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian variables with
variance α−1 . Increasing α forces the weights to be smaller as it reduces
the probability associated with large weights. The precision variable α
is an example of a hyperparameter. As we will discuss, hyperparameters
are determined via validation in the same way as for the model order
M.
Rather than maximizing the LL, that is, probability density p(tD |xD , w, β)
of the labels in the training set, as for ML, the MAP criterion prescribes
the maximization of the joint probability distribution of weights and of
labels given the prior p(w) = N (w|0, α−1 I), that is,
p(tD , w|xD , β) = p(w)

N
Y

p(tn |xn , w, β).

(2.24)

n=1

Note that a prior probability can also be assumed for the parameter β,
but in this example we leave β as a deterministic parameter. The MAP
learning criterion can hence be formulated as
min −
w,β

N
X

ln p(tn |xn , w, β) − ln p(w).

(2.25)

n=1

The name “Maximum a Posteriori” is justified by the fact that problem
(2.25) is equivalent to maximizing the posterior distribution of the
parameters w given the available data, as we will further discuss in the
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next section. This yields the following problem for the weight vector

min LD (w) +
w

λ
kwk2 ,
N

(2.26)

where we have defined λ = α/β and we recall that the training loss is
LD (w) = N −1 ktD − XD wk2 .
ML vs. MAP. Observing (2.26), it is important to note the following general property of the MAP solution: As the number N of data
points grows large, the MAP estimate tends to the ML estimate, given
that the contribution of the prior information term decreases as 1/N .
When N is large enough, any prior credence is hence superseded by the
information obtained from the data.
Problem (2.26), which is often referred to as ridge regression, modifies
the ML criterion by adding the quadratic regularization term λkwk2 .
The latter forces the norm of the solution to be small, particularly with
larger values of the hyperparameter λ, or equivalently α. The solution
of problem (2.26) can be found by using standard LS analysis, yielding

T
T
wM AP = (λI + XD
XD )−1 XD
tD .

(2.27)

This expression confirms that, as N grows large, the term λI becomes
negligible and the solution tends to the ML estimate (2.17) (see [61] for
a formal treatment).
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Figure 2.6: Square root of the generalization loss Lp (wM AP ) and of the training
loss LD (wM AP ) as a function of the regularization parameter λ for the training data
set in Fig. 2.1 with M = 9.

Regularization. Fig. 2.6 shows the squared root of the generalization loss Lp (wM AP ) and of the training loss LD (wM AP ) as a function of
λ (in logarithmic scale) for the training data set in Fig. 2.1 with M = 9.
The generalization loss is estimated using validation. We observe that
increasing λ, and hence the relevance of the regularization term, has
a similar impact as decreasing the model order M . A larger λ reduces
the effective capacity of the model. Stated in different words, increasing
λ reduces overfitting but may entail a larger bias.
Other standard examples for the prior distribution include the
Laplace pdf, which yields the l1 norm regularization term λ kwk1 =
P
λ M
j=0 |w|1 . This term promotes the sparsity of the solution, which is
useful in many signal recovery algorithms [7] and in non-parametric
function estimation [100]. The corresponding optimization problem
minw LD (w) + Nλ kwk1 is known as LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator).
Apart from the discussed addition of regularization terms to the
empirical risk, there are ways to perform implicit regularization, such
as early stopping and data augmentation, which have found widespread
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use for the training of neural networks [38]. Also, beyond regularization,
a different approach to combat overfitting is bagging. With bagging,
we first create a number K of bootstrap data sets. Bootstrap data sets
are obtained by selecting N data points uniformly with replacement
from D. Then, we train the model K times, each time over a different
bootstrap set. Finally, we average the results obtained from the models
using equal weights. If the errors accrued by the different models were
independent, bagging would yield an estimation error that decreases
with K. In practice, significantly smaller gains are obtained, particularly
for large K, given that the bootstrap data sets are all drawn from D
and hence the estimation errors are not independent [13].
2.4

Bayesian Approach

The frequentist approaches discussed in the previous section assume the
existence of a true distribution, and aim at identifying a specific value for
the parameters θ of a probabilistic model to derive a predictor (cf. (2.3)).
ML chooses the value θ that maximizes the probability of the training
data, while MAP includes in this calculation also prior information
about the parameter vector. The Bayesian viewpoint is conceptually
different: Rather than committing to a single value θ to explain the
data, it considers the explanations provided by all possible values of θ,
each weighted according to a generally different, and data-dependent,
“belief”.
More formally, the Bayesian viewpoint sees the vector of parameters
as rvs that are jointly distributed with the labels tD in the training data
D and with the new example t. We hence have the joint distribution
p(tD , w, t|xD , x). We recall that the conditioning on the domain points
xD and x in the training set and in the new example, respectively,
are hallmarks of discriminative probabilistic models. The Bayesian
solution simply takes this modeling choice to its logical end point: in
order to predict the new label t, it directly evaluates the posterior
distribution p(t|xD , tD , x) = p(t|D, x) given the available information
(D, x) by applying the marginalization rules of probability to the joint
distribution p(tD , w, t|xD , x).
As seen, the posterior probability p(t|D, x) can be used as the
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predictive distribution in (2.3) to evaluate a predictor t̂(x). However,
a fully Bayesian solution returns the entire posterior p(t|D, x), which
provides significantly more information about the unobserved label t. As
we will discuss below, this knowledge, encoded in the posterior p(t|D, x),
combines both the assumed prior information about the weight vector
w and the information that is obtained from the data D.
To elaborate, in the rest of this section, we assume that the precision
parameter β is fixed and that the only learnable parameters are the
weights in vector w. The joint distribution of the labels in the training
set, of the weight vector and of the new label, conditioned on the domain
points xD in the training set and on the new point x, is given as
p(tD , w, t|xD , x) =

p(w)

p(tD |xD , w)

p(t|x, w)

| {z }

|

|

a priori distribution

{z

likelihood

}

{z

.

}

distribution of new data

(2.28)
In the previous equation, we have identified the a priori distribution of
Q
−1
the data; the likelihood term p(tD |xD , w) = N
n=1 N (tn |µ(xn , w), β )
−1
in (2.12); and the pdf of the new label p(t|w, x) = N (t|µ(x, w), β ). It
is often useful to drop the dependence on the domain points x D and
x to write only the joint distribution of the random variables in the
model as
p(tD , w, t) =

p(w)

p(tD |w)

p(t|w)

| {z }

| {z }

| {z }

.

(2.29)

a priori distribution likelihood distribution of new data

This factorization can be represented graphically by the Bayesian Network (BN) in Fig. 2.7. The significance of the graph should be clear by
inspection, and it will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
It is worth pointing out that, by treating all quantities in the model
– except for the hyperparameter α – as rvs, the Bayesian viewpoint does
away with the distinction between learning and inference. In fact, since
the joint distribution is assumed to be known in a Bayesian model, the
problem at hand becomes that of inferring the unknown rv t. To restate
this important point, the Bayesian approach subsumes all problems in
the general inference task of estimating a subset of rvs given other rvs
in a set of jointly distributed rvs with a known joint distribution.
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Figure 2.7: Bayesian Network (BN) describing the joint distribution (2.29) of the
weight vector w, of the labels tD in the training data D and t in the new example,
as used in the Bayesian approach.

As mentioned, we are interested in computing the posterior probability p(t|D, x) of the new label t given the training data D and the new
domain point x = x. Dropping again the domain variables to simplify
the notation, we apply standard rules of probability to obtain
p(t|tD ) =

p(tD , t)
=
p(tD )

Z

p(w)p(tD |w)
p(t|w)dw
p(tD )

Z

=

p(w|tD )p(t|w)dw,

(2.30)

where the second equality follows from the marginalization rule p(tD , t) =
R
p(tD , w, t)dw and the last equality from Bayes theorem. Putting back
the dependence on the domain variables, we obtain the predictive distribution as
p(t|x, D) =

Z

p(w|D)

p(t|x, w)dw.

(2.31)

| {z }

posterior distribution of w

This is the key equation. Accordingly, the Bayesian approach considers the predictive probability p(t|x, w) associated with each value of
the weight vector w weighted by the posterior belief
p(w|D) =

p(w)p(tD |xD , w)
.
p(tD |xD )

(2.32)

The posterior belief p(w|D), which defines the weight of the parameter
vector w, is hence proportional to the prior belief p(w) multiplied by
the correction p(tD |xD , w) due to the observed data.
Computing the posterior p(w|D), and a fortiori also the predictive
distribution p(t|x, D), is generally a difficult task that requires the
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adoption of approximate inference techniques covered in Chapter 8.
For this example, however, we can directly compute the predictive
distribution as [13]
t|x, D ∼ N (µ(x, wM AP ), s2 (x)),


(2.33)

−1

TX
where s2 (x) = β −1 (1 + φ(x)T λI + XD
φ(x)). Therefore, in this
D
particular example, the optimal predictor under `2 loss is MAP. This is
consequence of the fact that mode and mean of a Gaussian pdf coincide,
and is not a general property. Even so, as discussed next, the Bayesian
viewpoint can provide significantly more information on the label t than
the ML or MAP.

ML and MAP vs. Bayesian approach. The Bayesian posterior
(2.33) provides a finer prediction of the labels t given the explanatory
variables x as compared to the predictive distribution p(t|x, θM L ) =
N (µ(x, wM L ), β −1 ) returned by ML and similarly by MAP. To see this,
note that the latter has the same variance or all values of x, namely
β −1 . Instead, the Bayesian approach reveals that, due to the uneven
distribution of the observed values of x, the accuracy of the prediction
of labels depends on the value of x: Values of x closer to the existing
points in the training sets generally exhibit a smaller variance.
This is shown in Fig. 2.8, which plots a training set, along with the
corresponding predictor µ(x, wM AP ) and the high-probability interval
µ(x, wM AP ) ± s(x) produced by the Bayesian method. We set M = 9,
β −1 = 0.1 and α−1 = 0.2 × 105 . For reference, we also show the interval
µ(x, wM AP ) ± β −1/2 that would result from the MAP analysis. This
intervals illustrate the capability of the Bayesian approach to provide
information about the uncertainty associated with the estimate of t.
This advantage of the Bayesian approach reflects its conceptual
difference with respect to the frequentist approach: The frequentist predictive distribution refers to a hypothetical new observation generated
with the same mechanism as the training data; instead, the Bayesian
predictive distribution quantifies the statistician’s belief in the value of
t given the assumed prior and the training data.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of the predictive distribution p(t|x, D) produced by the
Bayesian method for the training set shown in the figure as compared to that obtained
with the MAP criterion. The larger interval corresponds to µ(x, wM AP ) ± s(x) for
the Bayesian method, while the smaller interval to µ(x, wM AP ) ± β −1/2 for MAP
(M = 9, β −1 = 0.1 and α−1 = 0.2 × 105 ).

From (2.33), we can make another important general observation
about the relationship with ML and MAP concerning the asymptotic
behavior when N is large. In particular, when N → ∞, we have already
seen that, informally, the limit wM AP → wM L holds. We now observe
that it is also the case that the variance s2 (x) of the Bayesian predictive
distribution tends to β −1 . As a result, we can conclude that the Bayesian
predictive distribution approaches that returned by ML when N is large.
A way to think about this conclusion is that, when N is large, the
posterior distribution p(w|D) of the weights tends to concentrate around
the ML estimate, hence limiting the average (2.31) to the contribution
of the ML solution.
Marginal likelihood. Another advantage of the Bayesian approach
is that, in principle, it allows model selection to be performed without
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validation. Toward this end, compute the marginal likelihood
p(tD |xD ) =

Z

p(w)

N
Y

p(tn |xn , w)dw,

(2.34)

n=1

that is, the probability density of the training set when marginalizing
over the weight distribution. With the ML approach, the corresponding
quantity p(tD |xD , wM L ) can only increase by choosing a larger model
order M . In fact, a larger M entails more degrees of freedom in the
optimization (2.15) of the LL. A similar discussion applies also to MAP.
However, this is not the case for (2.34): a larger M implies a more
“spread-out” prior distribution of the weights, which may result in a
more diffuse distribution of the labels in (2.34). Hence, increasing M
may yield a smaller marginal likelihood.
10-7
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Figure 2.9: Marginal likelihood versus the model order M for the training set of
Fig. 2.1 (β = 10, α0 = 10−3 ).

To illustrate this point, Fig. 2.9 plots the marginal likelihood for
the data set in Fig. 2.1 for β = 10 and three different values of α as a
function of M . The marginal likelihood in this example can be easily
computed since we have
T
tD |xD = xD ∼∼ N (0, α−1 XD XD
+ β −1 I).

(2.35)
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It is observed that the marginal likelihood presents a peak at a given
value of M , while decreasing when moving away from the optimal value.
Therefore, we could take the value of M at which the marginal likelihood
is maximized as the selected model order.
Does this mean that validation is really unnecessary when adopting
a Bayesian viewpoint? Unfortunately, this is not necessarily the case.
In fact, one still needs to set the hyperparameter α. As seen in Fig.
2.9, varying α can lead to different conclusions on the optimal value
of M . An alternative approach would be to treat α, and even M , as
rvs with given priors to be specified (see, e.g., [91]). This would not
obviate the problem of selecting hyperparameters – now defining the
prior distributions of α and M – but it can lead to powerful hierarchical
models. The necessary tools will be discussed in Chapter 7.
As a final note, rather than using often impractical exhaustive
search methods, the optimization over the hyperparameters and the
model order M for all criteria discussed so far, namely ML, MAP and
Bayesian, can be carried out using so-called Bayesian optimization
tools [92]. A drawback of these techniques is that they have their own
hyperparameters that need to be selected.
Empirical Bayes. Straddling both frequentist and Bayesian viewpoints is the so-called empirical Bayes method. This approach assumes
an a priori distribution for the parameters, but then estimates the
parameters of the prior – say mean and variance of a Gaussian prior –
from the data [33].
2.5

Minimum Description Length (MDL)

In this section, we briefly introduce a third, conceptually distinct,
learning philosophy – the MDL criterion. The reader is warned that the
treatment here is rather superficial, and that a more formal definition of
the MDL criterion would would require a more sophisticated discussion,
which can be found in [41]. To start, we first recall from the discussion
above that learning requires the identification of a model, or hypothesis
class – here the model order M – and of a specific hypothesis, defined
by parameters θ – here θ = (w, β) – within the class. While MDL can
be used for both tasks, we will focus here only on the first.
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To build the necessary background, we now need to review the
relationship between probabilistic models and compression. To this
end, consider a signal x taking values in a finite alphabet X , e.g., a
pixel in a gray scale image. Fix some probability mass function (pmf)
p(x) on this alphabet. A key result in information theory, known as
Kraft’s inequality [23], states that it is possible to design a prefix-free –
and hence decodable without delay – lossless compression scheme that
uses d− log p(x)e bits to represent value x. By virtue of this result, the
choice of a probability distribution p(x) is akin to the selection of a
prefix-free lossless compression scheme that produces a description of
around − log p(x) bits to represent value x. Note that the description
length − log p(x) decreases with the probability assigned by p(x) to
value x: more likely values under p(x) are assigned a smaller description.
Importantly, a decoder would need to know p(x) in order to recover x
from the bit description.
At an informal level, the MDL criterion prescribes the selection
of a model that compresses the training data to the shortest possible
description. In other words, the model selected by MDL defines a
compression scheme that describes the data set D with the minimum
number of bits. As such, the MDL principle can be thought of as a
formalization of Occam’s razor: choose the model that yields the simplest
explanation of the data. As we will see below, this criterion naturally
leads to a solution that penalizes overfitting.
The length of the description of a data set D that results from the
selection of a specif value of M cannot be directly obtained from Kraft’s
inequality. This is because the resulting probabilistic model contains as
many probability distributions as there are values for the corresponding
parameters θ. A formal calculation of the description length would
hence require the introduction of the concept of universal compression
for a given probabilistic model [41]. Here, we will limit ourselves here
to a particular class of universal codes known as two-part codes.
Using two-part codes, we can compute the description length for
the data D that results from the choice of a model order M as follows. First, we obtain the ML solution (wM L , βM L ). Then, we describe
the data set by using a compression scheme defined by the probabil-
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−1
ity p(t|x, wM L , βM L ) = N (t|µ(x, wM L ), βM
L ). As discussed, by Kraft’s
inequality and neglecting the technical issue that the labels are actually continuous rvs5 , this produces a description of approximately
P
− N
n=1 logp(tn |xn , wM L , βM L ) bits. This description is, however, not
sufficient, since the decoder of the description should also be informed
about the parameters (wM L , βM L ).
Using quantization, the parameters can be described by means of a
number C(M ) of bits that is proportional to the number of parameters,
here M + 2. Concatenating these bits with the description produced by
the ML model yields the overall description length

−

N
X

logp(tn |xn , wM L , βM L ) + C(M ).

(2.36)

n=1

MDL – in the simplified form discussed here – selects the model order
M that minimizes the description length (2.36). Accordingly, the term
C(M ) acts as a regularizer. The optimal value of M for the MDL
criterion is hence the result of the trade-off between the minimization
of the overhead C(M ), which calls for a small value of M , and the
minimization of the NLL, which decreases with M .
Under some technical assumptions, the overhead term can be often
evaluated in the form (K/2) ln N + c, where K is the number of parameters in the model and c is a constant. This expression is not quite
useful in practice, but it provides intuition about the mechanism used
by MDL to combat overfitting.
2.6

Interpretation and Causality

Having learned a predictive model using any of the approaches discussed
above, an important, and often overlooked, issue is the interpretation
of the results returned by the learned algorithm. This has in fact grown
into a separate field within the active research area of deep neural
networks (see Chapter 4) [71]. Here, we describe a typical pitfall of
interpretation that relates to the assessment of causality relationships
between the variables in the model. We follow an example in [79].
5

We could account for this using quantization.
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Fig. 2.10 (top) shows a possible distribution of data points on the
plane defined by coordinates x = exercise and t = cholesterol (the
numerical values are arbitrary). Learning a model that relates t as the
dependent variable to the variable x would clearly identify an upward
trend – an individual that exercises mode can be predicted to have a
higher cholesterol level. This prediction is legitimate and supported by
the available data, but can we also conclude that exercising less would
reduce one’s cholesterol? In other words, can we conclude that there
exists a causal relationships between x and t? We know the answer to
be no, but this cannot be ascertained from the data in the figure.

Figure 2.10: Illustration of Simpson’s paradox [79].

The way out of this conundrum is to leverage prior information
we have about the problem domain. In fact, we can explain away this
spurious correlation by including another measurable variable in the
model, namely age. To see this, consider the same data, now redrawn by
highlighting the age of the individual corresponding to each data point.
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The resulting plot, seen in Fig. 2.10 (bottom), reveals that older people
— within the observed bracket — tend to have a higher cholesterol as well
as to exercise more. Therefore, age is a common cause of both exercise
and cholesterol levels. In order to capture the causality relationship
between the latter variables, we hence need to adjust for age. Doing this
requires to consider the trend within each age separately, recovering the
expected conclusion that exercising is useful to lower one’s cholesterol.6
We conclude that in this example the correlation between x and t,
while useful for prediction, should not be acted upon for decision making.
When assessing the causal relationship between x and t, we should
first understand which other variables may explain the observations
and then discount any spurious correlations. The study of causality
can be carried out within the elegant framework of interventions on
probabilistic graphical models developed by Pearl [79, 57, 83]. Other
related approaches are covered in [81]. More discussion on probabilistic
graphical models can be found in Chapter 7.
2.7

Information-Theoretic Metrics

We conclude this chapter with a discussion on information theoretic
metrics. As we will see in the following chapters, these metrics are used
extensively in the definition of learning algorithms. Appendix A provides
a detailed introduction to information-theoretic measures in terms of
inferential tasks. Here we introduce the key metrics of Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence and entropy by examining the asymptotic behavior of
ML in the regime of large N .
To this end, we revisit the ML problem (2.14), which amounts to
P
the minimization of the NLL −N −1 N
n=1 ln p(tn |xn , w, β), also known
as log-loss. According to the frequentist viewpoint, the training set
variables are drawn i.i.d. according to the true distribution p(x, t), i.e.,
(xn , tn ) ∼ pxt i.i.d. over n = 1, ..., N . By the strong law of large numbers,

6
This example is an instance of the so called Simpson’s paradox: patterns visible
in the data disappear, or are even reversed, on the segregated data.
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we then have the following limit with probability one
−

N
1 X
ln p(tn |xn , w, β) → E(x,t)∼pxt [ln p(t|x, w, β)] .
N n=1

(2.37)

As we will see next, this limit has a useful interpretation in terms of
the KL divergence.
The KL divergence between two distributions p and q is defined as
p(x)
ln
.
q(x)



KL(pkq) = Ex∼px



(2.38)

The KL divergence is hence the expectation of the Log-Likelihood Ratio
(LLR) ln(p(x)/q(x)) between the two distributions, where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution at the numerator. The
LLR tends to be larger, on average, if the two distributions differ more
significantly, while being uniformly zero only when the two distributions are equal. Therefore, the KL divergence measures the “distance”
between two distributions. As an example, with p(x) = N (x|µ1 , σ12 ) and
q(x) = N (x|µ2 , σ22 ), we have
1
KL(pkq) =
2

σ22
σ12 (µ2 − µ1 )2
+
−
1
+
ln
σ22
σ22
σ12

!

,

(2.39)

and, in the special case σ12 = σ22 = σ 2 , we can write
KL(pkq) =

(µ2 − µ1 )2
,
σ2

(2.40)

which indeed increase as the two distributions become more different.
The KL divergence is measured in nats when the natural logarithm
is used as in (2.38), while it is measured in bits if a logarithm in base 2
is used. In general, the KL divergence has several desirable properties
as a measure of the distance of two distributions [13, pp. 55-58]. The
most notable is Gibbs’ inequality, which states that the KL divergence
is non-negative and it equals zero if and only if the two distributions
are identical. Nevertheless, the KL divergence has also some seemingly
unfavorable features, such as its non-symmetry, that is, the inequality
KL(pkq) 6= KL(qkp). We will see in Chapter 8 that the absence of
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symmetry can be leveraged to define different types of approximate
inference and learning techniques.
Using the definition (2.38), the expected log-loss on the right-hand
side of (2.37) can be expressed as
E(x,t)∼pxt [ln p(t|x, w, β)] = Ex∼px [KL(p(t|x)||p(t|x, w, β))],

(2.41)

which can be easily verified by using the law of iterated expectations. The
previous expression shows that the average log-loss can be interpreted
as the average over the domain point x of the KL divergence between
the real predictive distribution p(t|x) and the predictive distribution
p(t|x, w, β) dictated by the model. Using this formulation, we can now
interpret the ML problem (2.14) as an attempt to make the model-based
discriminative distribution p(t|x, w, β) as close as possible to the actual
posterior p(t|x) when averaging over p(x).
It is useful to make a couple of additional comments on the KL
divergence. First, in machine learning, it is common to use the notation KL(pkq) even when q is unnormalized, that is, when q(x) is
R
non-negative but we may have the inequality q(x)dx 6= 1. Secondly,
the KL divergence can be written as
KL(p||q) = Ex∼px [− ln q(x)] − Ex∼px [− ln p(x)],
|

{z

H(p||q)

}

|

{z

H(p)

(2.42)

}

where the first term, H(p||q), is known as cross-entropy between p(x)
and q(x) and will play an important role as a learning criterion; while
the second term, H(p), is the entropy of distribution p(x), which is a
measure of randomness. We refer to Appendix A for further discussion
on this measure. We only warn the reader here that the entropy H(p) =
Ex∼px [− ln p(x)] is non-negative for discrete rvs, while it may be negative
for continuous rvs. Due to its different properties in the presence of
continuous rvs, the quantity H(p) should be more properly referred to
as differential entropy when p is a pdf [23]. In the rest of this monograph,
we will not always make this distinction.
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Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed three key learning frameworks, namely
frequentist, Bayesian and MDL. The frequentist viewpoint postulates
the presence of a true unknown distribution for the data, and aims
at learning a predictor that generalizes well on unseen data drawn
from this distribution. This can be done either by either learning a
probabilistic model to be plugged into the expression of the optimal
predictor or by directly solving the ERM problem over the predictor.
The Bayesian approach outputs a predictive distribution that combines
prior information with the data by solving the inference problem of
computing the posterior distribution over the unseen label. Finally,
the MDL method aims a selecting a model that allows the data to be
described with the smallest number of bits, hence doing away with the
need to define the task of generalizing over unobserved examples. The
chapter has also focused extensively on the key problem of overfitting,
demonstrating how the performance of a learning algorithm can be
understood in terms of bias and estimation error. The running example
has been one of linear regression for a Gaussian model. The next
chapter provides the necessary tools to construct and learn more general
probabilistic models.

3
Probabilistic Models for Learning

In the previous chapter, we have introduced the ML, MAP, Bayesian and
MDL learning frameworks. As we have seen, probabilistic models play
a key role in all three frameworks. Nevertheless, the linear regression
example considered in the previous chapter was limited to a simple linear
Gaussian model, which is insufficient to capture the range of learning
problems that are encountered in practice. For instance, scenarios of
interest may encompass discrete variables or non-negative quantities.
In this chapter, we introduce a family of probabilistic models, known as
the exponential family, whose members are used as components in many
of the most common probabilistic models and learning algorithms. We
will emphasize the common properties of the models in the exponential
family, which will prove useful for deriving learning algorithms in a
unified way in the following chapters.
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The Exponential Family

The exponential family contains probabilistic models of the form
K
X
1
p(x|η) =
exp
ηk uk (x) m(x)
Z(η)
k=1

!

=



1
exp η T u(x) m(x),
Z(η)

(3.1)

where x is a discrete or continuous-valued vector; η = [η1 · · · ηK ]T is the
vector of natural parameters; u(x) = [u1 (x) · · · uK (x)]T is the vector of
sufficient statistics, with each sufficient statistic uk (x) being a function
of x; m(x) ≥ 0 is the base measure, which is a function of x that is
independent of the natural parameter vector η; and Z(η) is the partition
function
Z
Z(η) =





exp η T u (x) m (x) dx


(3.2)



for continuous rvs and Z(η) = x exp η T u (x) m (x) for discrete rvs.
The partition function normalizes the distribution so that it integrates,
or sums, to one. It is often useful to refer to the unnormalized distribution
P





p̃(x|η) = exp η T u(x) m(x),

(3.3)

since the latter is generally easier to evaluate.
In short, distributions belonging to the exponential family are such
that the logarithm of the unnormalized distribution p̃(x|η), which is
also known as the energy function, is linear in the natural parameters,
i.e.,
ln p̃(x|η) = η T u(x) + ln m (x) .
(3.4)
For this reason, models of the form (3.1) are also referred to as log-linear.1
Including the partition function, the LL of the natural parameters can
be written as
ln p(x|η) = η T u (x) − A(η) + ln m(x),

(3.5)

1
There exists a more general version of the exponential family in which the
natural parameters are non-linear functions of the parameters that identify the
distribution.
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where
A(η) = ln Z(η)

(3.6)

is the log-partition function.
As per (3.1), a probabilistic model belonging to the exponential
family is identified by the set of sufficient statistics {uk (x)}K
k=1 , whose
order is irrelevant, and by the measure m(x). A specific hypothesis within
the model is selected by determining the natural parameter vector η.
Note that the set of feasible values for the natural parameters contains
all and only the vectors η for which the unnormalized distribution
p̃(x|η) can be normalized, that is, for which the inequality A(η) < ∞
holds. Also, in order to ensure identifiability of the natural parameters,
the sufficient statistics {uk (x)}K
k=1 need to be linearly independent – a
condition referred to as minimal representation [103].
Gaussian model. As a first example, consider the Gaussian pdf
1
x2
ν
ν2
N (x|ν, σ ) =
exp
−
+
x
−
2σ 2 σ 2
(2πσ 2 )1/2
2σ 2

!

2

.

This can be written in the form (3.1) upon identification of the base
measure m(x) = 1 and of the (linearly independent) sufficient statistics
u(x) = [x x2 ]. Note that, in order to do this, we need to map the
parameters (ν, σ 2 ) to the natural parameters via the relationship η =
[ν/σ 2 − 1/(2σ 2 ) ]. As a result, while the parameters (ν, σ 2 ) take all
possible allowed values in R × R+ , the natural parameter vector η takes
values in the set R × R− . Note that every value η in this set corresponds
to a valid pdf within the hypothesis class of N (x|ν, σ 2 ) models. Finally,
we can compute the log-partition function as
1
η12
1
2η2
ν2
2
+
ln(2πσ
)
=
−
− ln −
2
2σ
2
4η2 2
2π


A(η) =





.

(3.7)

We now state in more generality some properties that we have
observed to hold for the example above. We then provide additional
examples.
Natural parameters and mean parameters. Once the sufficient
statistics and the base measure are fixed, a specific hypothesis – pdf
or pmf – can be identified by either specifying the vector η of natural
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parameters or the vector µ of mean parameters. The latter is defined as
the expectation of the vector of sufficient statistics
µ = Ex∼p(x|η) [u(x)].

(3.8)

For the preceding example, we have the mean parameter vector µ =
[E[x] = ν, E[x2 ] = σ 2 + µ2 ]T . We can therefore use the notation p(x|µ)
as well as p(x|η) to describe a model in the exponential family. As we
will see below, the availability of these two parametrizations implies
that learning can be done on either sets of variables.
A key property of the exponential family is that the mapping between
natural parameters and mean parameters is given by the gradient
of the log-partition function. Specifically, it can be verified that the
partial derivative of the log-partition function equals the mean of the
corresponding sufficient statistic
∂A(η)
= Ex∼p(x|η) [uk (x)] = µk ,
∂ηk

(3.9)

∇η A(η) = Ex∼p(x|η) [u (x)] = µ.

(3.10)

or, in vector form,

Although we will not be making use of this result here, the Hessian
∇2η A(η) of the log-partition function can be similarly seen to equal the
covariance matrix of the sufficient statistics. It is also equal to the Fisher
information matrix for the natural parameters [30].
Convexity. The log-partition function A(η) in (3.6) is convex (∪)
in η, as it follows from the fact that it is a log-sum-exp function
composed with an affine function [17]. This property has the following
two important consequences. First, the set of feasible values for the
natural parameters is convex set [17]. Second, the LL function ln p(x|η)
in (3.5) is a concave (∩) function of η. As further discussed below, the
ML problem hence amounts to maximization of a concave function
over a convex set. This type of optimization is referred to as a convex
optimization problem, for which there exist powerful analytical and
algorithmic tools [17]. As a final note, it is common to assume that the
set of feasible values for η be not only convex but also open (that is,
excluding its boundary), which yields the regular exponential family.
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We next consider two important discrete models belonging to the
exponential family, namely the Bernoulli and Categorical pmfs. We also
introduce the important logistic sigmoid and softmax functions, along
with the one-hot encoding of categorical variables.
Bernoulli model. A second important example is given by the
Bernoulli distribution for a binary rv x ∈ {0, 1}:
Bern(x|µ) = µx (1 − µ)1−x ,

(3.11)

with µ = Ex∼Bern(x|µ) [x] = Pr[x = 1]. Since we can write the LL
function as
µ
x + ln (1 − µ) ,
ln (Bern(x|µ)) = ln
1−µ




(3.12)

the sufficient statistic defining the Bernoulli model is u(x) = x and the
measure function is m(x) = 1. The map between the mean parameter η
and the mean parameter µ is given as
µ
η = ln
,
1−µ




(3.13)

that is, the natural parameter is the LLR η = ln(Bern(1|µ)/Bern(0|µ)).
Function (3.13) is also known as the logit function. The corresponding
set of feasible values is hence R. The inverse mapping is instead given
by the logistic sigmoid function
µ = σ(η) =

1
.
1 + e−η

(3.14)

The sigmoid function converts a real number into the interval [0, 1]
via an S-shape that associates values less than 0.5 to negative values
of the argument and larger values to positive numbers. Finally, the
log-partition function is given by the convex function of the natural
parameters
A(η) = −ln(1 − µ) = ln(1 + eη ).
(3.15)
Note that the relationship (3.10) is easily verified.
Categorical or Multinoulli model. Another useful model that
belongs to the exponential family is the Categorical or Multinoulli
distribution, that applies to discrete variables taking C values, here
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labeled without loss of generality as {0, 1, ..., C − 1}. Note that setting
C = 2 recovers the Bernoulli distribution. Pmfs in this model are given
as
Cat(x|µ) =

C−1
Y

1(x=k)
µk

×

1−
µ0

PC−1
k=1

1(x=k)

,

(3.16)

k=1

where we have defined µk = Pr [x = k] for k = 1, . . . , C − 1 and µ0 =
P
1 − C−1
k=1 µk = Pr [x = 0]. The LL function is given as
ln (Cat(x|µ)) =

C−1
X

1 (x = k) ln

k=1

µk
+lnµ0 .
µ0

(3.17)

This demonstrates that the categorical model is in the exponential
family, with sufficient statistics vector u(x) = [1(x = 1) · · · 1(x =
C − 1)]T and measure function m(x) = 1. Furthermore, the mean
parameters µ = [µ1 · · · µC−1 ]T are related to the natural parameter
vector η = [η1 · · · ηC−1 ]T by the mapping
!

µk

ηk = ln

1−

PC−1
j=1

,

µj

(3.18)

which again takes the form of an LLR. The inverse mapping is given by
η



1
PeC−1

 1+ k=1

..
µ=
.

 eηC−1
PC−1
1+

k=1


eηk



.



(3.19)

eηk

The parametrization given here is minimal, since the sufficient
statistics u(x) are linearly independent. An overcomplete representation
would instead include in the vector of sufficient statistics also the
function 1(x = 0). In this case, the resulting vector of sufficient statistics



u(x) = 


1(x = 0)
..
.






(3.20)

1(x = C − 1)

is known as one-hot encoding of the categorical variable, since only
one entry equals 1 while the others are zero. Furthermore, with this
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encoding, the mapping between the natural parameters and the mean
parameters µ = [µ0 · · · µC−1 ]T can be expressed in terms of the softmax
function


η

e 0
PC−1


eηk

 k=0

..
µ = softmax(η)= 
.

 eηC−1
PC−1 η
k=0

e



.



(3.21)

k

The softmax function softmax(η) converts a vector of “scores” η into
a probability vector. Furthermore, the function has the property that,
as c grows to infinity, softmax(cη) tends to a vector with all zero
entries except for the position corresponding to the maximum value ηk
(assuming that it is unique). This justifies its name.
Other models. Other examples of probabilistic models that belong
to the exponential family include the exponential, Laplace, Gamma,
Beta and Dirichlet pdfs, as well as the binomial, multinomial, and
Poisson pmfs. A full list with corresponding sufficient statistics, measure
functions, log-partition functions and mappings between natural and
mean parameters can be found in [107]. More complex examples include
the Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) to be discussed in Chapter 6
and Chapter 8. It is worth mentioning that there are also distribution not
in the exponential family, such as the uniform distribution parametrized
by its support.
3.2

Maximum Entropy Property

Before discussing the use of models in the exponential family for learning, it is instructive to briefly cover the maximum entropy property
of the exponential family. Beside providing a compelling motivation
for adopting models in this class, this property also illuminates the
relationship between natural and mean parameters.
The key result is the following: The distribution p(x|η) in (3.1)
obtains the maximum entropy over all distributions p(x) that satisfy
the constraints Ex∼p(x) [uk (x)] = µk for all k = 1, ..., K. Recall that, as
mentioned in Chapter 2 and discussed in more details in Appendix A,
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the entropy is a measure of randomness of a random variable. Mathematically, the distribution p(x|η) solves the optimization problem
max H(p) s.t. Ex∼p(x) [uk (x)]=µk for k = 1, ..., K.
p(x)

(3.22)

Each natural parameter ηk turns out to be the optimal Lagrange multipliers associated with the kth constraint (see [30, Ch. 6-7]).
Suppose that the only information available about some data x
is given by the means of given functions uk (x), k = 1, ..., K. The
probabilistic model (3.1) can then be interpreted as encoding the least
additional information about the data, in the sense that it is the “most
random” distribution under the given constraints. This observation
justifies the adoption of this model by the maximum entropy principle.
As another note on the exponential family and information-theoretic
metrics, in Appendix B we provide discussion about the computation of
the KL divergence between two distributions in the same exponential
family but with different parameters.
3.3

Frequentist Learning

In this section, we provide general results concerning ML and MAP
learning when the probabilistic model belongs to the exponential family.
As seen in the previous chapter, with ML and MAP, one postulates that
the N available data points xD = {x1 , . . . , xN } are i.i.d. realizations
from the probabilistic model p(x|η) as
xn ∼ p(x|η), n = 1, ..., N .
i.i.d.

(3.23)

This data is used to estimate the natural parameters η, or the corresponding mean parameters µ. We recall from the previous chapter that
the true distribution of the observed data xD need not belong to the
assumed probabilistic model p(x|η). It is also worth clarifying that the
problem at hand can be seen as a special case of the supervised learning studied in the previous chapter in which there are no explanatory
variables.
Using (3.5), the LL of the natural parameter vector given the obser-
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vation xD can be written as
lnp(xD |η) =

N
X

lnp(xn |η)

n=1

= −N A(η) + η T

N
X
n=1

u(xn ) +

N
X

lnm(xn ).

(3.24)

n=1

Therefore, neglecting terms independent of η, we can write
lnp(xD |η) = −N A(η) + η T u(xD ),

(3.25)

where we have defined the cumulative sufficient statistics
uk (xD ) =

N
X

uk (xn ), k = 1, ..., K,

(3.26)

n=1

and the vector u(xD ) = [u1 (xD ) · · · uK (xD )]T .
A first important observation is that the LL function only depends
on the K statistics uk (xD ), k = 1, ..., K. Therefore, the vector u(xD )
is a sufficient statistic for the estimate of η given the observation xD .
We recall that a function f (xD ) of the data xD is a sufficient statistic
for the estimate of given parameters if the likelihood of the parameters
depends on the data only through f (xD ). Importantly, vector u(xD ) is
of size K, and hence it does not grow with the size N of the data set.
In fact, the exponential family turns out to be unique in this respect:
Informally, among all distributions whose support does not depend
on the parameters, only distributions in the exponential family have
sufficient statistics whose number does not grow with the number N of
observations (Koopman-Pitman-Darmois theorem) [5].
Gradient of the LL function. A key result that proves very useful
in deriving learning algorithms is the expression of the gradient of the
LL (3.25) with respect to the natural parameters. To start, the partial
derivative with respect to ηk can be written as
∂lnp(xD |η)
∂A(η)
= uk (xD ) − N
.
∂ηk
∂ηk

(3.27)

Using (3.9) and (3.10), this implies that we have
1 ∂lnp(xD |η)
1
= uk (xD ) − µk ,
N
∂ηk
N

(3.28)
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and for the gradient
1
1
∇η lnp(xD |η) = u(xD ) − µ
N
N
N
1 X
=
u(xn ) − µ.
N n=1

(3.29)

The gradient (3.29) is hence given by the difference between the empirical
P
average N −1 N
n=1 u(xn ) of the sufficient statistics given the data x D
and the ensemble average µ.
The following observation is instrumental in interpreting algorithms
based on gradient ascent or descent for exponential families. The normalized gradient of the LL (3.29) has two components: (i) the “positive”
component u(xD )/N points in a direction of the natural parameter space
that maximizes the unnormalized distribution ln p̃(xD |η) = η T u(xD ) +
PN
n=1 ln m (xn ), hence maximizing the “fitness” of the model to the
observed data xD ; while (ii) the “negative” component −µ = −∇η A(η)
points in a direction that minimizes the partition function, thus minimizing the “fitness” of the model to the unobserved data.
ML Learning. Due to concavity of the LL function, or equivalently
convexity of the NLL, and assuming the regularity of the distribution,
the ML estimate η M L is obtained by imposing the optimality condition
∇η lnp(xD |η) = 0,

(3.30)

which gives
µM L =

N
1 X
u(xn ).
N n=1

(3.31)

In words, the ML estimate of the mean parameters is obtained by matching the ensemble averages obtained under the model to the empirical
averages observed from the data. This procedure is known as moment
matching. Note that, from (3.31), if needed, we can also compute the ML
estimate ηM L using the mapping between the two sets of parameters.
From (3.31), we can infer that the ML estimate is consistent: if the
data is generated from a distribution p(x|η ∗ ) within the assumed family,
the ML estimate will tend to to it with probability one as N grows to
infinity by the strong law of large numbers [61]. However, for finite N ,
ML may suffer from overfitting, as we will see below.
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Example 3.1. The ML estimates of the parameters (µ, σ 2 ) for the
Gaussian model are given as
µM L =

N
1 X
xn
N n=1

(3.32)

2
σM
L =

N
1 X
x2 − µ2M L .
N n=1 n

(3.33)

For the Bernoulli model, we have the ML estimate of the mean parameter
µ = Pr [x = 1]
N
1 X
N [1]
µM L =
xn =
,
(3.34)
N n=1
N
where N [k] measures the number of observations equal to k, i.e.,
N [k] = |{n : xn = k}|.
Note that N [1] has a binomial distribution. For the Categorical model,
we can similarly write the ML estimate of the mean parameters µk =
Pr [x = k] as
µk,M L =

N
N [k]
1 X
1(xn = k) =
.
N n=1
N

(3.35)

The vector [N [0], ..., N [C − 1]]T has a multinomial distribution.
To illustrate the problem of overfitting, consider the categorical
model. As per (3.35), if no instance of the data equal to some value
k is observed, i.e., if N [k] = 0, ML assigns a zero probability to the
event x = k. In mathematical terms, if N [k] = 0, the ML estimate of
the probability of the event x = k is zero, that is, µk,M L = 0. So, ML
gives zero probability to any previously unobserved event. The problem,
which is an instance of overfitting, is known as the black swan paradox
or zero-count problem: For the European explorers of the 17th century
– or at least for those of them adhering to the ML principle – the black
swans in the Americas could not exist! [72]
MAP Learning. A MAP solution can be in principle derived by
including in the optimality condition (3.30) the gradient of the prior
distribution. We will instead solve the MAP problem in the next section
by computing the mode of the posterior distribution of the parameters.
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Bayesian Learning

As we discussed in the previous chapter, the Bayesian viewpoint is to
treat all variables as jointly distributed, including the model parameters
µ and the new, unobserved value x. The joint distribution is given as
p(xD , µ, x|α) =

p(µ|α)

p(xD |µ)

p(x|µ)

| {z }

| {z }

| {z }

, (3.36)

a priori distribution likelihood distribution of new data

where α represents the vector of hyperparameters defining the prior
distribution. The problem of inferring the unobserved value x is solved
by evaluating the predictive distribution
Z

p(x|xD , α) =

p(µ|xD , α)p(x|µ)dµ.

(3.37)

This distribution accounts for the weighted average of the contributions
from all values of the parameter vector µ according to the posterior
distribution p(µ|xD , α). Note that, for clarity, we left indicated the dependence on the hyperparameters α. Using Bayes theorem, the posterior
of the parameter vector can be written as
p(µ|α)p(xD |µ)
∝ p(µ|α)p(xD |µ).
(3.38)
p(xD |α)
As discussed in Chapter 2, this relationship highlights the dependence of
the posterior on both the prior distribution and the likelihood p(xD |µ).
We also note the the denominator in (3.38) is the marginal likelihood.
Prior distribution. The first issue we should address is the choice
of the prior distribution. There are two main approaches: 1) Conjugate
prior: choose the prior p(µ|α), so that posterior p(µ|xD , α) has the same
distribution as the prior p(µ|α) but with generally different parameters;
2) Non-informative prior: choose the prior that is the least informative
given the observed data [13, pp. 117-120]. Here, we will work with
conjugate priors, which are more commonly adopted in applications. In
fact, a key advantage of models in the exponential family is that they
all admit conjugate priors, and the conjugate priors are also members
of the exponential family.
Rather than providing a general discussion, which may be of limited
practical use, we proceed by means of representative examples. A table
of models with corresponding prior distributions can be found in [106].
p(µ|xD , α) =
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Beta-Bernoulli Model

The Beta-Bernoulli model is suitable to study binary data. Conditioned
on the parameter µ = Pr [x = 1], the pmf of the N i.i.d. available
observations xD with xn ∈ {0, 1} is given as
p(xD |µ) =

N
Y

Bern(xn |µ) = µN [1] (1 − µ)N [0] .

(3.39)

n=1

As seen, a conjugate prior should be such that the posterior (3.38) has
the same distribution of the prior but with different parameters. For
the likelihood (3.39), the conjugate prior is the Beta distribution, which
is defined as
p(µ|a, b) = Beta(µ|a, b) ∝ µa−1 (1 − µ)b−1 ,

(3.40)

where a and b are hyperparameters and the normalization constant is not
made explicit in order to simplify the notation. It is worth emphasizing
that (3.40) is a probability distribution on a probability µ. Plots of the
beta pdf for different values of a, b ≥ 1 can be found in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Beta distribution with different values of the hyperparameters a, b ≥ 1.
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Average and mode of the Beta pdf can be evaluated as
a
Eµ∼Beta(µ|a,b) [µ] =
(3.41)
a+b
a−1
,
(3.42)
modeµ ∼Beta(µ|a,b) [µ] =
a+b−2
where the mode expression is only valid when a, b > 1 (when this
condition is not met, the distribution is multi-modal, see Fig. 3.1).
The mean (3.40) suggests that the hyperparameters a and b can be
interpreted as the number of observations that are expected to equal
“1” and “0”, respectively, out of a total number of a + b measurements,
based on prior information alone. More fittingly, as we shall see next,
we can think of these a priori observations as “virtual” measurements,
also known as pseudo-counts, that should be used alongside the actual
measurements xD during learning.
We can now compute the posterior distribution of the parameter
vector using (3.38) as
p(µ|xD , a, b) ∝ Beta (µ |a + N [1], b + N [0] )
= µN [1]+a−1 (1 − µ)N [0]+b−1 .

(3.43)

This confirms that the posterior distribution is indeed a Beta pdf, as
dictated by the choice of a Beta conjugate prior. Furthermore, the
posterior Beta distribution has parameters a + N [1] and b + N [0]. This
is consistent with the interpretation given above: the total number of
effective observations equal to “1” and “0” are a + N [1] and b + N [0],
respectively. As anticipated, the MAP estimate of µ can be obtained by
taking the mode of the posterior (3.38), yielding
a + N [1] − 1
.
(3.44)
a+b+N −2
As we discussed in the previous chapter, we have the limit µM AP → µM L
for N → ∞.
Back to the Bayesian viewpoint, the predictive distribution (3.37)
is given as
µM AP =

Z

p(x = 1|x, a, b) =

p(µ|xD , a, b)p(x = 1|µ)dµ

= Eµ∼p(µ|xD ,a,b) [µ] =

N [1] + a
N +a+b

(3.45)
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where we have used the expression (3.41) for the mean of a Beta rv. We
observe that, if N is small, the predictive probability is approximately
equal to the mean of the prior, i.e., p(x = 1|xD , a, b) ≈ a/(a + b); while,
if N is large, as we have seen in the previous chapter, the predictive
probability tends to the ML solution, i.e., p(x = 1|xD , a, b) ≈ N [1]/N.
The following example illustrates the potential advantages, already
discussed in Chapter 2, of the Bayesian approach in avoiding overfitting.
Note that MAP would also yield similar results in this example.
Example 3.2. On an online shopping platform, there are two sellers
offering a product at the same price. The first has 30 positive reviews
and 0 negative reviews, while the second has 90 positive reviews and 10
negative reviews. Which one to choose? To tackle this problem, we can
learn a Beta-Bernoulli model to predict whether the next review will be
positive or not. We can compute the probability that the next review is
positive via the predictive distribution (3.45). The result is shown in
Fig. 3.1: While the first seller has a 100% positive rate, as opposed to
the 90% rate of the first seller, we prefer to choose the first seller unless
the prior distribution is weak, which translates here into the condition
a = b . 3.
3.4.2

Dirichlet-Categorical Model

The Dirichlet-Categorical model generalizes the Beta-Bernoulli model to
the case of discrete observations that can take any number C of values.
The treatment follows along the same lines as for the Beta-Bernoulli
model, and hence we provide only a brief discussion. The likelihood
function can be written as
p(xD |µ) =

C−1
Y

N [k]

µk

.

(3.46)

k=0

The conjugate prior is the Dirichlet distribution, a generalization of the
Beta distribution:
p(µ|α) = Dir(µ|α) ∝

C−1
Y
k=0

µαk k −1 ,

(3.47)
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Figure 3.2: Probability that the next review is positive using the predictive distribution (3.45) for the example in Sec. 3.45.

where αk is the hyperparameter representing the number of “prior”
observations equal to k. Note that the Dirichlet distribution is a joint
pdf for the entries of the mean vector µ. Mean and mode vectors for
the Dirichlet distribution are given as
α
(3.48)
Eµ∼Dir(µ|α) [µ] = PC−1
j=0 αj
α−1
modeµ ∼Dir(µ|α) [µ] = PC−1
.
(3.49)
j=0 αj − C
The posterior of the parameters is the Dirichlet distribution
p(µ|xD , α) ∝

C−1
Y

N [k]+αk

µk

= Dir(µ|α + N ),

(3.50)

k=0

in which we can again interpret αk + N [k] as the effective number of
observations equal to k. From this distribution, we can obtain the MAP
estimate as the mode. Finally, the Bayesian predictive distribution is
p(x = k|xD , α) =

N [k] + αk
.
P
N + C−1
j=0 αj

(3.51)

One can check that the behavior in the two regimes of small and large
N is consistent with the discussion on the Beta-Bernoulli model.
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Gaussian-Gaussian Model

As a last example, we consider continuous observations that are assumed to have a Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ 2 ) with unknown mean
µ but known variance σ 2 . The likelihood function is hence p(xD |µ) =
QN
2
2
n=1 N (xn |µ, σ ). The conjugate prior is also Gaussian, namely p(µ|µ0 , σ0 ) =
N (µ|µ0 , σ02 ), with hyperparameters (µ0 , σ02 ). The posterior p(µ|xD , µ0 , σ02 ) =
2 ) is hence Gaussian, with mean and variance satisfying
N (µ|µN , σN
σ 2 /N
σ02
µ
+
µM L
0
σ02 + σ 2 /N
σ02 + σ 2 /N
1
N
1
= 2 + 2,
2
σ
σN
σ0
µN =

(3.52)
(3.53)

where we recall that the ML estimate is µM L = N
n=1 xn /N. Note that,
since mean and mode are equal for the Gaussian distribution, the mean
µN is also the MAP estimate µM AP of µ. Finally, the predictive distribu2 ).
tion is also Gaussian and given as p(x|xD , µ0 , σ02 ) = N (x|µN , σ 2 + σN
Once again, as N grows large, the predictive distribution tends to that
returned by the ML approach, namely N (x|µM L , σ 2 ).
P

Fig. 3.3 illustrates the relationship among ML, MAP and Bayesian
solutions for the Gaussian-Gaussian model. In all the panels, the dotted
line represents the prior distribution, which is characterized by the
parameters (µ0 = 1, σ02 = 3), and the dashed line is the true distribution
of the data, which is assumed to be Gaussian with parameters (µ = 0,
σ 2 = 1), hence belonging to the assumed model. Each subfigure plots
a realization of N observations (circles), along with the ML solution
(diamond) and the MAP estimate (star). The solid lines represent the
Bayesian predictive distribution.
As N increases, we observe the following, already discussed, phenomena: (i) the ML estimate µM L consistently estimates the true value
µ = 0; (ii) the MAP estimate µM AP tends to the ML estimate µM L ;
and (iii) the Bayesian predictive distribution tends to the ML predictive
distribution, which in turn coincides with the true distribution due to
(i).
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Figure 3.3: Gaussian-Gaussian model: prior distribution N (x|µ0 = 1,σ02 = 3)
(dotted), true distribution N (x|µ = 0,σ 2 = 1), N observations (circles), ML solution
(diamond), the MAP estimate (star), and Bayesian predictive distribution (solid
line).
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Energy-based Models

A generalization of the exponential family is given by probabilistic
models of the form
!

X
1
exp −
Ec (xc |η) ,
p(x|η) =
Z(η)
c

(3.54)

where functions Ec (xc |η) are referred to as energy functions and Z(η) is
the partition function. Each energy function Ec (xc |η) generally depends
on a subset xc of the variables in vector x. If each energy function
depends linearly on the parameter vector η, we recover the exponential
family discussed above. However, the energy functions may have a
more
form. An example is the function Ec (xc |η) =
 general non-linear

ln 1 + (ηcT xc )2 corresponding to a Student’s t-distribution model2
[58].
Models in the form (3.54) encode information about the plausibility
of different configurations of subsets of rvs xc using the associated
energy value: a large energy entails an implausible configuration, while
a small energy identifies likely configurations. For example, a subset
of rvs xc may tend to be equal with high probability, implying that
configurations in which this condition is not satisfied should have high
energy. Energy-based models are typically represented via the graphical
formalism of Markov networks, as it will be discussed in Chapter 7.
With energy-based models, the key formula (3.29) of the gradient
of the LL with respect to the model’s parameters generalizes as
N X
X
1
1 X
∇η lnp(xD |η) = −
∇η Ec (xn |η) +
Ex∼p(x|η) [∇η Ek (x|η)].
N
N n=1 c
k
(3.55)
Generalizing the discussion around (3.29), the first term in (3.55) is
the “positive” component that points in a direction that minimizes the
energy of the observations xD ; while the second term is the “negative”
component that pushes up the energy of the unobserved configurations.
In gradient-ascent methods, the application of the first term is typically
2
A Student’s t-distribution can be interpreted as an infinite mixture of Gaussians.
As a result, it has longer tails than a Gaussian pdf [13, Chapter 2].
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referred to as the positive phase, while the second is referred to as the
negative phase. (The negative phase is even taken by some authors
to model the working of the brain while dreaming! [38]) While for
the exponential family the expectation in the negative phase readily
yields the mean parameters, for more general models, the evaluation of
this term is generally prohibitive and typically requires Monte Carlo
approximations, which are discussed in Chapter 8.
3.6

Supervised Learning via Generalized Linear Models (GLM)

Distributions in the exponential family are not directly suitable to
serve as discriminative probabilistic models to be used in supervised
learning tasks. In contrast, Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) are
popular probabilistic discriminative models that build on members of
the exponential family. To elaborate, let us denote as exponential(·|η)
a probabilistic model in the exponential family, that is, of the form
(3.1). Using the notation adopted in the previous chapter, a GLM then
defines the probability of a response variable t as
p(t|x, W ) = exponential(t|W x),

(3.56)

where we recall that x is the vector of explanatory variables, and W
here denotes a matrix of weights of suitable dimensions. As per (3.56),
GLMs model the response variable t as having a distribution from the
exponential family with natural parameter vector η obtained as a linear
function of the explanatory variables, i.e., η = W x. More generally, we
may have η = W φ(x) for some vector function φ(·) of the data. We note
that a broader definition of GLMs is possible (see, e.g., [72, 8]), although
the one given here, referred to as having a canonical link function, is
the most common.
GLMs are widely used. We have already seen an example in Chapter
2, in which the linear regression model was described by the discriminative model p(t|x, w) = N (t|wT φ(x), σ 2 ). Another example is the logistic
regression model to be studied in the next chapter. As we will also
discuss in the next chapter, learning the parameters of a GLMs can be
done by means of gradient ascent on the LL using the identity (3.29)
and the chain rule of differentiation.
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Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed an important class of probabilistic
models that are widely used as components in learning algorithms
for both supervised and unsupervised learning tasks. Among the key
properties of members of this class, known as the exponential family,
are the simple form taken by the gradient of the LL and the availability
of conjugate priors in the same family. The next chapter will present
various applications of models in the exponential family to classification
problems.

4
Classification

The previous chapters have covered important background on supervised
learning and probabilistic models. In this chapter, we use the principles
and ideas covered so far to study the problem of classification. Classification is arguably the quintessential machine learning problem, with the
most advanced state of the art and the most extensive application to
problems as varied as email spam detection and medical diagnosis. Due
to space limitations, this chapter cannot possibly provide an exhaustive
review of all existing techniques and latest developments, particularly in
the active field of neural network research. For instance, we do not cover
decision trees here (see, e.g., [109]). Rather, we will provide a principled
taxonomy of approaches, and offer a few representative techniques for
each category within a unified framework. We will specifically proceed
by first discussing deterministic and probabilistic discriminative models,
and moving then on to probabilistic generative models. We will mostly
concentrate on linear classification, and we will briefly cover non-linear
methods, including neural networks, at the end of the chapter.
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Classification as a Supervised Learning Problem

Classification is a supervised learning problem in which the label t
can take a discrete finite number of values. We refer to Sec. 2.1 for an
introduction to supervised learning. In binary classification, each domain
point x is assigned to either one of two classes, which are denoted as C0
and C1 and identified by the value of the label t as follows
x ∈ C0 if t = 0 or t = −1

(4.1a)

x ∈ C1 if t = 1.

(4.1b)

Note that we will find it convenient to use either the label t = 0 or
t = −1 to identify class C0 . In the more general case of K classes
C0 , C 1 , ..., C K−1 , we will instead prefer to use one-hot encoding (Sec.
3.1) by labelling a point x ∈ Ck with a K × 1 label t that contains all
zeros except for a “1” entry at position k + 1.
Examples of binary classification include email spam detection and
creditworthiness assessment1 . In the former case, the domain point
x may be encoded using the bag-of-words model, so that each entry
represents the count of the number of times that each term in a given
set appears in the email. In the latter application, the domain vector x
generally includes valuable information to decide on whether a customer
should be granted credit, such as credit score and salary (see, e.g.,
[3]). Examples of multi-class classification include classification of text
documents into categories such as sports, politics or technology, and
labelling of images depending on the type of depicted item.
The binary classification problem is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Given
a training set D of labeled examples xn , n = 1, ..., N , the problem is
to assign a new example x to either class C0 or C1 . In this particular
standard data set, the two variables in each vector xn measure the
sepal length and sepal width of an iris flower. The latter may belong to
either the setosa and virginica family, as encoded by the label tn and
represented in the figure with different markers. Throughout, we denote
as D the dimension of the domain point x (D = 2 in Fig. 4.1).
1
While less useful, the “hot dog/ not hot dog” classifier designed in the “Silicon
Valley” HBO show (Season 4) is also a valid example.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the binary (K = 2 classes) classification problem with
a domain space of dimension D = 2: to which class should the new example x be
assigned?

Following the taxonomy introduced in Chapter 2, we can distinguish
the following modeling approaches, which will be reviewed in the given
order throughout the rest of this chapter.
• Discriminative deterministic models: Model directly the deterministic mapping between domain point and label via a parametrized
function t = t̂ (x).
• Discriminative probabilistic models: Model the probability of a
point x belonging to class Ck via a parametrized conditional pmf p(t|x),
with the relationship between t and Ck defined in (4.1). We will also
write p(Ck |x) for the discriminative probability when more convenient.
• Generative probabilistic model: Model the joint distribution of
domain point and class label by specifying the prior distribution p(t),
or p(Ck ), and the class-dependent probability distribution p(x|t), or
p(x|Ck ), of the domain points within each class.

4.2. Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Stochastic Gradient Descent

Before we discuss models and learning algorithms for the three modelling
approaches just described, it is useful to briefly digress in order to
describe an optimization procedure that is commonly used in machine
learning. The technique addresses optimization problems of the form
min
θ

N
X

fn (θ),

(4.2)

n=1

where θ is the vector of variables to be optimized, and cost function
fn (θ) typically depends on the nth example in the training set D.
Following the notation set in Chapter 2, the conventional form for the
cost functions is
fn (θ) = `(tn , t̂(xn , θ)),
(4.3)
where ` is a loss function; (xn , tn ) is the nth training example; t̂(x, θ) is
a predictor parametrized by vector θ.
The optimization method, which requires the differentiability of cost
functions fn (·), is known as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). The
idea is to move at each iteration in the direction of maximum descent
P
for the cost function in (4.2), when the latter is evaluated as n∈S fn (θ)
over a subset, or mini-batch, S of samples from the training set.2 Given
a learning rate schedule γ (i) (see below) and an initialization θ(0) of
the parameters, SGD repeats in each iteration until convergence the
following two steps:
• Pick a mini-batch S of S indices from the set {1, ..., N } uniformly
with replacement;
• Update the weights as
θ(i) ← θ(i−1) +

γ (i) X
∇θ fn (θ)|θ=θ(i−1) .
S n∈S

(4.4)

2
Strictly speaking, when the functions fn (θ) are fixed and they are processed
following a deterministic order, the approach should be referred to as incremental
gradient method [12]. However, the term SGD is used in machine learning, capturing
the fact that the choice of the mini-batches is typically randomized, and that the
sum (4.2) is considered to the an empirical average of a target ensemble mean (see
also [70]).
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Convergence. To briefly discuss the convergence properties of SGD,
consider first for reference the conventional gradient descent algorithms,
which corresponds to choosing the entire training set, i.e., S = {1, ..., N },
at each iteration. If the function to be optimized is strictly convex (∪)3 ,
as for the quadratic loss, the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the
(unique) minimum even with a fixed learning rate γ (i) = γ, as long as
the latter is no larger than the inverse of the maximum curvature of
the loss function L, i.e., γ ≤ 1/L. For twice-differentiable loss functions,
the maximum curvature L can be evaluated as the maximum eigenvalue
of the Hessian matrix. Functions with finite curvature L are known as
Lipschitz smooth. For these functions, the convergence is geometric,
and hence the number of iterations needed to obtain an error on the
optimal solution equal to  scales as ln(1/) (see, e.g., [104, Chapter
8][20]).
We turn now to the proper SGD algorithm operating with a smaller
mini-batch size S. If the learning rate schedule is selected so as to satisfy
the Robbins–Monro conditions
∞
X
i=1

γ (i) = ∞ and

∞
X

(γ (i) )2 < ∞,

(4.5)

i=1

the SGD algorithm is known to converge to the optimal solution of
problem (4.10) in the case of strictly convex functions and to stationary points for non-convex functions with bounded curvature (see [104,
Chapter 8] for details). Learning
√ rate schedules that satisfy (4.5) include γ (i) = 1/i and γ (i) = 1/ i. The intuitive reason for the use of
diminishing learning rates is the need to limit the impact of the “noise”
associated with the finite-sample estimate of the gradient [12]. The
proof of convergence leverages the unbiasedness of the estimate of the
gradient obtained by SGD.
In practice, a larger mini-batch size S decreases the variance of the
estimate of the gradient, hence improving the accuracy when close to a
stationary point. However, choosing a smaller S can improve the speed
of convergence when the current solution is far from the optimum [104,
Chapter 8][12].
3
If the function is twice differentiable, strong convexity is equivalent to the
requirement that all the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix are strictly positive.
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Variations and generalizations. Many variations of the discussed
basic SGD algorithm have been proposed and are routinely used. General
principles motivating these schedule variants include [38, Chapter 8]:
(i) momentum, or heavy-ball, memory: correct the direction suggested
by the stochastic gradient by considering the “momentum” acquired
during the last update; (ii) adaptivity: use a different learning rate for
different parameters depending on an estimate of the curvature of the
loss function with respect to each parameter; (iii) second-order updates:
include information about the curvature of the cost or objective function
in the parameter update. Schemes in the first category include Nesterov
momentum; in the second category, we find AdaGrad, RMSprop and
Adam; while the third encompasses Newton and approximated Newton
methods. The practical and theoretical implications of the use of these
methods is still under discussion [108]. Also related are methods meant
to reduce the variance of the gradient estimate obtained via SGD, see
[28].
The discussion above focuses on the common case of differentiable cost functions. ERM problems typically include possibly nondifferentiable regularization terms. To tackle these problems, techniques
such as the subgradient method and proximal gradient can be used
in lieu of SGD [12]. Other important aspects of optimization schemes
include parallelism and non-convexity (see, e.g., [90, 97, 29, 111]). Alternatives to gradient methods that do not require differentiability include
evolutionary schemes [89].

4.3

Discriminative Deterministic Models

In this section, we discuss binary classification using discriminative
deterministic models. This is arguably the class of models that has
received the most attention to date, producing state-of-the-art results
in many key benchmark data sets, such as MNIST and ImageNet (a
useful repository of data sets can be found at [101]). We concentrate
here on linear classification methods – a set of models that includes
important algorithm that are extensively used in practical applications
such as Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
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Model

In their simplest form, linear discriminative deterministic classification
models are of the form

t̂(x, w̃) = sign (a(x, w̃))

(4.6)

where the activation is given as

a(x, w̃) =

D
X

wd x d + w0

d=1

= wT x + w0 = w̃T x̃,

(4.7)

and we have defined the weight vectors w = [w1 · · · wD ]T and w̃ =
[w0 w1 · · · wD ]T , as well as the extended domain point x̃ = [1 xT ]T ,
with x = [x1 · · · xD ]T . The sign function in decision rule (4.6) outputs
1 if its argument is positive, and 0 or −1 if the argument is negative
depending on the assumed association rule in (4.1).
Geometric interpretation; classification, geometric and functional margins. The decision rule (4.6) defines a hyperplane that
separates the domain points classified as belonging to either of the two
classes. A hyperplane is a line when D = 2; a plane when D = 3; and,
more generally, a D − 1-dimensional affine subspace [17] in the domain
space. The hyperplane is defined by the equation a(x, w̃) = 0, with
points on either side characterized by either positive or negative values
of the activation a(x, w̃). The decision hyperplane can be identified as
described in Fig. 4.2: the vector w defines the direction perpendicular
to the hyperplane and −w0 / ||w|| is the bias of the decision surface in
the direction w.
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Figure 4.2: Key definitions for a binary linear classifier.

Given a point x, it is useful to measure the confidence level at which
the classifier assigns x to the class identified through rule (4.6). This
can be done by quantifying the Euclidean distance between x and the
decision hyperplane. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, this distance, also known
as classification margin, can be computed as a (x, w̃) / kwk.
A point x has a true label t, which may or may not coincide with
the one assigned by rule (4.6). To account for this, we augment the
definition of margin by giving a positive sign to correctly classified
points and a negative sign to incorrectly classified points. Assuming
that t takes values in {−1, 1}, this yields the definition of geometric
margin as
t · a (x, w̃)
,
kwk

(4.8)

whose absolute value equals the classification margin. For future reference, we also define the functional margin as t · a (x, w̃).
Feature-based model. The linear model described above has the
following apparent drawbacks.
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Figure 4.3: A non-linearly separable training set.

1) Bias: As suggested by the example in Fig. 4.3, linear classification
may fail to capture the geometric structure of the data in the two classes.
In particular, in the example, the two classes are not linearly separable
– no hyperplane separates exactly the domain points in the two classes.
In such cases, linear classifiers may yield large average losses due to the
bias induced by the choice of the model (see Sec. 2.3.1).
2) Overfitting: When D is large and the data points N are insufficient,
learning the D + 1 weights of the classifier may cause overfitting.
3) Data-dependent domain size: In some applications, the dimension
D may even change from data point to data point, that is, it may vary
with the index n. For example, a text xn , e.g., represented in ASCII
format, will have a different dimension Dn depending on the number of
words in the text.
To address these problems, a powerful approach is that of working
with feature vectors φk (x), k = 1, . . . , D0 , rather than directly with
the vector x, as the input to the classifier. A feature φk (x) is simply
a function of the vector x. It is important to emphasize that these
functions are fixed and not learned – a key distinction between linear
models and multi-layer neural networks to be discussed in Sec. 4.7.
Choosing a number of features D0 > D, which yields an overcomplete
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representation of the data point x, may help against bias; while opting
for an undercomplete representation with D0 < D may help solve the
problem of overfitting. Furthermore, the same number of features D0 ,
e.g., word counts in a bag-of-words model, may be selected irrespective
of the size of the data point, addressing also the last problem listed
above.

Figure 4.4: (a) Linear deterministic model as a (deterministic) single neuron model;
(b) Feature-based model as a three-layer neural network with learnable weights
between second and third layers.

The feature-based model can be expressed as (4.6) with activation
0

a (x, w̃) =

D
X

wk φk (x) = w̃T φ(x),

(4.9)

k=1

where we have defined the feature vector φ(x) = [φ1 (x) · · · φD0 (x)]T .
Note that model (4.6) is a special case of (4.9) with the choice φ(x) =
[1 xT ]T . It is also useful to anticipate that kernel methods, to be discussed below, are able to effectively operate with an infinite D0 (and
without explicitly computing φ(x))!
Relationship with neural networks and “extreme machine
learning”. Linear deterministic models as in (4.6) can be interpreted
in terms of a deterministic single (McCulloch–Pitts) neuron model as
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illustrated in Fig. 4.4(a). Instead, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b), the featurebased model can be interpreted as a three-layer neural network in which
the operation between the first two layers is fixed, while the weights
between second and third layers can be learned. The second layer is
referred to as hidden as it cannot be accessed by the inputs or outputs.
It is important not to confuse a graph such as the one in Fig. 4.4 with
the BN representation previously seen in Fig. 2.7, which will be further
discussed in Chapter 7. While BNs represent probability distributions,
diagrams of neural networks such as in Fig. 4.4 describe deterministic
functional relations among variables4 . Although a deterministic relationship can be seen as a special case of a probabilistic one, it is useful
to keep these two representations separate in order to avoid possible
confusion. As in Fig. Fig. 4.4, we use thicker lines to represent blocks
that perform deterministic operations.
An architecture in which the features φ(x) are selected via random
linear combinations of the input vector x is sometimes studied under
the rubric of “extreme machine learning” [47]. The advantage of this
architecture as compared to deep neural networks with more hidden
layers and full learning of the weights (Sec. 4.7) is its low complexity.
4.3.2

Learning

As seen in Chapter 2, given a loss function `, a regularization function
R(w) and a hyperparameter λ, a deterministic predictor t̂(x, w̃) as
defined in (4.6) can be learned by solving the regularized ERM problem
min LD (w̃) +
w̃

λ
R(w̃),
N

(4.10)

with the empirical risk
LD (w̃) =

N

X



` tn , t̂(xn , w̃) .

(4.11)

n=1

Extending the examples discussed in Sec. 2.3.2, the regularization term
is typically convex but possibly not differentiable, e.g., R (w̃) = kw̃k 1 .
A natural choice for the loss function is the 0-1 loss, which implies that
4

Reference [79] defines this type of graphs as Structural Causal Models (SCMs).
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the generalization loss Lp in (2.2) is the probability of classification
error.
The function sign(·) has zero derivative almost everywhere, and is not
differentiable when the argument is zero. For this reason, it is difficult
to work directly with (4.10) via standard gradient-based optimization
algorithms such as SGD. It is instead often useful to consider surrogate
loss functions that depend directly on the differentiable activation
a(x, w̃), hence redefining the ERM problem as
min
w̃

N
X

`(tn , a(xn , w̃)) +

n=1

λ
R(w̃).
N

(4.12)
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Figure 4.5: Some notable surrogate loss functions for binary classification along
with the 0-1 loss.

Perceptron Algorithm
The perceptron algorithm is one of the very first machine learning and
AI algorithms. It was introduced by Frank Rosenblatt at the Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory in 1957 to much fanfare in the popular press –
it is “the embryo of an electronic computer that [the Navy] expects will
be able to walk, talk, see, write, reproduce itself and be conscious of
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its existence.” reported The New York Times [98]. The algorithm was
implemented using analog electronics and demonstrated impressive –
for the time – classification performance on images [13].
Using the feature-based model for generality, the perceptron algorithm attempts to solve problem (4.12) with the surrogate perceptron
loss function defined as
`(t, a(x, w̃)) = max (0, −t · a (x, w̃)) .

(4.13)

The perceptron loss assigns zero cost to a correctly classified example
x, whose functional margin t · a (x, w̃) is positive, and a cost equal to
the absolute value of the functional margin for a misclassified example,
whose functional margin is negative. A comparison with the 0-1 loss is
shown in Fig. 4.5. The perceptron algorithm tackles problem (4.12) with
λ = 0 via SGD with mini-batch size S = 1. The resulting algorithm
works as follows. First, the weights w̃(0) are initialized. Then, for each
iteration i = 1, 2, ...
• Pick a training example (xn , tn ) uniformly with replacement from
D;
• If the example is correctly classified, i.e., if tn a(xn , w̃) ≥ 0, do not
update the weights: w̃(i) ← w̃(i−1) ;
• If the example is not correctly classified, i.e., if tn a(xn , w̃) < 0,
update the weights as:
w̃(i) ← w̃(i−1) − ∇w̃ `(tn , a(xn , w̃))|w̃=w̃(i−1) = w̃(i−1) + φ(xn )tn .
(4.14)
It can be proved that, at each step, the algorithm reduces the term
`(tn , a(xn , w̃)) in the perceptron loss related to the selected training
example n if the latter is misclassified. It can also be shown that, if the
training set is linearly separable, the perceptron algorithm finds a weight
vector w̃ that separates the two classes exactly in a finite number of
steps [13]. However, convergence can be slow. More importantly, the perceptron fails on training sets that are not linearly separable, such as the
“XOR” training set D={([0, 0]T , 0), ([0, 1]T , 1), ([1, 0]T , 1), ([1, 1]T , 0)}
[67]. This realization came as a disappointment and contributed to the
first so-called AI winter period characterized by a reduced funding for
AI and machine learning research [105].
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Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM, introduced in its modern form by Cortes and Vapnik [22] in 1995,
was among the main causes for a renewal of interest in machine learning
and AI. For this section, we will write explicitly (and with a slight abuse
of notation) the activation as
a (x, w̃) = w0 + wT φ(x),

(4.15)

in order to emphasize the offset w0 . SVM solves the regularized ERM
problem (4.12) with the surrogate hinge loss function
`(t, a(x, w̃)) = max(0, 1 − t · a (x, w̃)),

(4.16)

and with the regularization function R(w̃) = kwk2 . Note that the latter
involves only the vector w and not the bias weight w0 – we will see
below why this is a sensible choice. The hinge loss function is also shown
in Fig. 4.5.
Unlike the perceptron algorithm, SVM hence includes a regularization term, which turn out to ensure strong theoretical guarantees in
terms of generalization error [24]. Furthermore, rather than relying on
SGD, SVM attempts to directly solve the regularized ERM problem
using powerful convex optimization techniques [17].
To start, we need to deal with the non-differentiability of the hinge
loss (4.16). This can be done by introducing auxiliary variables zn ,
one for each training example n. In fact, imposing the inequality zn ≥
`(tn , a(xn , w̃)) yields the following equivalent problem
min
w̃,z

N
X
n=1

zn +

λ
kwk2
N

(4.17a)

s.t. tn · a(xn , w̃) ≥ 1 − zn

(4.17b)

zn ≥ 0 for n=1, ..., N ,

(4.17c)

where z = [z1 · · · zN ]T . The equivalence between the original regularized
ERM problem and problem (4.17) follows from the fact that any optimal
value of the variables (w̃, z) must satisfy either constraint (4.17b) or
(4.17c) with equality. This can be seen by contradiction: a solution for
which both constraints are loose for some n could always be improved
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by decreasing the value of the corresponding variables zn until the most
stringent of the two constraints in (4.17) is met. As a consequence, at
an optimal solution, we have the equality zn = `(tn , a(xn , w̃)).
The advantage of formulation (4.17) is that the problem is convex,
and can hence be solved using powerful convex optimization techniques
[17]. In fact, the cost function is strictly convex, and thus the optimal
solution is unique [17]. Furthermore, the optimal solution has an interesting interpretation in the special case in which the training data set is
linearly separable. As we will see, this interpretation justifies the name
of this technique.
Linearly separable sets and support vectors. When the data
set is linearly separable, it is possible to find a vector w̃ such that all
points are correctly classified, and hence all the functional margins are
positive, i.e., tn · a(xn , w̃) > 0 for n = 1, ..., N . Moreover, by scaling the
vector w̃, it is always possible to ensure that the minimum functional
margin equals 1 (or any other positive value). This means that we can
impose without loss of optimality the inequalities tn · a(xn , w̃) ≥ 1 for
n = 1, ..., N and hence set z = 0 in problem (4.17). This yields the
optimization problem
min kwk2

(4.18a)

s.t. tn · a(xn , w̃) ≥ 1 for n=1, ..., N .

(4.18b)

w̃

The problem above can be interpreted as the maximization of the
minimum geometric margin across all training points. To see this, note
that, under the constraint (4.18b), the minimum geometric margin can
be computed as
tn a(xn , w̃)
1
=
.
n=1,...,N
kwk
kwk
min

(4.19)

Furthermore, we call the vectors that satisfy the constraints (4.18b) with
equality, i.e., tn · a(xn , w̃) = 1, as support vectors, since they support
the hyperplanes parallel to the decision hyperplane at the minimum
geometric margin. At an optimum value w̃, there are at least two support
vectors, one on either side of the separating hyperplane (see [13, Fig.
7.1]).
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Using Lagrange duality, the support vectors can be easily identified
by observing the optimal values {αn } of the multipliers associated
with the constraints (4.17b). Support vectors xn correspond to positive
Lagrange multipliers αn > 0 (see, e.g., [13]), while all other points
have zero Lagrange multipliers. Note that the Lagrange multipliers are
returned by standard solvers such as the ones implemented by the CVX
toolbox in MATLAB [40].
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Figure 4.6: Example of binary classification with SVM using polynomial features
up to degree M (λ/N = 0.2).

Example 4.1. In the example in Fig. 4.6, the illustrated N = 80 training
samples are fed to a SVM using feature vector φ(x) = [1 x· · · xM ] and
λ/N = 0.2 for given model orders M . The decision boundary is shown
using dashed and solid lines. It is seen that, using a sufficiently large
order (here M = 3), SVM is able to effectively partition the two samples
in the two classes. Furthermore, even with larger values of M (here
M = 8), SVM appears not to suffer from significant overfitting thanks
to the quadratic regularization term.
Kernel methods. Using Lagrange duality, problem (4.17b) can be
solved in the dual domain, that is, by optimizing over the dual variables
or the Lagrange multipliers. Referring for details to [13, Chapter 7],
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the resulting problem turns out to be quadratic and convex. More
importantly, the resulting optimal activation can be expressed as
a(x, w̃) =

N
X

αn tn k(x, xn ),

(4.20)

n=1

where αn are the optimal dual variables, and we have defined the kernel
function
k(x, y) = φ(x)T φ(y).
(4.21)
The kernel function measures the correlation – informally, the similarity
– between the two input vectors. The activation (4.20) has hence an
intuitive interpretation: The decision about the label of an example x
depends on the support vectors xn , which have αn > 0, that are the
most similar to x.
Working in the dual domain can have computational advantages
when the number of the primal variables, here the size D0 of the weight
vector w̃, is smaller than the number N of dual variables. While this
seems a prior unlikely to happen in practice, it turns out that this is not
the case. The key idea is that one can use (4.20) with any other kernel
function, not necessarily one explicitly defined by a feature function φ(·).
A kernel function is any symmetric function measuring the correlation
of two data points, possibly in an infinite-dimensional space. This is
known as the kernel trick.
As a first example, the polynomial kernel
k(x, y) = (γxT y + r)L ,

(4.22)

where r > 0, corresponds to a correlation φ(x)T φ(y) in a high-dimensional
space D0 . For instance, with L = 2 and D = 1, we have D0 = 6 and
h √
iT
√
√
the feature vector φ(x) = 1, 2x1 , 2x2 , x21 x22 , 2x1 x2
[72]. As
another, more extreme, example, the conventional Gaussian kernel
2

k(x, y) = e−rkx−yk

(4.23)

corresponds to an inner product in an infinite dimensional space [72].
An extensive discussion on kernel methods can be found in [72].
Before leaving the subject of kernel methods, it is worth noting that
an important class of methods including k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), uses kernels that are data-dependent. k-NN is also an example of
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non-parametric learning rules. In contrast to the other schemes studied
here, it does not rely on a parametric model of the (probabilistic)
relationship between input and output. Instead, k-NN leverages the
assumption that the labels of nearby points x should be similar [57].
4.4

Discriminative Probabilistic Models

Discriminative probabilistic models are potentially more powerful than
deterministic ones since they allow to model sources of uncertainty in
the label assignment to the explanatory variables. This randomness
may model noise, labelling errors, e.g., for crowdsourced labels, and/or
the residual uncertainty in the classification rule due to the availability
of limited data. To proceed, we need to define the probability of a point
x belonging to class Ck via a parametrized conditional pmf p(t|x), or
p(Ck |x).
Typical discriminative models are selected from the class of GLMs
introduced in Sec. 3.6. We consider here a specific GLM, but the
discussion can be easily extended to other GLMs, including the multiclass example in Sec. 4.6. The GLM under study is known as logistic
regression, according to which the predictive distribution is defined as
p(t = 1|x) = σ(w̃T φ(x)).

(4.24)

We recall that σ(a) = (1 + exp(−a))−1 is the sigmoid function (see
Chapter 2). We also observe that
σ(−a) = 1 − σ(a),

(4.25)

which implies that we can write p(t = 0|x) = 1 − σ(w̃T φ(x)) =
σ(−w̃T φ(x)). Intuitively, the sigmoid function in (4.24) can be thought
of as a “soft” version of the threshold function sign(a) used by the
deterministic models studied in the previous section.
That the logistic regression model (4.24) is a GLM can be seen
by noting that it amounts to a Bernoulli distribution, which is in the
exponential family, with natural parameter vector η = w̃T φ(x) as in (cf.
(3.56))
t|x, w ∼ Bern(t|η = w̃T φ(x)).
(4.26)
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Inference. Before discussing learning, we observe that inference is
straightforward. In fact, once the discriminative model (4.24) is known,
the average 0-1 loss, that is, the probability of error, is minimized by
choosing the label according to the following rule
C1

p(C1 |x) = p(t = 1|x) ≷
C0

1
,
2

(4.27)

C1

or equivalently w̃T φ(x) ≷ 0.
C0

Learning. Consider first ML. The NLL function can be written as
− ln p(tD |xD , w̃) = −
=−

N
X

ln p(tn |xn , w̃)

(4.28)

{tn ln(yn ) + (1 − tn ) ln(1 − yn )},

(4.29)

n=1
N
X
n=1

where we have defined yn = σ(w̃T φ(xn )). The NLL (4.28) is also referred
to as the cross entropy loss criterion, since the term −t ln(y) − (1 −
t) ln(1 − y) is the cross-entropy H((t, 1 − t)||(y, 1 − y)) (see Sec. 2.7). The
ML problem of minimizing the NLL is convex and can be solved either
directly using convex optimization tools, or by using iterative methods
such as a SGD or Newton (the latter yields the iterative reweighed least
square algorithm [13, p. 207]).
The development of these methods leverages the expression of the
gradient of the LL function (3.29) (used with N = 1) for the exponential
family. To elaborate, using the chain rule for differentiation, we can
write the gradient
∇w̃ ln p(t|x, w̃) = ∇η ln Bern(t|η)|η=w̃φ(x) × ∇w̃ (w̃T φ(x)),

(4.30)

which, recalling that ∇η ln(Bern(t|η)) = (t − σ(η)) (cf. (3.29)), yields
∇w̃ ln p(t|x, w̃) = (t − y)φ(x).

(4.31)

Evaluating the exact posterior distribution for the Bayesian approach
turns out ot be generally intractable due to the difficulty in normalizing
the posterior
p(w|D) ∝ p(w)

N
Y
n=1

p(tn |xn , w̃).

(4.32)
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We refer to [13, p. 217-220] for an approximate solution based on Laplace
approximation. Other useful approximate methods will be discussed in
Chapter 8.
As a final remark, with bipolar labels, i.e., t∈ {−1, +1}, the crossentropy loss function can be written as
− ln p(tD |xD , w̃) =

N
X

ln(1 + exp(−tn a(xn , w̃)).

(4.33)

n=1

This formulation shows that logistic regression can be thought of as an
ERM method with loss function `(t, a(x, w̃)) = ln(1 + exp(−ta(x, w̃)),
which is seen in Fig. 4.5 to be a convex surrogate loss of the 0-1 loss.
Mixture models. As seen, the Bayesian approach obtains the
predictive distribution by averaging over multiple models p(t|x, w)
with respect to the parameters’ posterior p(w|D) (cf. (2.31)). The
resulting model hence mixes the predictions returned by multiple
discriminative models p(t|x, w) to obtain the predictive distribution
R
p(t|x) = p(w|D)p(t|x, w)dw. As we briefly discuss below, it is also
possible to learn mixture models within a frequentist framework.
Consider K probabilistic discriminative models p(t|x, wk ), k =
1, ..., K, such as logistic regression. The mixture model is defined as
p(t|x, θ) =

K
X

πk p(t|x, wk ).

(4.34)

k=1

In this model, the vector θ of learnable parameters includes the probability vector π, which defines the relative weight of the K models, and
the vectors w1 , ..., wK for the K constituent models. As discussed, in
the Bayesian approach, the weights πk are directly obtained by using
the rules of probability, as done in (4.32). Within a frequentist approach, instead, ML training is typically performed via a specialized
algorithm, which will be described in Chapter 6, known as Expectation
Maximization (EM).
A mixture model, such as (4.34), has a number of parameters that
increases proportionally with the number K of constituent models.
Therefore, the capacity of a mixture model grows larger with K. As an
example, each constituent model p(t|x, wk ) may specialize to different
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area of the input space. A way to control overfitting will be discussed
in Sec. 4.8.
4.5

Generative Probabilistic Models

As discussed in Chapter 2, discriminative models do not attempt to
model the distribution of the domain points x, learning only the predictive distribution p(t|x). In contrast, generative models aim at modelling
the joint distribution by specifying parametrized versions of the prior
distribution p(t), or p(Ck ), and of the class-conditional probability distribution p(x|t), or p(x|Ck ). As a result, generative models typically
have more parameters than discriminative models, and they make more
assumptions by attempting to learn also the distribution of x. As such,
generative models may suffer from both bias and overfitting. However, the capability to capture the properties of the distribution of the
explanatory variables x can improve learning if the class-conditional
distribution p(x|t) has significant structure.
Generative models for binary classification are typically defined as
follows
t ∼ Bern(π)
x|t = t ∼ exponential(ηt ),

(4.35a)
(4.35b)

where exponential(η) represents a distribution from the exponential family with natural parameter vector η (see previous chapter). Accordingly,
the parameters of the model are θ = (π, η 0 , η1 ), where vectors η t represent the natural parameters of the class-dependent distributions. As we
have seen in Chapter 2, we can also equivalently use mean parameters to
define the exponential family distributions. As a result of this choice, the
joint distribution for rv (x, t) is given as p(x, t|π, η 0 , η1 ) = p(t|π)p(x|η t ).
Inference. Given a new point x, in order to minimize the probability
of error, the optimal prediction of the class under 0-1 loss can be seen
to satisfy the maximum a posteriori rule
p(C1 |x) =

C1 1
πp(x|η1 )
≷ .
πp(x|η1 ) + (1 − π)p(x|η0 ) C0 2

(4.36)
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Learning. We now focus on ML learning. The LL function can be
written as
ln p(D|π, η 0 , η1 ) =

N
X

ln p(tn |π) +

n=1

N
X

ln p(xn |η0 ) +

n=1:
tn =0

N
X

ln p(xn |η1 ).

n=1:
tn =1

(4.37)
Given the decomposition of the LL in (4.37), we can optimize over π, η0
and η1 separately, obtaining the respective ML estimates. Note, however,
that, while for π we can use the entire data set, the optimization over
parameters η0 and η1 can leverage smaller data sets that include only the
samples xn with labels tn = 0 or tn = 1, respectively. As we discussed in
Chapter 2, ML estimates of exponential families merely require moment
matching, making these estimates generally easy to obtain. We illustrate
this point below with two important examples.
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA). In QDA, the classdependent distributions are Gaussian with class-dependent mean and
covariance:
t ∼ Bern(π)
x|t = k ∼ N (µk , Σk ).

(4.38a)
(4.38b)

By the general rules derived in Chapter 2 for the exponential family,
ML selects the moment matching estimates
N [1]
N
N
1 X
xn
=
N [k] n=1:

πM L =
µk,M L

(4.39a)
(4.39b)

tn =k

Σk,M L =

N
1 X
(xn − µk )(xn − µk )T .
N [k] n=1:

(4.39c)

tn =k

The resulting predictive distribution for the label of a new sample is
then given by (4.36) by plugging in the estimates above as
p(C1 |x) =

πM L N (x|µ1,M L , Σ1,M L )
.
πM L N (x|µ1,M L , Σ1,M L ) + (1 − πM L )N (x|µ0,M L , Σ0,M L )
(4.40)
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Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Setting Σk = Σ for both
classes k = 1, 2, which is an example of parameter tying or sharing,
yields the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) model [72].
Under the assumption of conjugate priors, and of a priori independence of the parameters, MAP and Bayesian approaches can be directly
obtained by following the derivations discussed in Chapter 2. We refer
to [13, 8, 72] for details.

4.6

Multi-Class Classification

We have so far considers binary classification problems. In this section,
we briefly describe classification scenarios with K > 2 classes. As a
first observation, it is possible to build multi-class classifiers based
solely on multiple binary classifiers, such as SVM. This can be done by
following one of two general strategies, namely one-versus-the-rest and
one-versus-one [13, Chapter 7]. The one-versus-the-rest approach trains
K separate binary classifiers, say k = 1, ..., K, with the kth classifier
operating on the examples relative to class Ck against the examples from
all other classes. The one-versus-one method, instead, trains K(K −1)/2
binary classifiers, one for each pair of classes. Both approaches can yield
ambiguities in classification [13, Chapter 7].
Discriminative Probabilistic Models. A typically better solution is to train a classifier that is directly able to decide for one class out
of the K available, rather than training intermediate binary classifiers.
As a common example, one can adopt a GLM that posits a Categorical
distribution with natural parameters depending linearly on the feature
vector. This yields the following discriminative model as a generalization
of logistic regression
t|x, W ∼ Cat(t|η = W φ(x)),

(4.41)

where the label vector t is defined using one-hot encoding (Chapter 3)
and W is a matrix of weights. We can also equivalently write the vector
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of probabilities for the K classes as


η

e 0
PK−1


eηk

 k=0

..
y = softmax(W φ(x))= 
.

 eηK−1
PK−1 η
k=0

e



,



(4.42)

k

T φ(x) with w T
where y = [y1 · · · yK ]T with yk = p(Ck |x); and ηk = wk+1
k
being the kth row of the weight matrix W .
Learning follows as for logistic regression. To briefly elaborate on
this point, the NLL can be written as the cross-entropy function

− ln p(tD |x D , W ) = −
=−

N
X
n=1
N
X

ln p(tn |xn , W )
tTn ln(yn ),

(4.43)

n=1

where the logarithm is applied element by element, and we have yn =
softmax(W φ(xn )). Note that each term in (4.43) can be expressed as
the cross-entropy −tTn ln(yn ) = H(tn ||yn ). The gradient of the NLL can
be again found using the general formula (3.29) for exponential models
and the chain rule for derivatives. We can write
∇W ln p(t|x, W )=∇η ln Cat(t|η)|η=W φ(x) ∇W (W φ(x)),

(4.44)

which yields
∇W ln p(t|x, W ) = (t − y)φ(x)T .

(4.45)

The GLM defined by (4.42) can be represented, in a manner similar
to Fig. 4.4(b), as a three-layer neural network, in which the hidden
layer computes fixed features, while the output layer, here with an
output vector y, applies the softmax non-linearity. While the vector
(4.42) returned by the output layer can be interpreted as a probability
vector, it is useful to emphasize again that all the relationships in this
graph are deterministic.
Generative Probabilistic Models. As an example of a generative probabilistic model with multiple classes, we briefly consider the
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generalization of QDA to K ≥ 2 classes. This is described as
t ∼ Cat(π)
x|t = k ∼ N (µk , Σk ),

(4.46a)
(4.46b)

where t is encoded using one-hot encoding, so that the label of each
example is given by the vector tn = [t0n , ..., t(K−1)n ]T . Following the
discussion above, moment matching yields the ML estimates
N
N [k]
tkn xn
=
= n=1
N
N
N
X
1
tkn xkn
=
N [k] n=1

P

πk,M L
µk,M L
Σk,M L

4.7

N
1 X
=
tkn (xkn − µk )(xkn − µk )T .
N [k] n=1

(4.47a)
(4.47b)
(4.47c)

Non-linear Discriminative Models: Deep Neural Networks

Figure 4.7: A multi-layer neural network. To simplify the figure, unlike Fig. 4.4,
here neurons include both the sum and the non-linearity operations.

The discriminative models consider thus far are linear in the sense that
the activation (4.7) or the natural parameters in the GLMs (4.26) and
(4.41) are are linear function of the weight vector5 . As depicted in Fig.
5

Since the natural parameters are linear functions of the weights, in a GLM,
the LL can be expressed as the sum of a linear function of the weights and the
log-partition function, which is convex in the natural parameters and hence in the
weights (see Chapter 3).
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4.4(b), these linear models can be interpreted as three-layer networks
in which the only hidden layer computes fixed features.
Feed-forward multi-layer neural networks – deep neural networks
when the hidden layers are in large number – are non-linear generalizations of the three-layer discriminative deterministic models studied
above. As illustrated in Fig. 4.7, they consist of multiple layers with
learnable weights. Focusing on multi-class classification, we have the
chain of vectors x → hL → · · · → h1 → y, where x is the D × 1 input
(observed) vector; y is the K×1 vector of output probabilities for the K
classes; and hl represents the vector of outputs at the lth hidden layer.
We use here the conventional reverse numbering.
Referring to Fig. 4.7, we can write the operation of the neural
network through the functional relations
hL = h(aL ) with aL = W L+1 x
l

l

l

h = h(a ) with a = W

l+1 l+1

h

for l = L − 1, ..., 1
0

(4.48a)
(4.48b)
(4.48c)

0

1 1

y = softmax(a ) with a =W h .

(4.48d)

Function h(·) is applied element-wise and is typically selected as a
sigmoid function, such as the logistic sigmoid or the hyperbolic tangent,
or, as has become increasingly common, the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) h(a) = max(0, a). In (4.48), we have defined the activation
vectors al for the hidden layers l = L − 1, ..., 1, and the matrices of
weights W l , whose dimensions depend on the size of the hidden layers.
We denote the tensor6 of all weights as W .
The learnable weights of the hidden layers can be thought of encoding
the feature vector φ(x) = h1 used by the last layer for classification. We
have then moved from having fixed features defined a priori by vector
φ(x) in linear models to designing optimal features that maximize the
classifier’s performance in non-linear models. Furthermore, in multilayer networks, the learned features hL , ..., h1 tend to progress from
low-level features in the lower layers, such as edges in an image, to
6
A tensor is a generalization of a matrix in that it can have more than two
dimensions, see, e.g., [21].
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higher-level concepts and categories, such as “cats” or “dogs”, in the
higher layers [38].
Learnable features turn out to be particularly advantageous in
applications, such as image or speech recognition, in which it is not a
priori clear which features are the best suited for a specific task. Multilayer feedforward networks are also able to represent a much larger set
of functions than linear models, overcoming the discussed limitations of
the perceptron model. This has led to widely publicized breakthroughs
in applications ranging from speech translation to medical diagnosis.
Learning. Training deep neural networks is an art [38]. The basic
underlying algorithm is backpropagation [87]. However, in practice,
a number of tricks are required in order to obtain state-of-the-art
performance, including methods to combat overfitting, such as dropout.
Covering these solutions would require a separate treatise, and here we
refer to [44, 38] for an extensive discussion.
Backpropagation – or backprop for short – extends the derivation
done in (4.45) to evaluate the gradient of the LL to be used within
an SGD-based algorithm. Again, the main ingredients are the general
formula (3.29) for exponential models and the chain rule for derivatives.
To elaborate, select a given training example (xn , tn ) = (x, t) to be
used in an iteration of SGD. Backprop computes the derivative of the
LL, or cross-entropy loss function, L(W ) = − ln p(t|x, W ) = −tT ln y
(cf. (4.43)), where the output y is obtained via the relations (4.48). It
is important to note that, unlike the linear models studied above, the
cross-entropy for multi-layer is generally a non-convex function of the
weights.
Backprop performs the following phases.
• Forward pass: Apply formulas (4.48) to evaluate aL , hL , aL−1 , hL−1 , ..., a1 , h1 ,
and y.
• Backward pass: Compute the gradients δ l = ∇al L(W ) for l =
0, 2, ..., L, with respect to the activation vectors and the gradients
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∇W l L(W ) for l = 1, 2, ..., L + 1 with respect to the weight matrices as
δ 0 = softmax(a0 )
l

l T l−1

δ = (W ) δ

(4.49a)
0

l

· h (a ) for l = 1, 2, ..., L

∇W l L(W ) = δ l−1 (hl )T for l = 1, 2, ..., L-1
L

∇W l L(W ) = δ .

(4.49b)
(4.49c)
(4.49d)

It should be noted that it is generally not advisable to code one’s
own version of backprop to train deep neural networks. It is instead
common practice to use well established libraries such as TensorFlow
[2].
On the face of it, the success of deep neural networks appears to defy
one of the the principles laid out in Chapter 2, which will be formalized
in the next chapter: Highly over-parametrized models trained via ML
suffer from overfitting and hence do not generalize well. Recent results
suggest that the use of SGD may act a regularizer following an MDL
perspective. In fact, SGD favors the attainment of flat local maxima of
the likelihood function. Flat maxima require a smaller number of bits
to be specified with respect to sharp maxima, since, in flat maxima, the
parameter vector can be described with limited precision as long as it
remain within the flat region of the likelihood function [46, 55, 49].
The dimensions of the hidden vectors should be included among the
hyperparameters to be optimized via validation or Bayesian methods
(Chapter 2).
We conclude this section by noting a few important aspects of the
ongoing research on deep neural networks. First, beside ML, there exist
Bayesian learning algorithms [35], including simplified approaches such
as dropout [38, 44]. Furthermore, significant progress has been made
on applications such as image recognition by leveraging the underlying
structure, or geometry, of the data [18]. As an important case in point,
convolutional neural networks leverage the stationarity, locality and
spatial invariance of image features by limiting the receptive field of
the neurons (i.e., by setting to zero weights that connect to “distant”
pixels) and by tying the weights of neurons in the same layer. Another
recent development is the design of event-driven spiking neural networks
that can be implemented on neuromorphic computing platforms with
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extremely low energy consumption (see, e.g., [59]).
4.8

Boosting

In this last section, we return to the mixture models of the form (4.34)
and discuss a popular training approach to reduce overfitting. We
focus on deterministic discriminative models with activations ak (x, w̃k ),
k = 1, ..., K, in which the mixture predictor is given as
a(x, w̃) =

K
X

πk ak (x, w̃k )

(4.50)

k=1

with learnable parameters {πk } and {w̃k }. The technique, known as
boosting, trains one model ak (x, w̃k ) at a time in a sequential fashion.
In a nutshell, each model is trained by solving an ERM problem in
which the contribution of a training example is weighted by the error
rate of the previously trained models.
To elaborate, boosting can be described as solving an ERM problem
with the exponential loss function `(t, a(x, w̃)) = exp(−t · a(x, w̃)),
which is plotted in Fig. 4.5. When training the kth model, the outputs
a1 (x, w̃1 ), ..., ak−1 (x, w̃k−1 ) of the previously trained models, as well
as their weights π1 , ..., πk−1 , are kept fixed. Excluding the models k +
1, ..., K, the training loss can be written as
N
X

αn(k) exp(−πk tn · ak (xn , w̃k )),

(4.51)

n=1

with the weights


αn(k) = exp −tn ·

k−1
X



πj aj (xn , w̃j ) .

(4.52)

j=1

An important point is that the weights (4.52) are larger for training
samples n with smaller functional margin under the mixture model
Pk−1
j=1 πj aj (xn , w̃j ). Therefore, when training the kth model, we give
more importance to examples that fare worse in terms of classification
margins under the current mixture model. We refer to [13, Ch. 14] for
further details.

4.9. Summary
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Summary

This chapter has provided a brief review of the key problem of classification. Following the taxonomy put forth in Chapter 2, we have
divided learning algorithms according to the type of models used to
relate explanatory variables and labels. Specifically, we have described
deterministic discriminative models, both linear and non-linear, covering
the perceptron algorithm, SVM, and backprop for multi-layer neural
networks; probabilistic discriminative models, concentrating on GLM;
and probabilistic generative models, including QDA and LDA. We have
also introduced mixture models and boosting. While this chapter has
focused on algorithmic aspects, the next chapter discusses a theoretical
framework in which to study the performance of supervised learning
schemes.

5
Statistical Learning Theory

Statistical learning theory provides a well-established theoretical framework in which to study the trade-off between the number N of available
data points and the generalization performance of a trained machine.
The framework formalizes the notions of model capacity, estimation
error, and bias that underlie many of the design choices required by
supervised learning, as we have seen in the previous chapters. This
chapter follows mostly the treatment in [93].

5.1

A Formal Framework for Supervised Learning

In this chapter, we concentrate on discriminative deterministic models
for binary classification, as it is typically done in statistical learning
theory. We also focus on the standard 0-1 loss `(t, t̂) = 1(t̂ =
6 t), for
which the generalization loss is the probability of error. The labels t for
the two classes take values in the set {0, 1} (cf. (4.1)).
The learning problem is formalized as follows. Assume that a model,
or hypothesis class, H has been selected. This set contains a, possibly
uncountable, number of predictors t̂ that map each point x in the
domain space to a label t̂(x) in {0, 1}. We would like to choose a specific
96
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hypothesis, or predictor, t̂ ∈ H that minimize the generalization error
(cf. (2.2))
Lp (t̂) = E(x,t)∼pxt [`(t, t̂(x))].
(5.1)
Solving this inference problem would yield an optimal model within
class H as
t̂∗H ∈ argmin Lp (t̂).
(5.2)
t̂∈H

Note that there may be multiple optimal hypotheses, but, to fix the
ideas, it is useful to think of the case in which there is a unique optimal
hypothesis. This is, for instance, the case when the loss function is strictly
convex. Obtaining the optimal predictor (5.2) requires knowledge of the
true distribution p(x, t), which is not available.
Example 5.1. For the linear (deterministic) methods studied in Chapter
4, the model is defined as
H = {tw̃ (x) = sign(wT x + w0 )}

(5.3)

with w̃ = [wT w0 ]T , and similarly for the feature-based version. Identifying a hypothesis within this class requires the selection of the weight
vector w̃ ∈ RD+1 .
In lieu of the true distribution p(x, t), what is available is an i.i.d.
training set
D = {(xn , tn )}N
(5.4)
n=1 ∼ p(x, t)
i.i.d.

distributed according to p(x, t). A learning algorithm, such as ERM,
takes the training set D as input and returns a predictor t̂D ∈ H
as output. We would like the predictive model t̂D ∈ H to yield a
generalization error Lp (t̂D ) that is as close as possible to the minimum
generalization loss Lp (t̂∗H ). Note that the selected model t̂D is random
due to randomness of the data set D.
In this regard, we recall that the ERM learning rule chooses a hypothesis t̂ERM
∈ H by following the criterion t̂ERM
= argmint̂∈H LD (t̂),
D
D
where the empirical risk is
LD (t̂) =

N
1 X
`(tn , t̂(xn ))).
N n=1

(5.5)
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The notation in (5.5) emphasizes the randomness of the training set
D = {(xn , tn )}N
n=1 .
Since the distribution p(x, t) is unknown, a learning rule t̂D , such
as ERM, can only minimize the generalization loss Lp (t̂) approximately
based on the observation of the data D. Furthermore, this approximation
can only be guaranteed at some probability level due to the randomness
of the data set D. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, in which we have
represented a high-probability interval for rv Lp (t̂D ) on the horizontal
axis. We would like the approximation to be accurate for all values of
Lp (t̂D ) within this interval.
But there is more: the probabilistic guarantee in terms of accuracy
cannot depend on the specific distribution p(x, t), but it should instead
be universal with respect to all distributions p(x, t). In summary, the
best one can hope for is to have a learning rule t̂D that is Probably
Approximately Correct (PAC).
30
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Figure 5.1: A learning algorithm t̂D outputs a hypothesis that depends on the
random training set D. It hence takes values in a given interval (the box on the
horizontal axis) with some large probability 1 − δ. The accuracy level  is measured
by the difference with respect to optimal generalization loss Lp (t̂∗H ) for the worst-case
t̂D in the high-probability interval.

In order to formalize this notion, we introduce the following definition.
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Definition 5.1. A learning rule t̂D is (N, , δ) PAC if, when working
on data sets D of N examples, it satisfies the inequality
Lp (t̂D ) ≤ Lp (t̂∗H ) + 

(5.6)

with probability no smaller than 1 − δ, that is,
PrD

∼ pxt [Lp (t̂D )

i.i.d.

≤ Lp (t̂∗H ) + ] ≥ 1 − δ,

(5.7)

for any true distribution p(x, t).
In (5.6), we have defined  as the accuracy parameter and δ as the
confidence parameter. The accuracy is also known as estimation error
according to the definition given in Sec. 2.3.1. In words, the (N, , δ)
PAC condition (5.6) requires that the learning rule t̂D operating over
N data points is −accurate with probability 1 − δ for any distribution
p(x, t).
The key question is: Given a model H, how large should N be in
order to ensure the existence of an (N, ,δ) PAC learning scheme t̂D
for given accuracy and confidence levels (,δ)? At a high level, we know
that a large model order implies the need for a larger N in order to
avoid overfitting. More precisely, we expect to observe the behavior
illustrated in Fig. 5.2: As N increases, (i) the interval of values taken
by the generalization loss Lp (t̂D ) with probability no smaller than 1 − δ
shrinks; and (ii) the generalization loss Lp (t̂D ) tends to the minimum
generalization loss Lp (t̂∗H ), and hence the estimation error vanishes. As
illustrated in the next example, this expected behavior is a consequence
of the law of large numbers, since a larger N allows an increasingly
accurate estimation of the true general loss.
Example 5.2. Consider the problem of binary classification using the
model of threshold functions, namely
H=





0,

t̂ (x) =
θ
1,

if x < θ
if x ≥ θ




= 1(x ≥ θ) ,

(5.8)



where x is a real number (D = 1). Note that the model is parametrized
by the threshold θ. Make the realizability assumption that the true
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Figure 5.2: High-probability interval (dashed arrow) for the generalization error
Lp (t̂D ) versus the number N of data points for a model H.

distribution is within the hypothesis allowed by the model, i.e., p(x, t) =
p(x)1(t = t̂0 (x)) and hence the optimal hypothesis is t̂∗H = t̂0 , or, equivalently, the optimal threshold is θ∗ = 0. Assuming a uniform distribution
p(x) = U(x| − 0.5, 0.5) in the interval [−0.5, 0.5] for the domain points,
Fig. 5.3 shows the generalization error Pr[t̂θ (x) 6= t0 (x)] = |θ|, as well as
the training loss LD (t̂θ ) for the training set shown on the horizontal axis,
for two values of N . Note that the training loss LD (t̂θ ) is simply the
fraction of training examples that are correctly classified. It is observed
that, as N increases, the training loss, or empirical risk, becomes an
increasingly reliable estimate of the generalization loss uniformly for all
hypotheses, parameterized by θ, in the model.
As suggested by the example, if N is large enough, the empirical
risk, or training loss, LD (t̂) approximates increasingly well (with high
probability) the generalization loss Lp (t̂) for any fixed hypothesis in
t̂ ∈ H by the law of large numbers. It would then seem that the problem
is solved: Since LD (t̂) ' Lp (t̂) for any t̂, the ERM solution t̂ERM
,
D
which minimizes the training loss LD (t̂), should also approximately
minimize the generalization loss Lp (t̂), and hence we have t̂ERM
' t̂∗H .
D
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Figure 5.3: Generalization and training losses for a scalar threshold classifier model.

However, this argument is incorrect. In fact, we need the training loss
LD (t̂) to be an accurate approximation of the generalization loss Lp (t̂)
uniformly for all hypotheses in t̂ ∈ H in order to ensure the condition
t̂ERM
' t̂∗H . As we will see in the rest of this chapter, guaranteeing
D
this condition requires to observe a number of samples N that grows
with the “capacity” of the model H, that is, roughly, with the number
of parameters defining the hypotheses in H. Moreover, some models
turn out to be impossible to learn – in the sense of PAC learnability
formalized below – no matter how large N is.
5.2

PAC Learnability and Sample Complexity

In order to formally address the key question posed above regarding
the learnability of a model H, we make the following definitions. As
mentioned, for simplicity, we consider binary classification under the 0-1
loss, although the analysis can be generalized under suitable conditions
[93].
Definition 5.2. A hypothesis class H is PAC learnable if, for any , δ ∈
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(0, 1), there exist an (N, , δ) PAC learning rule as long as the inequality
N ≥ NH (, δ) is satisfied for some function NH (, δ) < ∞.
In words, a hypothesis class is PAC learnable if, as long as enough
data is collected, a learning algorithm can be found that obtains any
desired level of accuracy and confidence. An illustration of the threshold
NH (, δ) can be found in Fig. 5.2. A less strong definition of PAC
learnability requires (5.7) to hold only only for all true distributions
p(x, t) that can be written as
p(x, t) = p(x)1(t = t̂(x))

(5.9)

for some marginal distribution p(x) and for some hypothesis t̂(x) ∈ H.
The condition (5.9) is known as the realizability assumption, which
implies that the data is generated from some mechanism that is included
in the hypothesis class.
A first important, and perhaps surprising, observation is that not all
models are PAC learnable. As an extreme example of this phenomenon,
consider the class H of all functions from RD to {0, 1}. By the no free
lunch theorem, this class is not PAC learnable. In fact, given any amount
of data, we can always find a distribution p(x, t) under which the PAC
condition is not satisfied. Intuitively, even in the realizable case, knowing
the correct predictor t̂(x) in (5.9) for any number of x ∈ RD yields no
information on the value of t̂(x) for other values of x. As another, less
obvious, example the class
H = {hw (x) = 1(sin(wx) > 0)}

(5.10)

is not PAC learnable despite being parameterized by a single scalar [93].
∗ (, δ) of model H is the
Definition 5.3. The sample complexity NH
minimal value of NH (, δ) that satisfies the requirements of PAC learning
for H.

We will see next that the sample complexity depends on the capacity
of the model H. Note that the sample complexity of the two examples
above is infinite since they are not PAC learnable. We also remark that
PAC learnability may be alternatively defined under the additional
∗ (, δ) as a function of  and δ, as well
conditions on the scaling of NH
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as on the computational complexity of the learning rule. We will not
consider these more refined definitions here, and we refer the reader to
[34, 93] for discussion.
5.3

PAC Learnability for Finite Hypothesis Classes

In this section, we consider models with a finite number of hypotheses.
The main result is summarized in the following theorem, which is proved
below in Sec. 5.3.1.
Theorem 5.1. A finite hypothesis class H is PAC learnable with sample
complexity satisfying the inequality
&

∗
NH
(, δ)

'

2 ln |H| + 2 ln(2/δ)
ERM
≤
, NH
(, δ).
2

(5.11)

ERM (, δ).
Moreover, the ERM algorithm achieves the upper bound NH

The previous theorem shows that all finite classes are PAC learnable.
Furthermore, for all finite classes, ERM is a PAC learning rule for any
desired levels of accuracy and confidence (, δ), as long as N is larger
ERM (, δ). This threshold, which we will refer to
than the threshold NH
as the ERM sample complexity for class H, depends on the capacity
of the hypothesis class, defined as ln |H| (nats) or log2 |H| (bits). This
is the number of bits required to index the hypotheses in H. It is also
interesting to note that increasing the accuracy, i.e., decreasing  is
more demanding than increasing the confidence, that is, decreasing δ,
in terms of sample complexity.
Another way to understand the result (5.11) is that, with N data
points, we can achieve the estimation error
s

=

2 ln(2|H|/δ)
,
N

(5.12)

with probability 1 − δ, by using ERM. As a result, with N data points,
we can upper bound the generalization loss of ERM as
s

Lp (t̂ERM
) ≤ Lp (t̂∗H ) +
D

2 ln |H|/δ
N

(5.13)
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with probability 1−δ. In words, ERM achieves the optimal generalization
loss with an estimation error that scales with square root of the model
capacity and with the inverse square root of N .
As another important note, under the realizability assumption, the
theorem can be modified to yield the smaller upper bound [93]
'

&

∗
NH
(, δ)

ln |H| + ln(1/δ)
ERM
≤
, NH
(, δ),


(5.14)

which is also achievable by ERM.
What does the theorem say about infinite models such as the linear
classifier (5.3)? One approach is to learn a “quantized” version of H,
say Hb , in which each weight is represented by b bits. For this quantized
model, the capacity is given as log |H| = (D + 1)b and hence, using
(5.3), we obtain the ERM sample complexity
'

&

2b(D + 1) ln 2 + 2 ln(2/δ)
ERM
NH
(, δ) =
.
2

(5.15)

The ERM sample complexity scales proportionally to the number of
parameters D + 1 and the resolution b.
5.3.1

Proof of Theorem 5.1

The proof of Theorem 5.1 reveals the role played by the training loss
LD (t̂) in approximating the generalization loss Lp (t̂) uniformly for all
hypotheses t̂ ∈ H. We start with the following key lemma.
ERM (, δ), we have
Lemma 5.2. For any N ≥ NH


|Lp (t̂) − LD (t̂)| ≤ for all t̂ ∈ H ≥ 1 − δ.
2



PrD

∼ p(x,t)
i.i.d.



(5.16)

Reflecting the observation made above around Fig. 5.3, the lemma
says that the training loss LD (t̂) is a uniformly accurate approximation,
with accuracy level /2, of the generalization loss, as long as N ≥
ERM (, δ).
NH
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Assume now that the lemma is true – a proof will be given below.
Using the lemma, Theorem 5.1 follows immediately from the inequalities


Lp (t̂ERM
) ≤ LD (t̂ERM
) + ≤ LD (t̂∗ ) +
D
D
2
2


∗
∗
≤ Lp (t̂ ) + + = Lp (t̂ ) + ,
2 2

(5.17)
(5.18)

where the first inequality follows from the lemma; the second from the
definition of ERM; and the third by another application of the lemma.
We hence only need to prove the Lemma in order to conclude the
proof. To proceed, we will use Hoeffding’s inequality, which says the
following (see, e.g., [93]). For i.i.d. rvs u1 , u2 , · · · , uM ∼ p(u) such that
E [ui ] = µ and Pr[a ≤ ui ≤ b] = 1, we have the large deviation inequality
"

Pr

M
2M 2
1 X
um − µ >  ≤ 2 exp −
M m=1
(b − a)2

#

!

.

(5.19)

We can now write the following sequence of equalities and inequalities,
which prove the lemma and hence conclude the proof:

∃t̂ ∈ H : |Lp (t̂) − LD (t̂)| >
2



PrD

∼ p(x,t)
i.i.d.



=PrD

∼ p(x,t)
i.i.d.

≤

X


t̂∈H

PrD




|Lp (t̂) − LD (t̂)| >
2

X
t̂∈H

∼ p(x,t)
i.i.d.

N 2
exp −
2

N 2
=2|H| exp −
2



 
|Lp (t̂) − LD (t̂)| >
2



t̂∈H

≤2

[ 





!

!

≤ δ,

where the first inequality follows by the union bound; the second by
Hoeffding’s inequality; and the third can be verified to be true as long
ERM (, δ) is satisfied.
as the inequality N ≥ NH
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The result proved above is useful also to introduce the Structural Risk
Minimization (SRM) learning approach. SRM is a method for joint
model selection and hypothesis learning that is based on the minimization of an upper bound on the generalization loss. The approach, in
principle, avoids the use of validation, but has found limited application
in practice. To elaborate assume that we have a nested set of hypothesis
classes H1 ⊆ H2 ⊆ ... ⊆ HMmax . For instance, the nested model may correspond to linear classifiers with increasing orders M ∈ {1, 2, ..., Mmax }.
From Lemma 5.2, we can obtain the following bound
s

Lp (t̂) ≤ LD (t̂) +

ln(2|HM |/δ)
2N

(5.20)

for all t̂ ∈ HM , with probability 1 − δ. SRM minimizes this upper
bound, which is a pessimistic estimate of the generalization loss, over
both the choice of the model M and the hypothesis t̂ ∈ HM . We note
the similarity of this approach with the simplified MDL criterion based
on two-part codes covered in Chapter 2.
5.4

VC Dimension and Fundamental Theorem of PAC Learning

We have seen that finite classes are PAC learnable with sample complexity proportional to the model capacity ln |H| by using ERM. In
ERM (, δ) the
this section, we address the following questions: Is NH
smallest sample complexity? How can we define the capacity of infinite
hypothesis classes? We will see that the answers to these questions rely
on the concept of VC dimension, which serves as a more fundamental
definition of capacity of a model. The VC dimension is defined next.
Definition 5.4. A hypothesis class H is said to shatter a set of domain
points X = {xn }N
n=1 if, no matter how the corresponding labels {tn ∈
{0, 1}}N
are
selected,
there exists a hypothesis t̂ ∈ H that ensures
n=1
t̂(xn ) = tn for all n = 1, ..., N .
Definition 5.5. The VC dimension VCdim(H) of the model H is the
size of the largest set X that is shattered by H.
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Based on the definitions above, to prove that a model has VCdim(H) =
N , we need to carry out the following two steps:
Step 1 ) Demonstrate the existence of a set X with |X | = N that is
shattered by H; and
Step 2 ) Prove that no set X of dimension N + 1 exists that is
shattered by H.
The second step is typically seen to be more difficult, as illustrated
by the following examples.
Example 5.3. The threshold function model (5.8) has VCdim(H)= 1,
since there is clearly a set X of one sample (N = 1) that can be shattered
(Step 1); but there are no sets of N = 2 that can be shattered (Step
2). In fact, for any set X = (x1 , x2 ) of two points with x1 ≤ x2 , the
label assignment (t1 , t2 ) = (1, 0) cannot be realized by any choice of the
threshold θ, which is the only parameter in the model.
Example 5.4. The model H = {t̂a,b (x) = 1 (a ≤ x ≤ b)}, which assigns
the label t = 1 within an interval [a, b] and the label t = 0 outside it,
has VCdim(H)= 2. In fact, any set of N = 2 points can be shattered
– and hence there also exists one such set (Step 1); while there are no
sets X of N = 3 points that can be shattered (Step 2). For Step 2, note
that, for any set X = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) of three points with x1 ≤ x2 ≤ x3 , the
label assignment (t1 , t2 , t3 ) = (1, 0, 1) cannot be realized by any choice
of the two free parameters (a, b).
Example 5.5. The model H = {t̂a1 ,a2 ,b1 ,b2 (x) = 1(a1 ≤ x1 ≤ a2 and b1 ≤
x2 ≤ b2 )}, which assigns the label t = 1 within an axis-aligned rectangle
defined by parameters a1 , a2 , b1 and b2 has VCdim(H)= 4, as it can be
proved by using arguments similar to the previous examples.
Example 5.6. The linear classifier (5.3) has VCdim(H)= D + 1 [93].
The example above suggests that the VC dimension of a set often
coincides with the number of degrees of freedom, or free parameters, in
the model. However, this is not necessarily the case.
Example 5.7. Model (5.10), while having a single parameter, has an
infinite VC dimension [93].
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We also note that, for finite classes, we have the inequality VCdim(H) ≤
log |H|, since |H| hypotheses can create at most |H| different label configurations. The next theorem, whose importance is attested by its title
of fundamental theorem of PAC learning, provides an answer to the two
questions posed at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 5.3. A model H with finite VCdim(H)= d < ∞ is PAC
learnable with sample complexity
C1

d + ln(1/δ)
d + ln(1/δ)
∗
≤ NH
(, δ) ≤ C2
2

2

(5.21)

for some constants C1 and C2 . Moreover, the ERM learning rule achieves
the upper bound.
The theorem shows that the sample complexity is proportional to
(VCdim(H)+ln(1/δ))/2 . This reveals that VCdim(H) can be considered
as the correct definition of capacity for a hypothesis class H, irrespective
of whether the class is finite or not: As VCdim(H), the number of
required data points for PAC learning increases proportionally to it.
For a proof of this result and for extensions, we refer to the extensive
treatment in [93]. We also point to the related notion of capacity of a
perceptron introduced in [64].
5.5

Summary

This chapter has described the classical PAC framework for the analysis
of the generalization performance of supervised learning. We have seen
that the concept of VC dimension defines the capacity of the model.
This is in the sense that the VC dimension measures the number of
samples needed to learn the model with a given accuracy and confidence.
In the next chapter, we move from supervised learning to unsupervised
learning problems.
Appendix: Minimax Redundancy and Model Capacity
In this appendix, we describe an alternative definition of model capacity
that is directly related to the conventional notion of Shannon’s capacity
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of a noisy channel [23]. To this end, consider a probabilistic model H
defined as the set of all pmfs p(x|θ) parametrized by θ in a given set.
To fix the ideas, assume that x takes values over a finite alphabet.
We know from Sec. 2.5, that a distribution q(x) is associated with
a lossless compression scheme that requires around − log q(x) bits to
describe a value x. If we were informed about the parameter θ, the
minimum average coding length would be the entropy H(p(x|θ)), which
requires setting q(x) = p(x|θ) (see Appendix A). When we only know
that the distribution p(x|θ) lies in the given family spanned by parameter
θ, the worst-case redundancy in the average coding length is given by
∆R(H) = min max −
q(x)

θ

p(x|θ) log q(x) − H(p(x|θ))

(5.22)

x

= min max
q(x)

X

X

θ

p(x|θ) log

x

p(x|θ)
.
q(x)

(5.23)

The quantity ∆R(H) is known is minimax redundancy. The minimax
redundancy can be taken as a measure of the capacity of model H,
since a richer model tends to yield a larger ∆R(H). In fact, for a richer
model, it is more difficult to find a representative distribution q(x) that
yields an average coding length close to the minimum H(p(x|θ)) for all
values of θ.
It turns out that the minimax redundancy equals the capacity
C(p(x|θ)) of the channel p(x|θ), which is defined as C(p(x|θ)) = maxp(θ) I(x; θ)
[23]. This is shown by the following sequence of equalities:
∆R(H) =min max

XX

q(x) p(θ)

x

=max min
=max
p(θ)

x

XX
x

θ

=C(p(x|θ)),

p(x|θ)
q(x)

(5.24a)

p(θ)p(x|θ) log

p(x|θ)
q(x)

(5.24b)

θ

XX

p(θ) q(x)

p(θ)p(x|θ) log

θ

p(θ)p(x|θ) log

p(x|θ)
p(x)

(5.24c)
(5.24d)

where the first equality follows since the average of a set of numbers is
no larger than any of the numbers; the second is a consequence of the
P P
minimax theorem since the term x θ p(θ)p(x|θ) log(p(x|θ)/q(x)) is
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convex in q(x) and concave in p(θ); and the third equality follows by
Gibbs’ inequality (see Sec. 2.7 and (A.5) in Appendix A).

6
Unsupervised Learning

Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning tasks operate over
unlabelled data sets. That said, unsupervised learning is more loosely
defined than supervised learning, and it also lacks a strong theoretical
framework to mirror the PAC learning theory covered in the previous
section. Nevertheless, it is widely expected that future breakthroughs
in machine learning will come mainly from advances in the theory
and design of unsupervised learning algorithms. This is due to the
availability of huge repositories of unlabelled data, as well as to the
broader applicability of learning tasks whereby the machine learns, as
it were, without supervision.
Generally speaking, unsupervised learning algorithms aim at learning
some properties of interest of the mechanism underlying the generation
of the data. In this sense, unsupervised learning concerns the study of
generative models, although, as we will see, this statement comes with
some caveats. A common aspect of many models used for unsupervised
learning is the presence of hidden, or latent, variables that help explain
the structure of the data.
This chapter starts by discussing applications of unsupervised learning, and by providing a description of the well-known K-means algo111
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rithm. It then covers directed and undirected generative probabilistic
models for unsupervised learning. As we will detailed, these models
posit different types of statistical dependence relations between hidden and measured variables. Discriminative models, which capture the
dependence of hidden variables on observed variables, as well as autoencoders, which combine discriminative and generative models, are also
introduced. The chapter is concluded with a discussion of a different
type of learning algorithm that may be considered as unsupervised,
namely PageRank, which is included due to its practical relevance.
6.1

Unsupervised Learning

Defining unsupervised learning. A general, and rather imprecise,
definition of unsupervised learning tasks is the following. Taking a
frequentist viewpoint, we are given a data set D consisting of N i.i.d.
unlabelled observations xn ∈ RD . These are assumed to be drawn i.i.d.
from an unknown true distribution as
D = {xn }N
n=1 ∼ p(x).
i.i.d.

(6.1)

The goal is to learn some useful properties of the distribution p(x),
where the properties of interest depend on the specific application.
While this definition is general enough to include also the estimation
problems studied in Chapter 3, as mentioned, unsupervised learning
problems are typically characterized by the presence of hidden or latent
variables. Notable examples include the following.
• Density estimation: Density estimation aims at learning directly
a good approximation of the distribution p(x), e.g., for use in plug-in
estimators [61], to design compression algorithms (see Sec. 2.5), or to
detect outliers [96].
• Clustering: Clustering assumes the presence of an unobserved label
zn associated to each data point xn , and the goal is that of recovering
the labels zn for all points in the data set D. For example, one may
wish to cluster a set D of text documents according to their topics, by
modelling the latter as an unobserved label zn . Broadly speaking, this
requires to group together documents that are similar according to some
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metric. It is important at this point to emphasize the distinction between
classification and clustering: While the former assumes the availability
of a labelled set of training examples and evaluate its (generalization)
performance on a separate set of unlabelled examples, the latter works
with a single, unlabelled, set of examples. The different notation used
for the labels – zn in lieu of tn – is meant to provide a reminder of this
key difference.

• Dimensionality reduction and representation: Given the set D, we
would like to represent the data points xn ∈ D in a space of lower dimensionality. This makes it possible to highlight independent explanatory
factors, and/or to ease visualization and interpretation [63].

• Feature extraction: Feature extraction is the task of deriving
functions of the data points xn that provide useful lower-dimensional
inputs for tasks such as supervised learning. The extracted features
are unobserved, and hence latent, variables. As an example, the hidden
layer of a deep neural network extract features from the data for use by
the output layer (see Sec. 4.7).

• Generation of new samples: The goal here is to learn a machine that
is able to produce samples that are approximately distributed according
to the true distribution p(x). For example, in computer graphics for
filmmaking or gaming, one may want to train a software that is able to
produce artificial scenes based on a given description.

The variety of tasks and the difficulty in providing formal definitions,
e.g., on the realism of an artificially generated image, make unsupervised
learning, at least in its current state, a less formal field than supervised
learning. Often, loss criteria in unsupervised learning measure the
divergence between the learned distribution and the empirical data
distribution (see, e.g., [6]), but there are important exceptions, as we
will see.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Directed generative models; (b) Undirected generative models; (c)
Discriminative models; (d) Autoencoders.

Models. We now review the type of models that can be used to
tackle unsupervised learning problems. The models will be further
discussed in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
• Directed generative models: Directed generative models are mixture
models in which the distribution p(x|θ) of the data is defined by a
parametrized prior p(z|θ) of the latent variables z and by a parametrized
conditional distribution p(x|z, θ) that defines the relationship between
latent and observed variables. Accordingly, the distribution can be
expressed, for discrete latent variables z, as
p(x|θ) =

X

p(z|θ)p(x|z, θ).

(6.2)

z

A similar expression applies to continuous hidden variables with an
integral in lieu of the sum. Directed models are suitable to capture the
cause-effect relationships between z and x. A BN describing directed
generative models is shown in Fig. 6.1(a). Graphical models, including BNs, will be covered in detail in the next chapter. Examples of
directed generative models include the mixture of Gaussians model, and
the so-called likelihood-free models, in which the conditional distribution p(x|z, θ) is implemented by a deterministic transformation, most
typically a multi-layer network.
• Undirected generative models: Undirected models parametrize
directly the joint distribution of the observed variables x and the hidden
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variables z as p(x, z|θ), and accordingly write the distribution of the
data as
X
p(x|θ) =
p(x, z|θ).
(6.3)
z

Unlike directed models, undirected models capture the affinity, or compatibility, of given configurations of values for z and x. An Markov
Random Field (MRF) describing undirected generative models is shown
in Fig. 6.1(b) (see next chapter). A prominent example is given by
RBMs.
• Discriminative models: Discriminative models attempt to directly
learn an encoding probabilistic mapping p(z|x, θ) between the data
point x and a representation z. This is represented by the BN in Fig.
6.1(c).
• Autoencoders: As seen in Fig. 6.1(d), autoencoders compose a
parametrized discriminative model p(z|x, θ), which produces the hidden
variables z from the data x, with a parametrized generative model
p(x|z, θ). The former is known as encoder, while the latter as decoder.
Accordingly, the latent variables are also referred to as the code. The
most typical implementations use parameterized deterministic functions
z = Fθ (x) and x = Gθ (z) in lieu of the more general probabilistic models
p(z|x, θ) and p(x|z, θ), respectively. As we will see, autoencoders are
trained to reproduce the data x at the output, turning the unsupervised
problem into a supervised one with “labels” given by the data point x
itself.
6.2

K-Means Clustering

We start by reviewing the well-known K-means clustering algorithm.
The purpose here is to emphasize an algorithmic structure, namely the
Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, that is conceptually at the
core of many unsupervised learning algorithms.
The problem is one of multi-cluster clustering: Given a data set
D to one
D = {xn }N
n=1 , we would like to assign every vector xn ∈ R
of K clusters. Cluster indices are encoded by categorical variables zn
via one-hot encoding (see Chapter 3). Accordingly, we write the kth
component of vector zn as zkn = 1 if xn is assigned to cluster k, while
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we write zkn = 0 otherwise. It is emphasized that the labels are not
given for any of the examples in D. Therefore, the algorithm should
discern some regularity in the data in order to divide the data set into
K classes.
K-means is a heuristic method that attempts to cluster together
points that are mutually close in Euclidean distance. To this end,
K-means assigns all points in the same cluster a given “prototype”
representative vector µk . This vector can be thought of in terms of
quantization: all points within a given cluster can be quantized to the
prototype µk with minimal quadratic loss. This is formalized by the
following optimization problem over the cluster assignment variables zn
and the cluster representatives µk :
max

N X
K
X

{zn },{µk }
n=1 k=1

zkn d(xn , µk ),

(6.4)

where d(x, µ) = kx − µk2 is the squared Euclidean distance. When
using a general distance metric, the approach to be described is instead
known as the K-medoids algorithm. In this regard, we note, for instance,
that it is possible to apply clustering also to discrete data as long as
the distance d is properly defined – typically by a matrix of pairwise
dissimilarities.
The K-means algorithm performs alternatively optimization of the
cluster assignment variables zn and of the cluster representatives µk as
follows:
• Initialize cluster representatives {µold
k }.
• Expectation step, or E step: For fixed vectors {µold
k }, solve problem
(6.4) over the cluster assignment {zn }:
new
zkn
=


1

for k = argminj d(xn , µold
j )

0

otherwise

.

(6.5)

Accordingly, each training point is assigned to the cluster with the closest
prototype. Note that this step generally requires the computation of K
distances for each data point xn .
• Maximization step, or M step: For fixed vectors {zn }, solve problem
(6.4) over the cluster representatives {µk }. Imposing the optimality
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condition that the gradient of the objective function in (6.4) be zero,
we obtain
PN
new
n=1 zkn xn
new
µk = P
.
(6.6)
N
new
n=1 zkn
The new cluster representative µnew
for each cluster k is the mean of
k
the data points assigned to cluster k.
new
• If a convergence criterion is not satisfied, set {µold
k } ← {µk } and
return to the E step.
Since both E step and M step minimize the objective function in
(6.4), respectively over the cluster assignment variables zn and the
cluster representatives µk , the value of the objective function is nondecreasing across the iterations. This ensures convergence. Illustrations
of convergence and examples can be found in [13, Chapter 9]. As a note,
the algorithm is also known as Lloyd-Max quantization [36].
At a high level, K-means alternates between: (i) making inferences
about the hidden variables {zn } based on the current model defined
by the representatives {µk } in the E step; and (ii) updating the model
{µk } to match the data {xn } and the inferred variables {zn } in the M
step. We will see that a similar algorithmic structure is applied by many
unsupervised learning algorithms.
Before we move on to discussing more general solutions, it is worth
spending a few words on the problem of selecting the number K of
clusters. A first possibility is to add or remove clusters until certain
heuristic criteria are satisfied, such as the “purity” of clusters. A second
approach is hierarchical clustering, whereby one builds a tree, known
as dendrogram, that includes clustering solutions with an increasing
number of clusters as one moves away from the root (see, e.g., [34]).
Yet another solution is to let K be selected automatically by adopting
a non-parametric Bayesian approach via a Dirichlet process prior [72].
6.3

ML, ELBO and EM

In this section, we discuss two key technical tools that are extensively
used in tackling unsupervised learning problems, namely the Evidence
Lower BOund (ELBO) and the EM algorithm. The starting point is the
fundamental problem of learning a probabilistic, directed or undirected,
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model p(x|θ) from the data using ML. We will discuss later how to
learn discriminative models and autoencoders.
6.3.1

ML Learning

From Sec. 2.7, we know that ML, asymptotically in N , tends to minimize
a KL divergence between the true distribution p(x) and the selected
hypothesis in the model. This is a criterion that is well suited for many
of the unsupervised learning tasks mentioned above, such as density
estimation or generation of new samples, and it is hence useful to start
the discussion with ML learning.
Before we do that, a few remarks are in order. First, it is often
useful to choose divergences other than KL, which are tailored to the
specific application of interest [6]. We will further discuss this aspect
in Sec. 6.4.4. Second, when the goal is representation learning, the
machine aims at obtaining useful features z. Hence, minimizing the
KL divergence to match the true distribution p(x) does not directly
address the objective of representation learning, unless appropriate
restrictions are imposed on the model p(x|z, θ). In fact, if the generative
model p(x|z, θ) is too powerful, then it can disregard the features z
and still obtain a high likelihood for the data (see, e.g., [50]). Finally,
obtaining ML solutions is often impractical, particularly in large models.
Nevertheless, understanding the ML problem allows one to better gauge
the impact of the approximations and simplifications made to obtain
efficient algorithms.
To proceed, we consider probabilistic, directed or undirected, model,
and focus, for the purpose of simplifying the notation, on a data set
with a single data point (N = 1). The extension to a data set with an
arbitrary number N of points only requires adding an outer sum over
the sample index to the LL function. We also concentrate on discrete
hidden rvs, and the generalization to continuous rvs is obtained by
substituting sums with suitable integrals. The ML problem can be
written as the maximization of the LL function as
!

max ln p(x|θ) = ln
θ

X
z

p(x, z|θ) ,

(6.7)
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where x denotes the data and z the hidden or latent variables. Note
the marginalization with respect to the hidden variables in (6.7). This
problem should be contrasted with the supervised learning ML problem
obtained when both x and z are observed, namely

max ln p(x, z|θ).
θ

(6.8)

Example 6.1. Consider a directed generative Bernoulli-Gaussian model
characterized as

z ∼ Bern(0.5)

(6.9a)

x|z = 0 ∼ N (2, 1)

(6.9b)

x|z = 1 ∼ N (θ, 1).

(6.9c)

This corresponds to a mixture of Gaussians model, in which the only
parameter θ is the mean of one of the two Gaussian components. Assume
that we observe x = 0. Consider first the supervised learning case, where
we assume that we also measure z = 1. In this case, the LL function
in (6.8) is ln p(x = 0, z = 1|θ) = ln N (x|θ, 1) + ln(0.5). In contrast,
with unsupervised learning, the LL function in (6.7) is ln p(x = 0|θ) =
ln(0.5N (0|2, 1) + 0.5N (0|θ, 1)).
The LL functions are shown in Fig. 6.2. Unlike supervised learning,
the LL for unsupervised learning is seen to be non-concave. In this
example, this is a result of the fact that, when θ is sufficiently large in
absolute value, the probability of the data x resulting from the fixed
Gaussian distribution centered at x = 2 makes the contribution of the
Gaussian centered θ increasingly irrelevant.
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of LL functions for supervised and unsupervised learning
in a mixture of Gaussians model (Example 6.1).

Solving problem (6.7) has two additional complications as compared
to the supervised learning counterpart (6.8). The first issue was highlighted in the previous example: the LL is generally non-concave, which
precludes the use of convex optimization algorithms. Barring the use of
often impractical global optimization algorithms, non-convex problems
cannot generally be solved exactly. Rather, the best one can hope for
with standard local optimization schemes, such as SGD, is obtaining
stationary points or locally optimal points [17]. The second complication is the need to sum – or integrate – over the hidden variables in to
evaluate the LL. In the rest of this section, we describe two technical
tools that are useful to tackle these problems. Chapter 8 will develop
more complex solutions for issues arising in the presence of large latent
spaces in which marginalization is not viable.
6.3.2

ELBO

Many methods to tackle the ML problem (6.7) are based on the maximization of the ELBO. These techniques include the EM algorithm and
some of the variational inference algorithms to be discussed in Chapter
8. The key element in the development of the ELBO is the introduction
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of an auxiliary distribution q(z) on the latent variables. This is referred
to as the variational distribution or the variational posterior for reasons
that will be made clear later.
Definition 6.1. For any fixed value x and any distribution q(z) on the
latent variables z (possibly dependent on x), the ELBO L(q, θ) is defined
in one of the following equivalent forms
L(q, θ) = Ez∼q(z) [ln p(x, z|θ)] + H(q)
|

{z

negative energy

}

(6.10)

| {z }

entropy

=Ez∼q(z) [ln p(x|z, θ)] − KL (q(z)||p(z|θ))

(6.11)

= − KL (q(z)||p(x, z|θ))

(6.12)

= ln p(x|θ) − KL (q(z)||p(z|x, θ)) ,

(6.13)

where we have isolated the negative energy and the entropy of the variational distribution, and, in the third line, we have used the convention
of defining KL(p||q) even when q is not normalized (see Sec. 2.7).
The equivalence between the three forms of the ELBO can be easily
checked. The first form justifies the definition of the negative of the
ELBO as variational free energy or Gibbs free energy, which is the
difference of energy and entropy. The first form is particularly useful
for undirected models, while the second for directed models. The third
form is more compact, and suggests that, as we will formalize below,
the ELBO is maximized when q(z) is selected to match the model
distribution. The last form yields terms that are generally not easily
computable, but it illuminates the relationship between the LL function
and the ELBO, as we discuss next.
The following theorem describes the defining property of the ELBO
as well as another important property. Taken together, these features
make the ELBO uniquely suited for the development of algorithmic
solutions for problem (6.7).
Theorem 6.1. The ELBO is a global lower bound on the LL function,
that is,
ln p(x|θ) ≥ L(q, θ),
(6.14)
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where equality holds at a value θ0 if and only if the distribution q(z)
satisfies q(z) = p(z|x, θ0 ). Furthermore, the ELBO is concave in q(z)
for a fixed θ; and, if ln p(x, z|θ) is concave in θ, it is also concave in θ
for a fixed q(z).
Proof. The first part of the theorem follows immediately from the form
(6.13), which we can rewrite as
ln p(x|θ) = L(q, θ)−KL (q(z)||p(z|x, θ)) ,

(6.15)

and from Gibbs’ inequality. In fact, the latter implies that the KL
divergence KL (q(z)||p(z|x, θ)) is non-negative and equal to zero if and
only if the two distributions in the argument are equal. The concavity
of the ELBO can be easily checked using standard properties of convex
functions [17]. As a note, an alternative proof of the first part of the
theorem can be provided via the importance sampling trick and Jensen’s
inequality. In fact, we can write
!

ln p(x|θ) = ln

X

p(x, z|θ)

(6.16a)

z

= ln

X
z

≥

X
z

p(x, z|θ)
q(z)
q(z)

!

p(x, z|θ)
q(z) ln
q(z)


(6.16b)


= L(q, θ),

(6.16c)

where the first equality is just obtained by multiplying and dividing by
q(z) – the importance sampling trick – and the last step is a consequence
of Jensen’s inequality. We recall that Jensen’s inequality says that for
any concave function f (x) – here f (x) = ln(x) – we have the inequality
E[f (x)] ≤ f (E[x]).
We illustrate the just described properties of the ELBO via the
following example.
Example 6.2. Consider again the directed generative Bernoulli-Gaussian
model (6.9). The posterior distribution of the latent variable given an
observation x is given as
p(z = 1|x = 0, θ) =

N (0|θ, 1)
.
N (0|2, 1) + N (0|θ, 1)

(6.17)
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Fix a parametrized variational distribution q(z|ϕ) = Bern(z). Using
(6.10), the ELBO is then given as
L(q, θ) = ϕ(ln(N (0|θ, 1)+ln(0.5))+(1−ϕ)(ln(N (0|2, 1)+ln(0.5))+H(q).
(6.18)
The theorem above says that, given any value of ϕ, the ELBO is an upper
bound on the LL function, uniformly for all values of θ. Furthermore,
this bound is tight at all values θ0 for which the selected variational
distribution q(z) equals the posterior of the hidden variables, that is,
for which we have ϕ = p(z = 1|x = 0, θ0 ). This is shown in Fig. 6.3,
where we plot the LL and the ELBO. We see that indeed the ELBO
is a uniform lower bound on the LL, which is tight for specific values
θ0 of the parameter θ. Reflecting the concavity property of the ELBO
in the theorem, the ELBO is also seen to be a concave function of the
parameter θ.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the ELBO for two different choices of the variational
distribution that are tight at different values θ0 of the parameter.

The ELBO can be generalized as the multi-sample ELBO [19]:
"

ln p(x|θ) ≥ Ez1 ,...,zK

∼ q(z)
i.i.d.

ln

K
1 X
p(x, zk |θ)
K k=1 q(zk )

!#

.

(6.19)

The proof of this inequality follows in the same way as for the ELBO.
This bound has the advantage that, as K grows large, it tends to
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become increasingly accurate. In fact, as K → ∞, by the law of large
P
P
numbers, we have the limit K −1 K
k=1 p(x, zk |θ)/q(zk ) →
z p(x, z|θ)
with probability one. Another generalization based on the use of Renyi
divergence in lieu of the KL divergence is presented in [62].
ELBO and Bayesian inference. In summary, the ELBO provides
a locally tight upper bound on the LL function, or equivalently a locally
tight lower bound on the NLL. Importantly, given a certain value θ of
the parameter vector, the variational distribution q(z) that provides the
tightest bound is the posterior distribution q(z) = p(z|x, θ), at which
the KL divergence in (6.15) vanishes. That is, in order to obtain the
tightest ELBO, one needs to solve the Bayesian inference problem of
computing the posterior p(z|x, θ) of the hidden variables for the given
value θ. This property can be stated for reference as follows
argmax L(q, θ) = p(z|x, θ).
q(z)

(6.20)

Gradients of the LL and of the ELBO over the model parameters. Under suitable differentiability assumptions, the gradient of
the ELBO at the value θ0 in which the ELBO is tight coincides with
the gradient of the LL, i.e.,
∇θ ln p(x|θ)|θ=θ0 = ∇θ L (p(z|x, θ0 ), θ) |θ=θ0
= Ez∼p(z|x,θ0 ) [∇θ ln p(x, z|θ)|θ=θ0 ] .

(6.21)

This is also suggested by the curves in Fig. 6.3. We will see with an
example in Sec. 6.5.1 that this formula is extremely useful when the
gradient for the complete log-likelihood ∇θ ln p(x, z|θ)|θ=θ0 can be easily
computed, such as for exponential family models.
6.3.3

EM Algorithm

As mentioned, a large number of practical schemes for unsupervised
learning using directed and undirected generative models are based on
the maximization of ELBO L(q, θ) in lieu of the LL function. As seen,
this maximization has the key advantage that the ELBO is a concave
function of the parameters θ. Furthermore, the lower bound property
(6.14) ensures that, if the ELBO is tight at a value θ0 , the result of
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the optimization of the ELBO must necessarily yield a LL value that
is no smaller than lnp(x|θ0 ). This observation is leveraged by the EM
algorithm to obtain a procedure that is guaranteed to converge to a
stationary point of the original ML problem (6.7).
The EM algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 EM algorithm.
• Initialize parameter vector θold .
• E step: For fixed parameter vector θold , maximize the ELBO over
the variational distribution q, i.e., solve problem max L(q, θold ), which,
q

by (6.20), yields the new distribution
q new (z) = p(z|x, θold ).

(6.22)

• M step: For fixed variational distribution q new (z), maximize the
ELBO over the parameter vector θ, i.e., solve problem max L(q new , θ).
θ

This convex problem can be equivalently written as the maximization
of the negative energy
max Q(θ, θold ) =Ez∼p(z|x,θold ) [ln p(x, z|θ)] .
θ

(6.23)

• If a convergence criterion is not satisfied, set θnew ← θold and return
to the E step.
In many problems of interest, the model p(x, z|θ) can be taken to be
either the product of a prior and a likelihood from the exponential family
for directed models, or directly a member of the exponential family for
undirected models. In these cases, the problem (6.23) solved in the M
step will be seen below via an example to reduce to the corresponding
supervised learning problem, with the caveat that the sufficient statistics
are averaged over the posterior distribution p(z|x, θold ).
The EM algorithm is an instance of the more general Majorization
Minimization (MM) algorithm [97]. In this class of algorithms, at each
iteration, one constructs a tight lower bound of the objective function at
the current iterate θold . This bound, which should be easy to maximize, is
then optimized, yielding the new iterate θnew . The process is illustrated
in Fig. 6.4. As it can be seen, at each iteration one is guaranteed that
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the objective function is not decreased, which ensures convergence to a
local optimum of the original problem. In EM, the tight lower bound
is the ELBO L(q new , θ), which is obtained by computing the posterior
distribution of the latent variables q new (z) = p(z|x, θold ) at the current
iterate θold .

LL

old

new

...

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the EM algorithm. The dashed line is the LL function.
The solid lines represent the ELBOs corresponding to the first two steps of the
algorithm, while the dashed-dotted line is the ELBO after a number of iterations.
At each step, EM maximizes the ELBO, which is a lower bound on the LL function.
EM is an instance of the more general MM approach [97].

Generalizing the K-means algorithm, the EM algorithm alternates
between: (i) making inferences about the hidden variables z based on
the model defined by the current iterate of the model parameter θ in
the E step; and (ii) updating the model θ to match the data x and
the inferred variables z in the M step. It is useful to emphasize that
unsupervised learning, even in the assumed frequentist approach, entails
the Bayesian inference problem of evaluating the posterior of the hidden
variables.
Generalization to N observations. We conclude this section by
making explicit the generalization of the EM algorithm to the case in
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which we have N i.i.d. observations. To elaborate, assume that we have
pairs of observed/ unobserved i.i.d. variables (xn , zn ), whose assumed
Q
joint distribution can be written as p(xN , z N |θ) = N
n=1 p(xn , zn |θ).
E step: The E step requires the computation of the posterior
p(z N |xN , θ). This can be seen to factorize across the examples, since
we have
p(z N |xN , θ) =

n
p(xN , z N |θ) Y
p(xn , zn |θ)
=
N
p(x |θ)
p(xn |θ)
n=1

=

n
Y

p(zn |xn , θ).

(6.24)

n=1

Therefore, in order to compute the posterior, we can operate separately
for each example in the data set by evaluating p(zn |xn , θ) for all n =
1, ..., N .
M step: In a similar manner, the negative energy function Q(θ, θold )
to be used in the M step can be computed separately for each example
as
h

Q(θ, θold ) = EzN ∼p(z N |xN ,θold ) ln p(xN , zN |θ)
=

N
X

i

Ezn ∼p(zn |xn ,θold ) [ln p(xn , zn |θ)] ,

(6.25)

n=1

and hence separately for each example. Note that the optimization in
the M step should instead be done jointly on (6.25).
Outlook. The EM algorithm solves the non-convexity problem identified at the beginning of this section by optimizing ELBOs iteratively
according to the outlined MM mechanism. Nevertheless, implementing
the EM algorithm may be too computationally demanding in practice.
In fact, the E step requires to compute the posterior distribution of
the latent variables, which may be intractable when the latent space is
large; and the M step entails an average over the posterior distribution,
which can also be intractable. In Chapter 8, we will see approaches
to overcome these problems via approximate inference and learning
techniques.
For extensions of EM algorithm, we refer to [8, pp. 247-248]. In
this regard, it is observed here that the EM algorithm applies also to
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scenarios in which different data points have generally different subsets
of unobserved variables.
6.4

Directed Generative Models

In this section, we discuss directed generative models, in which, as seen in
Fig. 6.1(a), one posits a parametrized prior p(z|θ) of the latent variables
z and a parametrized conditional decoding distribution p(x|z, θ). As
discussed, the goal can be that of learning the distribution p(x) of
the true data or to extract useful features z. In the latter case, the
use of directed generative model is referred to as performing analysis
by synthesis. We first discuss two prototypical applications of EM to
perform ML learning. We then outline an alternative approach, known
as GAN, which can be thought of as a generalization of ML. Accordingly,
rather than selecting a priori the KL divergence as a performance metric,
as done implicitly by ML, GANs learn at the same time divergence and
generative model.
6.4.1

Mixture of Gaussians Model

The mixture of Gaussians model can be described by the following
directed generative model
zn ∼ Cat(π)
xn |zn = k ∼ N (µk , Σk ),

(6.26a)
(6.26b)

with parameter vector θ = [π,µ0 , ..., µK−1 , Σ0 , ..., ΣK−1 ]. We use onehot encoding for the categorical variables zn = [z0n , ..., z(K−1)n ]T . Note
that this model can be thought as an unsupervised version of the QDA
model for the fully observed, or supervised, case studied in Sec. 4.5
(cf. (4.46)). We will see below that the EM algorithm leverages this
observation in the M step. Furthermore, it will be observed that EM
for mixture of Gaussians generalizes the K-means algorithm.
E step. In the E step, as per (6.24), we need to solve the inference
problem of computing the posterior p(zkn |xn , θold ) for every example n
and cluster index k = 0, ..., K − 1. In this case, this can be done directly
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via Bayes theorem since the normalization requires to sum only over
the K possible values taken by zn , yielding

old
πkold N (xn |µold
k , Σk )
.
p(zkn = 1|xn , θold ) = PK−1
old
old
old
j=0 πj N (xn |µj , Σj )

(6.27)

M step. In the M step, we need to maximize the negative energy
function Q(θ, θold ) in (6.25). Each term in the sum can be computed
directly as

Ezn ∼p(zn |xn ,θold ) [ln p(xn , zn |θ)] =

K−1
X

z̄kn {ln πk + ln N (xn |µk , Σk )}

k=0

(6.28)

with

z̄kn = Ezn ∼p(zn |xn ,θold ) [zkn ] = p(zkn = 1|xn , θold ).

(6.29)

As it can be easily checked, the function Q(θ, θold ) equals the LL function
of the QDA supervised problem, in which the variables zn are observed,
with the following caveat: the sufficient statistics zkn are replaced by
their posterior averages z̄kn . As a result, as opposed to supervised
learning, EM describes each example xn as being part of all clusters,
with the “responsibility” of cluster k being given by z̄kn . Having made
this observation, we can now easily optimize the Q(θ, θold ) function
by using the ML solutions (4.47) for QDA by substituting z̄kn for the
observed variable tkn .
Setting Σk = I as a known parameter and letting  → 0 recovers
the K-means algorithm [13, p. 443].
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Figure 6.5: True distribution (dashed line) and mixture of Gaussians model learned
via EM (solid line).

Example 6.3. Consider data generated from the multi-modal distribution shown in Fig. 6.5 as a dashed line, which obtained as a mixture
of two Gaussians and an exponential distribution. When M = 1, the
mixture of Gaussians distribution learned via EM corresponds to the
conventional ML estimate, and is hence obtained via moment matching
(see Chapter 3). This is plotted in the figure for a given data realization with N = 100. Running EM with the larger values M = 2 and
M = 3 also returns the same distribution. This distribution is seen to
be inclusive of the entire support of the true distribution and to smooth
out the edges of the original distribution. As we will further discuss in
Sec. 6.4.4, this is a consequence of the fact that ML minimizes the KL
divergence over the second argument.

A similar model that applies to binary data, rather than continuous
data, such as black-and-white images, is the mixture of Bernoullis model.
The EM algorithm can be derived by following the same steps detailed
here [13].
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Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis

Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PPCA) is a popular generative model that describes the data in terms of M < D features that
are linearly related to the data vector. Specifically, PPCA uses a linear
factor generative model with M < D features described as
zn ∼ N (0, I)
xn |zn = z ∼ N (W z + µ, σ 2 I),

(6.30a)
(6.30b)

with parameter vector θ = (W µ σ). Equivalently, according to PPCA,
the data vector can be written as
xn = W zn + µ + qn ,

(6.31)

with the latent variables zn ∼ N (0, I) and the additive noise qn ∼
N (0, σ 2 I). According to (6.31), the columns {wk } of the matrix W =
[w1 w2 · · · wM ] can be interpreted as linear features of the data. This is
in the sense that each data point is written as a linear combination of
the feature vectors as
xn =

M
X

wm zmn + µ + qn ,

(6.32)

m=1

where zmn is the mth component of the latent vector zn .
An EM algorithm can be devised to learn the parameter vector as
described in [13, p. 577]. The E step leverages the known result that
the posterior of the latent variables can be written as
zn |xn = xn , θ ∼ N (zn |J −1 W T (xn − µ), J −1 ),

(6.33)

with matrix J = σ −2 W T W + I.
We note that, if we model the latent variables zkn , k = 1, ..., M ,
are independent but not Gaussian, we obtain a type of Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) (see [13, p. 591]). It is also possible to
impose structure on the latent vector by selecting suitable marginal
distributions p(z). For instance, choosing Student’s t-distribution or a
Laplace distribution tends to impose sparsity on the learned model. A
general discussion on linear factor models can be found in [72].
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Helmholtz Machines

Multi-layer extensions of generative directed models fall in the category
of Helmholtz machines. We refer to, e.g., [27], for a discussion about
the task of training these networks via an approximation of the EM
algorithm, which uses tools covered in Chapter 8.
6.4.4

GAN

In Sec. 2.7, we have seen that ML can be interpreted, in the asymptotic
regime of a large data set N , as minimizing the KL divergence between
the true distribution of the data and the model. We start this section by
revisiting this argument for unsupervised learning in order to highlight
a similar interpretation that holds for finite values of N . This viewpoint
will lead us to generalize the ML learning approach to techniques in
which the choice of the divergence measure is adapted to the data. As an
important by-product, the resulting technique, known as GAN, will be
seen to accommodate easily likelihood-free models. GANs are currently
considered to yield state-of-the-art results for image generation [39].
To simplify the discussion, assume that variables xn are categorical
and take a finite number of values. To start, let us observe that the
NLL function (6.1) for i.i.d. data can be written as
−

N
X N [x]
1 X
lnp(xn |θ) = −
lnp(x|θ),
N n=1
N
x

(6.34)

where we recall that N [x] = |{n : xn = x}|. We now note that the
ML problem of minimizing the NLL (6.34) over θ is equivalent to the
minimization of the KL divergence
min −
θ

X

pD (x)lnp(x|θ) +

x

X

pD (x)lnpD (x)

x

=min KL(pD (x)||p(x|θ)),
θ

(6.35)

where we have defined the empirical distribution
N [x]
.
(6.36)
N
We hence conclude the ML attempts to minimize the KL divergence
between the empirical distribution pD (x) of the data and the model
pD (x) =
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distribution p(x|θ). The ML problem minθ KL(pD (x)||p(x|θ)) is also
known as the M-projection of the data distribution pD (x) into the model
{p(x|θ)} [25] (see Chapter 8 for further discussion).
The KL divergence (6.35) is a measure of the difference between
two distribution with specific properties that may not be tailored to the
particular application of interest. For instance, distributions obtained by
minimizing (6.35) tend to provide “blurry” estimates of the distribution
of the data distribution, as we have seen in Fig. 6.5. As a result, learning
image distributions using M-projections is known to cause the learned
model to produce unfocused images [39].
The KL divergence is not, however, the only measure of the difference
between two distributions. As discussed in more detail in Appendix A,
the KL divergence is in fact part of the larger class of f -divergences
between two distributions p(x) and q(x). This class includes divergence
measures defined by the variational expression1
Df (p||q) = max Ex∼p [T (x)] − Ex∼q [g(T (x))],
T (x)

(6.37)

for some concave increasing function g(·) (the meaning of the f subscript
is discussed in Appendix A). The key new element in (6.37) is the
decision rule T (x), which is also known as discriminator or critic. This
function takes as input a sample x and ideally outputs a large value
when x is generated from distribution p, and a small value when it
is instead generated from q. Optimizing over T (x) hence ensures that
the right-hand side of (6.37) is large when the two distributions are
different and hence can be distinguished based on the observation of x.
When the domain over which the discriminator T (x) is optimized is left
unconstrained, solving problem (6.37) recovers the KL divergence and
the Jensen-Shannon divergence, among others, with specific choices of
function g (see Appendix A).
Generalizing the ML problem (6.35), GANs attempt to solve the
problem
min Df (pD (x)||p(x|θ)).
(6.38)
θ

1

tion.

The term variational refers to the fact that the definition involves an optimiza-
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More precisely, GANs parametrize the discriminator T (x) by choosing a
differentiable function Tϕ (x) of the parameter vector ϕ. This effectively
reduces the search space for the discriminator, and defines a different
type of divergence for each value of ϕ. A typical choice for Tϕ (x) is the
output of a multi-layer neural network with weights ϕ or a function
thereof (see Sec. 4.7). With this in mind, using (6.37) in (6.38), we
obtain the minimax problem solved by GANs2
min max Ex∼pD [Tϕ (x)] − Ex∼p(x|θ) [g(Tϕ (x))].
θ

ϕ

(6.39)

According to (6.39), GANs select the divergence measure adaptively
through the optimization of the discriminator Tϕ (x). Problem (6.39)
can also be interpreted in terms of a strategic game played by generator
and discriminator [39].3
The original GAN [39] operates by setting Tϕ (x) = ln Dϕ (x), where
Dϕ (x) is the output of a multi-layer perceptron, and g(t) = − log(1 −
exp(t)). As another popular example, Wasserstein GAN simply sets
Tϕ (x) to be the output of a multi-layer perceptron and chooses g(t) =
−(1 − t).
GANs are typically used with likelihood-free models. Accordingly,
the model distribution p(x|θ) is written as
Z

p(x|θ) =

δ(x − Gθ (z))N (z|0, I)dz.

(6.40)

The samples x are hence modelled as the output of a generator function
Gθ (z), whose input z is given by i.i.d. Gaussian variables. This generative
model can hence be interpreted as a generalization of PPCA to nonlinear encoders Gθ (z). The latter is conventionally modelled again as a
multi-layer neural network.
Problem (6.39) is typically tackled using SGD (Chapter 4) by iterating between the optimization of the generator parameters θ and of the
discriminator parameters ϕ (see [6, Algorithm 1]). Learning requires
empirical approximations for the evaluation of the gradients that will
be discussed in Chapter 8.
2

The version of GAN given here is known as f -GANs [75], which is a generalization
of the original GAN.
3
It is noted that the GAN set-up is reminiscent of the adversarial model used to
define semantic security in cryptography.
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Among topics of current research, we mention here the problem of
regularization of GANs [86]. We finally note that GANs can also be
extended to supervised learning problems [76].
6.5

Undirected Generative Models

Unlike directed generative models, undirected generative models posit
a joint distribution for the hidden and the observed variables that captures affinity, rather than causality, relationships between the two sets
of variables, as seen in Fig. 6.1(b). In this section, we discuss a representative example of undirected generative models that is considered to be
a powerful tool for a number of applications, including feature selection,
generation of new samples, and even recommendation systems [88]. The
model, known as RBM, also finds application as a components of larger
multi-layer structures [44].
6.5.1

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM)

RBMs are typically characterized by an M -dimensional binary hidden
vector z ∈ {0, 1}M , while the observed variables may be discrete or
continuous. Here we consider the case of binary observed variables,
which is suitable to model, e.g., black-and-white images or positive/
negative recommendations. The RBM model is defined as (6.3), where
the joint distribution of visible and latent variables is a log-linear model,
and hence part of the exponential family. Mathematically, we have
p(x, z|θ) =

1
exp(−E(x, z|θ)),
Z(θ)

(6.41)

with the energy function given as
E(x, z|θ) = −aT z − bT x − xT W z,
P

(6.42)

and the partition function as Z(θ) = x,z exp(−E(x, z|θ)). The parameter vector θ includes the M × 1 vector a, the D × 1 vector b and the
D × M matrix W .
The qualifier “restricted” captures the fact that the energy function
(6.42) only features cross-terms that include one variable from x and one
from z, and not two variables from x or two from z. In other words, the
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model accounts for the affinities between variables in x and z, but not
directly between variables in either x or z. For instance, if (i, j)th entry
wij of matrix W is a large positive number, variables xi and zj will tend
to have equal signs in order to minimize the energy and hence maximize
the probability; and the opposite is true when wij is negative. As we
will seen in the next chapter, this type of probabilistic relationship can
be represented by the undirected graphical model known as MRF shown
in Fig. 6.6.

Figure 6.6: An undirected graph (MRF) describing the joint distribution prescribed
by the RBM model (6.41)-(6.42).

From the model, it is easy to compute the distribution of each hidden
or observed variable when conditioning on all the observed or hidden
variables, respectively. In particular, we have that the variables in z
are mutually independent when conditioned on x, and, similarly, the
variables in x are independent given z. Furthermore, the conditional
distributions are given as:
p(zj = 1|x, θ) =σ(wjT x + aj )
p(xi = 1|z, θ)

=σ(w̃iT z

+ bi ),

(6.43a)
(6.43b)

where wj is the jth column of W and w̃i is the ith row of matrix W rearranged into a column vector via transposition. These relationships
reveal the significance of the binary hidden variables z in terms of
features.
In fact, as for PPCA, we can consider each column of matrix W as
a feature vector that contributes in explaining the observations. To see
this, note that (6.43a) suggests that the jth hidden variable zj equals 1
when the feature wj is well correlated with the data point x. Probability
(6.43b) also confirms this interpretation, as each variable zj multiplies
the ith element of the feature vector wj in defining the LLR w̃iT z + bi
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(see Sec. 3.1).
Learning is typically done by means of an approximate SGD method
that leverages MC techniques. Recalling the general formula (3.29) for
the exponential family, the gradient at the current iteration θ = θold
can be computed using (6.21) as
∇wij ln p(x|θ)|θ=θold = Ezj ∼p(zj |x,θold ) [xi zj ] − Exi , zj ∼p(x, zj |θold ) [xi zj ],
(6.44)
which can be further simplified using (6.43). The gradient presents
the structure, noted in Chapter 3, given by the difference between
a positive component, which depends on the data x, and a negative
component, which instead requires an ensemble average over all other
possible samples x ∼ p(x|θold ). Similar relations can be written for the
gradients with respect to a and b, namely
∇aj ln p(x|θ)|θ=θold = Ezj ∼p(zj |x,θold ) [zj ] − Ezj ∼p(zj |θold ) [zj ]

(6.45)

and
∇bi ln p(x|θ)|θ=θold = xi − Exi ∼p(xi |θold ) [xi ].

(6.46)

In order to evaluate the expectations in the negative components of
the gradients, one typically uses a an MC technique known as Markov
Chain MC (MCMC) to be discussed in Chapter 8. More specifically, a
simplified approach known as Contrastive Divergence (CD) has been
found to be an effective approximation. Accordingly, one “clamps” the
visible variables to the observed variables x = x, and generates the
sequence x → z (0) → x(1) → z (1) , using the conditional probability
(6.43a) to generate z from x and (6.43b) to generate x from z. The
resulting samples are used to approximate the expectations as
(0)

(1) (1)

∇wij ln p(x|θ)|θ=θold ' xi zj − xi zj ,

(6.47)

and similar expressions apply for the other gradients. The CD scheme
can also be generalized to CD-k by increasing the Markov chain sequence
to k steps, and the using the resulting samples x(k) and z (k) in lieu of
x(1) and z (1) .
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Deep Boltzmann Machines

Generalizations of RBMs with multiple layers of hidden variables are
referred to as Deep Boltzmann Machines. We refer to [44] for discussion
about training and applications.
6.6

Discriminative Models

When the goal is learning a representation z of data x, one can try to
directly learn a parametrized encoder, or discriminative model, p(z|x, θ),
as illustrated in Fig. 6.1(c). With an encoder p(z|x, θ), we can define
the joint distribution as p(x, z) = p(x)p(z|x, θ), where p(x) is the true
distribution of the data. The latter is in practice approximated using
the empirical distribution pD (x) of the data.
A typical learning criterion is the maximization of the mutual
information Ip(x,z) (x; z) between the representation z and the data
x under the joint distribution p(x, z). Note that, for clarity, we explicitly
indicated the joint distribution used to evaluate the mutual information
as a subscript. The mutual information is a measure of the statistical
dependence between the two rvs and is introduced in Appendix A. It can
be related to the KL divergence as Ip(x,z) (x; z) = KL(p(x, z)||p(x)p(z)).
This relationship indicates that the mutual information quantifies the
degree of statistical dependence, or the distance from independence, for
the two rvs.
The resulting InfoMax problem is given as
max IpD (x)p(z|x,θ) (x; z).
θ

(6.48)

As seen, in order to avoid learning the trivial identity mapping, one
needs to impose suitable constraints on the encoder p(z|x, θ). A typical
solution is to resort to an MM approach that is akin to the EM algorithm
for ML learning described above (see Fig. 6.4). To this end, as for EM,
we introduce a variational distribution q(x|z), and observe that we have
the following lower bound on the mutual information
IpD (x)p(z|x,θ) (x; z) ≥ H(pD (x)) + Ex,z∼pD (x)p(z|x,θ) [ln q(x|z)].

(6.49)

This result follows using the same steps as for the ELBO. The bound is
tight when the variational distribution q(x|z) equals the exact posterior
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p(x|z) = pD (x)p(z|x, θ)/( x pD (x)p(z|x, θ)). Based on this inequality,
one can design an iterative optimization algorithm over the model
parameters and the variational distribution q(x|z) (see, e.g., [102]). The
optimization can be simplified when the model has additional structure,
such as in the InfoMax ICA method [60].
It is interesting to note that it is possible to interpret criterion (6.49)
in terms of inference by thinking of q(x|z) as a predictor of x given z.
In particular, by maximizing the right-hand side of (6.49) over θ, the
model p(z|x, θ) obtains a representation z such that the predictor q(x|z)
ensures a low cross-entropy measure −Ex,z∼p(x)p(z|x,θ) [ln q(x|z)].
An important variation of the InfoMax principle yields the information bottleneck method. In the latter, one assumes the presence of an
additional variable y, jointly distributed with x, which represents the
desired information, but is unobserved. The goal is, as above, to learn
an encoder p(z|x, θ) between the observed x and the representation
z. However, here, this is done by maximizing the mutual information
I(y; z) between the target unobserved variable y and the representation
z, in the presence of a regularization term that aims at minimizing the
complexity of the representation. This penalty term is given by the
mutual information I(x; z), which finds justification in rate-distortion
arguments [99].

6.7

Autoencoders

As seen in Fig. 6.1, autoencoders include parametric models for both
encoder and decoder. We focus here for brevity on deterministic autoencoders, in which the encoder is defined by a function z = Fθ (x) and the
decoder by a function x = Gθ (z). Note that the parameters defining the
two functions may be the tied or not, and that the notation is general
enough to capture both cases. The popular probabilistic autoencoder
model known as Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) will be mentioned in
Chapter 8.
Autoencoders are trained to reproduce x at the output, and hence
they can be thought of as converting the unsupervised problem into a
supervised one with label given by the data point x itself. Learning is
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typically formulated in terms of the ERM problem
min
θ

N
X

`(xn , Gθ (Fθ (xn ))).

(6.50)

n=1

In the absence of constraints on encoder and decoder, the problem
above trivially returns an identify mapping, i.e., Gθ (Fθ (x)) = x. In
order to potentially learn a useful model, one should hence impose
constraints, such as dimensionality or sparsity, on the latent vector z.
Some notable examples are discussed next.
PCA. PCA assumes linear encoder and decoder, and ties their
weight matrices via a transposition. Specifically, PCA sets the encoder
as Fθ (x) = W T x and the decoder as Gθ (z) = W z, with parameters θ
given by the D × M matrix W . By these definitions, the M columns
of W have the interpretation of linear features as for PPCA. With a
quadratic loss function, the learning problem (6.50) is given as
min
W

N
X

kxn − W W T xn k2 .

(6.51)

n=1

This problem can be solved in closed form. The solution in fact given by
P
T
the M principal eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix N −1 N
n=1 xn xn .
Extensions of PCA that use the kernel trick (Chapter 4) can be also
devised (see, e.g., [72]). Furthermore, PCA can be seen to be a special
case of PPCA by setting in the latter µ = 0 and by taking the limit
σ 2 → 0.
Dictionary learning. In dictionary learning, the decoder is linear,
i.e., Gθ (z) = W z, as for PCA. However, the encoder is limited only
by constraints on the set of feasible latent variables z. A typical such
constraint is sparsity: the latent vector should have a small number of
non-zero elements. Defining as C the set of feasible values for z, the
dictionary learning problem can be formulated as
N
1 X
kxn − W zn k2 .
W,{zn }∈C N
n=1

min

(6.52)

The name of the method accounts for the fact that matrix W can be
thought of as the dictionary of M features – its columns – that are
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used to describe the data. The problem above is typically solved using
alternate optimization. Accordingly, one optimizes over W for a fixed
set of latent vectors {zn }, which is a standard least squares problem;
and the optimizes over each latent vector zn for a fixed W . The second
problem can be tackled by using standard sparsity-based methods, such
as LASSO (Chapter 2).
Multi-layer autoencoders. One can also represent both encoder
and decoder as multi-layer neural networks. In this case, the weights
of encoder and decoders are typically tied to be the transpose of one
another, in a manner similar to PCA. Training is often done first layerby-layer, e.g., using RBM training, and then via backpropagation across
the entire network [44].
6.8

Ranking

We conclude this chapter by studying a different type of unsupervised
learning problem that is becoming of increasing importance, namely
ranking. In this brief section, we describe a representative, popular,
scheme known as PageRank [78]. PageRank addresses the following
question: How should we rank a set of webpages based only on the
knowledge of their underlying graph of mutual hyperlinks? PageRank
uses the web of hyperlinks as a form of supervision signal to guide the
ranking.
To elaborate, we define the connectivity graph by including a vertex
for each webpage and writing the adjacent matrix as
Lij =


1

if page j links to page i

0

otherwise

.

(6.53)

The outgoing degree of a webpage is hence given as
Cj =

X

Lij .

(6.54)

i

PageRank computes the rank pi of a webpage i as
pi = (1 − d) + d

X Lij
j6=i

Cj

pj ,

(6.55)
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where 0 < d < 1 is a parameter. Hence, the rank of a page is a weighted
sum of a generic rank of equal to 1, which enables the choice of new
pages, and of an aggregate “vote” from other pages. The latter term
is such that any other page j votes for page i if it links to page i and
its vote equals its own rank divided by the total number of outgoing
links, that is, pj /Cj . In essence, a page i is highly ranked if it is linked
by pages with high rank. The equation (6.55) can be solved recursively
to obtain the ranks of all pages.
6.9

Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed the basics of unsupervised learning. A
common aspect of all considered approaches is the presence of hidden,
or latent, variables that help explain the structure of the data. We have
first reviewed ML learning via EM, and variations thereof, for directed
and undirected models. We have then introduced the GAN method as
a generalization of ML in which the KL divergence is substituted by a
divergence measure that is learned from the data. We have then reviewed
discriminative models, which may be trained via the InfoMax principle,
and autoencoders. In the next section, we broaden the expressive power
of the probabilistic models considered so far by discussing the powerful
framework of probabilistic graphical models.

7
Probabilistic Graphical Models

As we have seen in the previous chapters, probabilistic models are
widely used in machine learning. Using Fig. 6.1 as an example, we have
encountered both directed and undirected models, which have been
used to carry out supervised and unsupervised learning tasks. We have
also observed that, when the probabilistic models encode structural a
prior information about the data, and possibly also about the latent
variables, one can generally develop more powerful and efficient learning
algorithms (see Sec. 6.5.1). This structural information is conveniently
encoded in graphs that connect the rvs in the model. In this chapter, we
provide an introduction to the vast field probabilistic graphical models,
which is a powerful framework that allows us to represent and learn
structured probabilistic models. The reader is referred to the extensive
treatments in [57, 8, 72, 103] for additional information.

7.1

Introduction

In this section, we start by discussing two examples that illustrate
the type of structural information that can be encoded by means
of probabilistic graphical models. We then recall a few key aspects
143
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regarding the task of model selection, and we finally provide an overview
of this chapter.
Example 7.1. Consider the tasks of text classification via supervised
learning or text clustering via unsupervised learning. In the supervised
learning case, the problem is to classify documents depending on their
topic, e.g., sport, politics or entertainment, based on set of labelled
documents. With unsupervised learning, the problem is to cluster documents according to the similarity of their contents based on the sole
observation of the documents themselves.
A minimal model for this problem should include a variable t representing the topic and a variable x for the document. The topic can be
represented by a categorical variable taking T values, i.e.., t ∈ {1, ..., T } ,
which is observed for supervised learning and latent for unsupervised
learning. As for the document, with “bag-of-words” encoding, a set of
W words of interest is selected, and a document is encoded as a W × 1
binary vector x = [x1 , ..., xW ]T , in which xw = 1 if word w is contained
in the document.1
To start, we could try to use an unstructured directed model defined
as
t ∼Cat(π)

(7.1a)

x|t = t ∼ Cat(πt ),

(7.1b)

where the parameter vector includes the T × 1 probability vector π
and the T probability vectors πt , one for each class, each of dimension
2W . Note, in fact, that the vector x can take 2W possible values. As
such, this model would require to learn (T − 1) + T (2W − 1) parameters,
which quickly becomes impractical when the number W of words of
interest is large enough. Furthermore, as we have seen, a learned model
with a large number of parameters is bound to suffer from overfitting if
the available data is relatively limited.
Instead of using this unstructured model, we can adopt a model
that encodes some additional assumptions that can be reasonably made
on the data. Here is one possible such assumption: once the topic is
1

Note that W here does not represent a matrix of weights!
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fixed, the presence of a word is independent on the presence of other
words. The resulting model is known as Bernoulli naive Bayes, and can
be described as follows

t ∼ Cat(π)
x|t = t ∼

W
Y

(7.2a)
Bern(xw |πw|t ),

(7.2b)

w=1

with parameter vector including the T ×1 probability vector π and T sets
of W probabilities πw|t , w = 1, ..., W , for each topic t. Parameter πw|t
represents the probability of word w occurring in a document of topic t.
The mentioned independence assumption hence allowed us to bring the
number of parameters down to (T − 1) + T W , which corresponds to an
exponential reduction.

Figure 7.1: BN for the naive Bayes model using the plate notation. Learnable
parameters are represented as dots.

The naive Bayes model can be represented graphically by the BN
illustrated in Fig. 7.1, where we have considered N i.i.d. documents.
Note that the graph is directed: in this problem, it is sensible to model
the document as being caused by the topic, entailing a directed causality
relationship. Learnable parameters are represented as dots. BNs are
covered in Sec. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: MRF for the image denoising example. Only one image is shown and
the learnable parameters are not indicated in order to simplify the illustration.

Example 7.2. The second example concerns image denoising using
supervised learning. For this task, we wish to learn a joint distribution
p(x, z|θ) of the noisy image x and of the corresponding desired noiseless
image z. We encode the images using a matrix representing the numerical
values of the pixels. A structured model in this problem can account
for the following reasonable assumptions: (i) neighboring pixels of
the noiseless image are correlated, while pixels further apart are not
directly dependent on one another; and (ii) noise acts independently
on each pixel of the noiseless image to generate the noisy image. These
assumptions are encoded by the MRF shown in Fig. 7.2. Note that
this is an undirected model. This choice is justified by the need to
capture the mutual correlation among neighboring pixels, which cannot
be described as a directed causality relationship. We will study MRFs
in Sec. 7.3.
About model selection. Before introducing BNs and MRFs, it
is worth recalling the following lesson from Chapter 5 about model
selection. The degree of specialization of a model determines a tradeoff between bias, as measured by the best generalization loss Lp (t̂∗H )
within the given hypothesis class H, and the estimation error, which is
measured by the difference Lp (t̂D ) − Lp (t̂∗H ). In fact, more specialized,
or structured, models have less parameters to learn, hence reducing the
estimation error but potentially increasing the bias. As a result, the
selected model need not necessarily provide an accurate depiction of
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reality, as long as it yields a satisfactory performance for the learning
task of interest given the available data.
Overview. As suggested by the examples above, structure in probabilistic models can be conveniently represented in the form of graphs.
At a fundamental level, structural properties in a probabilistic model
amount to conditional independence assumptions. For instance, in the
naive Bayes model, the word indicators are conditionally independent
given the topic. As we will see in the rest of this chapter, conditional
independence assumptions translate into factorizations of the joint distributions of the variables under study. Factorizations, and associated
conditional independence properties, can be represented by three different graphical frameworks, namely BNs, MRFs and factor graphs. For
brevity, this chapter will only focus on the first two.
7.2

Bayesian Networks

This section provides a brief introduction to BNs by focusing on key
definitions and on the problem of ML learning with some note on MAP
and Bayesian viewpoints.
7.2.1

Definitions and Basics

BNs encode a probability factorization or, equivalently, a set of conditional independence relationships through a directed graph. The
starting point is the chain rule for probabilities for a generic set of K
rvs {, x1 , ..., xK }:
p(x1 , ..., xk ) = p(x1 )p(x2 |x1 )...p(xK |x1 , ..., xK−1 ),
=

K
Y

p(xk |x1 , ..., xk−1 ),

(7.3)

k=1

where the order of the variables is arbitrary. The factorization (7.3)
applies for a generic joint distribution, and it does not encode any
additional structural information.
Example 7.3. Consider again the naive Bayes model for text classification/ clustering. There, we imposed the structural constraint that
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word indicator variables {xw }W
w=1 be conditionally independent given
the topic t. This conditional independence assumption can be expressed
using the “perp” notation
xw ⊥ {xw0 }w0 6=w |t,

(7.4)

or the Markov chain notation
xw − t − {xw0 }w0 6=w .

(7.5)

Mathematically, this condition means that we have p(xw |t, {xw0 }) =
p(xw |t), where {xw0 } is any subset of the variables {xw0 }w0 6=w . Applying
the chain rule to the rvs ({xw }W
w=1 , t) using order t, x1 , ..., xW (or any
W
other order on the {xw }w=1 variables), we can hence write
p(x, t) = p(t)

W
Y

p(xw |t).

(7.6)

w=1

This factorization is represented by the BN in Fig. 7.1. In the
directed graph shown in the figure, each vertex corresponds to a rv, and
a directed edge is included from t to each variable xw . This edge captures
the fact that the conditional probability of the variable xw in (7.6) is
conditioned on rv t. Informally, t “causes” all variables in vector x.
The graph accounts for multiple i.i.d. realization (xD , tD ) = {xn , tn }N
n=1 ,
T
where we denote the nth sample as xn = [x1n · · · xW n ] . The joint
distribution factorizes as
p(xD , tD ) =

N
Y

W
Y

p(tn )

n=1

p(xwn |tn ).

(7.7)

w=1

The BN uses the tile notation that will be formalized below to indicate
multiple independent realizations of rvs with the same distribution.
Generalizing the example above, we define BNs as follows.
Definition 7.1. A BN is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)2 , whose vertices
represent rvs {x1 , ...., xK } with an associated joint distribution that
factorizes as
p(x1 , ..., xK ) =

K
Y

p(xk |xP(k) )

(7.8)

k=1
2
In a DAG, there are no directed cycles, that is, no closed paths following the
direction of the arrows.
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where P(k) denotes the set of parents of node k in the DAG. In a BN,
rvs are represented by full circles, while learnable parameters defining
the conditional distributions are represented by dots.
As per the definition, the parents xP(k) of a rv xk in the DAG account
for the statistical dependence of xk with all the preceding variables
x1 , ..., xk−1 according to the selected order. That is, the BN encodes the
local conditional independence relationships
xk ⊥ {x1 , ..., xk−1 }|xP(k)

(7.9)

using the “perp” notation, or equivalently xk − xP(k) − {x1 , ..., xk−1 }
using the Markov chain notation, for k = 1, ..., K. As seen in Fig. 7.1,
plates are used to represent independent replicas of a part of the graph.
When to use BNs. BNs are suitable models when one can identify
causality relationships among the variables. In such cases, there exists
a natural order on the variables, such that rvs that appear later in the
order are caused by a subset of the preceding variables. The causing
rvs for each rv xk are included in the parent set P(k), and are such
that, when conditioning on rvs xP(k) , rv xk is independent on all other
preceding rvs {x1 , ..., xk−1 }. BNs also underlie the framework of interventions that allows the assessment of causality, as opposed to mere
correlation, among observed variables, as briefly discussed in Sec. 2.6
[79].
Sampling from a BN. The causality relationship among the ordered variables {x1 , ..., xK } encoded by a BN makes it easy, at least
in principle, to draw samples from a BN. This can be done by using
ancestral sampling: Generate rv x1 ∼p(x1 ); then, x2 ∼ p(x2 |xP(2) ); and
so on, with rv xk being generated as xk ∼ p(xk |xP(k) ).
Example 7.4. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used to study time
series, or more generally sequential data, measured through a memoryless transformation, such as an additive noise channel. Mathematically,
HMMs can be represented by two sets of variables: the underlying sequence z1 , z2 , ..., zD , and the measured “noisy” data x1 , x2 , ..., xD . HMMs
encode two assumptions: (i) each sample zi depends on the past samples
only through the previous sample zi−1 ; and (ii) each measured data xi
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depends only on zi . Assumption (i) makes process z1 , z2 ,... a Markov
chain.
Using the order z1 , x1 , z2 , x2 , ..., we can write the joint distribution
as
p(x, z) = p(z1 )p(x1 |z1 )

D
Y

p(zi |zi−1 )p(xi |zi )

(7.10)

i=1

by enforcing the local independencies zi −zi−1 −{z1 , ..., zi−2 , x1 , ..., xi−2 }
and xi − zi − {z1 , ..., zi−1 , x1 , ..., xi−1 }. This factorization is represented
by the BN in Fig. 7.3. While not indicated in the figure for clarity, an
important aspect of HMMs is that the learnable parameters defining
the transitions probabilities p(zi |zi−1 ) and the transformations p(xi |zi )
are respectively imposed to be equal, or tied, for all i, hence reducing
the number of parameters to be leaned.

Figure 7.3: BN representing an HMM. The lernable parameters are not explicitly
indicated.

Among the many relevant examples of applications of HMMs (see
[57, 72, 8, 82]), we mention here text autocorrection, in which the
underlying sequential data z1 , z2 , ... amount to the correct text while
the measured data x1 , x2 , ... to the typed text; and speech recognition,
in which the underlying time series z1 , z2 , ... is a sequence of words and
the transformation to the measured recorded speech x1 , x2 , ... translates
words into sounds.
In supervised learning applications, both sequences are observed
in the training data, with the goal of learning to predict the sequence
z1 , z2 , ..., for new measured data points x1 , x2 , ... via to the trained model.
This task, in this context, is also known as denoising, since x1 , x2 , ... can
be though of as a noisy version of z1 , z2 , ... With unsupervised learning,
only the sequence x1 , x2 , ... is observed.
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Example 7.5. This example demonstrates how easily Bayesian modelling can be incorporated in a BN. To this end, consider again the
Bernoulli naive Bayes model (7.2) for text classification. Taking a
Bayesian viewpoint, parameters π and {πw|t } are to be considered as
rvs. We further assume them to be a priori independent, which is known
as the global independence assumption. As a result, the joint probability
distribution for each document factorizes as
p(x, t, π, πw|t |α, a, b) = Dir(π|α)
× Cat(t|π)

T Y
W
Y
t=1 w=1
W
Y

Beta(πw|t |a, b)

Bern(xw |πw|t ).

(7.11)

w=1

In the factorization above, we have made the standard assumption
of a Dirichlet prior for the probability vector π and a Beta prior for
parameters {πw|t }, as discussed in Chapter 3. The quantities α, a, b are
hyperparameters. Note that the hyperparameters (a, b) are shared for
all variables πw|t in this example. The corresponding BN is shown in Fig.
7.4, which can be compared to Fig. 7.1 for the corresponding frequentist
model.

Figure 7.4: BN for the Bayesian version of the naive Bayes model (7.11). Hyperparameters are not indicated and tiles indices are marked without their ranges for
clarity.

We invite the reader to consider also the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model and the other examples available in the mentioned
textbooks.
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Global Conditional Independence

As we have discussed, BNs are defined by local conditional independence
properties that are encoded in the factorization of a joint distribution
and in the supporting DAG. BNs can also be used to assess generic
global conditional independence queries of the type: Is a given subset of
variables A independent of another set B conditioned on a third subset
C of variables? The d-separation algorithm outputs either a positive
response or a “maybe” answer to this question. It is briefly described
as follows:
• Build a subgraph G 0 from the original DAG by keeping all vertices
in the subsets A, B and C, as well as all the edges and vertices encountered by moving backwards on the DAG one or more edges from the
vertices in A, B and C;
• Build a subgraph G 00 from G 0 by deleting all edges coming out of
the vertices in C;
• If there no path, neglecting the directionality of the edges, between
a node in A and a node in B, then the conditional independence relation
A ⊥ B|C holds. Else, if one such path exists, then there is at least one
joint distribution that factorizes as for the given DAG for which the
condition A ⊥ B|C does not hold.
Example 7.6. Consider the so-called V-structure x → y ← z. Using
d-separation, it can be seen that the conditional independence x − y − z
does not hold in general.
7.2.3

Learning

Assume that the DAG of a BN is given. Structure learning, that is,
the decision of which edges should be included in the graph based
on available training data, is also an important problem that will not
be considered here. Making explicit the dependence of the probability
factors on learnable parameters µ, the joint distribution encoded by a
BN can be written as
p(x1 , ..., xK ) =

K
Y

p(xk |xP(k) , µk|xP(k) ),

k=1

(7.12)
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where µk|xP(k) are the parameters defining the conditional distribution
p(xk |xP(k) ). Note that the parameters µk|xP(k) are generally different for
different values of k and of the parents’ variables xP(k) (see, e.g., (7.11)).
In most cases of interest, the probability distribution p(xk |xP(k) , µk|xP(k) )
is in the exponential family or is a GLM (see Chapter 3).
As we have already seen in previous examples, the parameters
µk|xP(k) can either be separate, that is, distinct for each k and each
value of xP(k) , or they can be tied. In the latter case, some of the
parameters µk|xP(k) are constrained to be equal across different values
of xP(k) and/or across different values of k. As a special case of tied
parameters, the value of µk|xP(k) may also be independent of xP(k) , such
as in the case for GLMs.
As for the data, we have seen that the rvs x1 , ..., xK can be either
fully observed in the training set, as in supervised learning, or they can
be partially observed as in unsupervised learning.
For the sake of brevity, here we describe learning only for the case
of fully observed data with separate parameters, and we briefly mention
extensions to the other cases.
Fully Observed Data with Separate Parameters
We are given a fully observed data set D = {xn }N
n=1 , with each data
T
point written as xn = [x1n , ..., xKn ] . For concreteness, assume that all
variables are categorical. Denoting as xP(k)n the parents of variable xkn ,
the LL function can be factorized as:
ln p(D|µ) =
=
=

N X
K
X
n=1 k=1
K X
N
X
k=1 n=1
K X
X

ln p(xkn |xP(k)n , µk|xP(k)n )

(7.13a)

ln p(xkn |xP(k)n , µk|xP(k)n )

(7.13b)

X

ln p(xkn |xP(k) , µk|xP(k) ),

(7.13c)

k=1 xP(k) n∈NxP(k)

where we have defined the set of indices
NxP(k) = {n : xP(k)n = xP(k) }.

(7.14)
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This set includes the indices n for which the parents xP(k)n of node k
take a specific vector of values xP(k) . In (7.13c), the inner sum depends
only on the parameters µk|xP(k) corresponding to the given value xP(k)
of the rvs xP(k)n for n = 1, ..., N . Therefore, in the case of separate
parameters, the ML estimate for each parameter µk|xP(k) can be carried
out independently. While this simplifies the problem, it may also cause
overfitting issues owing to the problem of data fragmentation, as each
parameter is estimated based only on a fraction of the data set.
As an even more concrete example, consider binary variables modelled as xk ∼ Bern(µk|xP(k) ). Accordingly, the probability of each rv
depends on the value xP(k) of the parents. For this case, we can write
the ML estimate as
P
n∈NxP(k) xkn
µ̂k|xP(k) ,M L =
.
(7.15)
NxP(k)

Figure 7.5: BN for Example 7.7.

Example 7.7. Consider the BN shown in Fig. 7.5 with binary rvs in
the alphabet {0, 1}. The observed data D is given as
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where the bottom row indicates the number of observations equal to the
2
vector above it. The ML estimates are: µ1,M L = 10+8+1+1
= 20
50
50 = 5 ,
14+8+2+1
1
2
1
1
1
µ2,M L =
= 2 , µ̂3|00 = 12+2 = 7 , µ̂3|11 = 8+1 = 9 , µ̂3|01 =
50
14
7
10
10
=
and
µ̂
=
3|10
14+2
8
10+1 = 11 .
MAP estimates can be seen to decompose in a similar way under
global independence assumptions on the parameters, and the same holds
for Bayesian approach [57].
Notes on the General Case
With shared parameters, obtaining ML and MAP estimates require
aggregating statistics across all variables that share the same parameters. The Bayesian approach is more complex, and we refer to [57] for
discussion. An alternative approach with “soft sharing” is the hierarchical Bayes model (see [57, Fig. 17.11]). In the presence of missing data,
learning typically involves the EM algorithm described in Chapter 6 or
approximate learning counterparts to be introduced in the next chapter.
7.3

Markov Random Fields

In this section, we turn to MRF by following the same approach as for
BNs in the previous section.
7.3.1

Definitions and Basics

As BNs, MRFs encode a probability factorization or, equivalently, a set
of conditional independence relationships. They do so, however, through
an undirected graph.
Definition 7.2. A MRF is an undirected graph, whose vertices represent
rvs with associated joint distribution that factorizes as
p(x) =

1Y
ψc (xc ),
Z c

(7.16)

where c is the index of a clique3 in the graph; xc is the set of rvs
associated with the vertices in clique c; ψc (xc ) ≥ 0 is the factor or
3

A clique is a fully connected subgraph.
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potential for clique c; and Z =

PQ
x c

ψc (xc ) is the partition function.

With no loss of generality, the sum can be limited to maximal cliques
(i.e., cliques that are not fully included in a larger clique). In a MRF,
rvs are represented by full circles, while learnable parameters defining
the conditional distributions are represented by dots.
Each factor ψc (xc ) in (7.16) encodes the compatibility of the values
xc in each clique, with larger values of ψc (xc ) corresponding to configurations xc that are more likely to occur. Factors are generally not
probability distributions, i.e., they are not normalized to sum or integrate to one. Furthermore, unlike BNs, each factor does not distinguish
between conditioning and conditioned rvs. Rather, all variables in the
clique xc can play the same role in defining the value of the potential
ψc (xc ).
When to use MRFs. This discussion points to the fact that MRFs
are especially well suited to model mutual relationships of compatibility,
or lack thereof, among variables, rather than causality effects.
Sampling from an MRF. This distinguishing feature of MRF,
which brings potential modelling advantages in some applications, comes
with the added difficulty of sampling from the joint distribution. In
fact, unlike BNs, MRFs do not allow ancestral sampling, as all the
conditional distributions are generally tied together via the partition
function.
Example 7.8. The image denoising example described at the beginning
of this chapter leverages the MRF in Fig. 7.2. In it, the maximal cliques
are given by the pairs of rvs {zi , zj } and {xi , zi } that are connected
by an edge. Associating a factor or potential to each clique yields the
factorized joint distribution
Y
1 Y
p(x, z) =
ψi,j (zi , zj ) · ψi (zi , xi ),
(7.17)
Z {i,j}
i
where {i, j} represents an edge of the undirected graph. As a notable example, in the Ising model, the variables are bipolar, i.e., zi , xi ∈ {−1, +1},
and the potentials are defined as ψij (zi , zj |η1 ) = exp(−E(zi , zj |η1 )) and
ψi (zi , xi |η2 ) = exp(−E(zi , xi |η2 )), with energy functions
E(zi , zj |η1 ) = −η1 zi zj and E(zi , xi |η) = −η2 zi xi .

(7.18)
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From this definition, a large natural parameter η1 > 0 yields a large
probability – or a low energy – when zi and zj are equal; and, similarly,
a large η2 > 0 favors configurations in which zi = xi , that is, with low
noise.
Example 7.9. Another related example is given by the RBMs studied
in Sec. 6.5.1, whose undirected graph is shown in Fig. 6.6.
As illustrated by the previous examples, potentials are typically
parameterized using the energy-based form
ψc (xc ) = exp(−Ec (xc |ηc ))),

(7.19)

with parameter vector ηc . This form ensures that the factors are strictly
positive as long as the energy is upper bounded. A special class of such
models is given by log-linear models, such as the Ising model, in which,
as seen in Chapter 3, the energy is a linear function of the parameters.
7.3.2

Global Conditional Independence

MRF, in a manner similar to BNs, enable the assessment of conditional
independence properties globally in the graph. The procedure is, in
fact, easier with MRFs thanks to the Hammersley–Clifford theorem.
The latter says that, if the potentials ψc (xc ) are strictly positive for
all cliques c, as for the energy-based potentials (7.19), the conditional
independence relationship A ⊥ B|C can be tested via the following
simple algorithm.
• Eliminate all variables in C and all the connected edges;
• If there is no path between rvs in A and C, then the relationship
A ⊥ B|C holds; if, instead, there is a path, then there exists at least one
joint distribution that factorizes as for the undirected graph at hand
for which the relationship A ⊥ B|C does not hold.
7.3.3

Learning

Learning in MRFs is made complicated by the partition function. In fact,
the partition function couples together all the parameters. This makes
it impossible to carry out separately the estimate of the parameters ηc
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associated with each clique even in the fully observed case with separate
parameters. Nevertheless, MRFs with energy-based potentials (7.19)
fall either in the exponential family, when the factors are log-normal,
or in the more general class of energy-based models. In both cases,
gradient-based algorithms can be devised by using methods similar to
those used in Sec. 6.5.1 for RBMs.

7.3.4

Converting BNs to MRFs

As suggested by the discussion above, BNs and MRFs are suitable
to encode different types of statistical dependencies, with the former
capturing causality while the latter accounting for mutual compatibility.
There are in fact conditional independence properties that can be
expressed by BN or MRF but not by both. An example is the Vstructure x → y ← z discussed in Example 7.6, whose independencies
cannot be captured by an MRF.
That said, given a BN with factorization (7.8), we can define potential functions
ψk (xk , xP(k) ) = p(xk |xP(k) )

(7.20)

to obtain the factorization
p(x) =

K
Y

ψk (xk , xP(k) )

(7.21)

k=1

with partition function Z = 1. This factorization defines an MRF in
which each maximal clique contains a rv xk and its parents xP(k) . The
corresponding undirected graph can be directly obtained from the DAG
that defines the BN via the following two steps:
• Connect all pairs of parents by an undirected edge – this step is
known as “moralization”;
• Make all edges undirected.
As per the discussion above, the resulting MRF may not account
for all the independencies encoded in the original graph. This can be
easily seen by applying the procedure to the V-structure.

7.4. Bayesian Inference in Probabilistic Graphic Models
7.4
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Bayesian inference amounts to the computation of the posterior probability of unobserved, or latent, variables given observed variables. In
this regard, it is useful to differentiate between intensive and extensive
latent variables. Intensive latent variables are model parameters whose
number does not increase with the number N of data points, such as
the probability vectors (π,{πw|t }) in the Bernoulli naive Bayes model.
Extensive latent variables are instead rvs indexed by the example index
n, whose number grows with the sample size N . These correspond to
the latent variables zn introduced in the previous chapter.
Bayesian inference is a fundamental task that lies at the heart of
both inference and learning problems. As seen in Chapter 2, it underlies
supervised learning for generative probabilistic models, which requires
the computation of the predictive probability p(t|x, θ) for the new
sample (x,t) from the learned model p(x, t|θ). It is also at the core of
Bayesian supervised learning, which evaluates the posterior p(θ|D) of
the parameter vector θ (an intensive variable) in order to obtain the
R
predictive posterior p(t|x, D) = p(θ|D)p(t|x, θ)dθ for the new sample
(x, t). As studied in Chapter 6, Bayesian inference is a key step in
unsupervised learning even under a frequentist viewpoint, since the
EM algorithm requires the evaluation of the posterior p(zn |xn , θ) of the
latent (extensive) variables {zn } given the current iterate θ.
As discussed, when performing Bayesian inference, we can distinguish
among observed variables, say x, and latent variables z. In general, only
a subset of latent variables may be of interest, say zi , with the rest of
the rvs in z being denoted as z−i . By definition, we have the posterior
p(zi |x) =

p(x, zi )
.
p(x)

(7.22)

The key complication in evaluating it is carrying out the marginalizations
over the hidden variables
p(x, zi ) =

X
z−i

p(x, z) and p(x) =

X

p(x, zi ),

(7.23)

zi

where the sum is replaced by an integral for continuous variables. The
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complexity of this step is exponential in the number of latent variables,
and hence it can be prohibitive.
Example 7.10. Consider an HMM, whose BN is shown in Fig. 7.3. Having learned the probabilistic model, a typical problem is that of inferring
a given hidden variable zi given the observed variables x = {x1 , ...., xD }.
Computing the posterior p(zi |x) requires the evaluation of the sums in
(7.23). When the hidden variables z1 , ..., zD are discrete with alphabet
size Z, the complexity of this step is of the order |Z| D , since one needs
to sum over the |Z| D possible values of the hidden variables.
The structure encoded by probabilistic graphic models can help
reduce the discussed complexity of Bayesian inference. Therefore, probabilistic graphical models can not only enhance learning by controlling
the capacity of the model, but also enable Bayesian inference. To elaborate, consider a joint distributions defined by an MRF as in (7.16).
Note that, as we have seen in Sec. 7.3.4, one can easily convert BNs
into MRFs, although possibly at the cost of not preserving some linear
independence relationship. With this factorization, the marginalization
(7.23) requires to solve the so-called sum-product inference task
XY

ψc (xc ),

z

(7.24)

c

where the latent variables z are a subset of the variables in x.
When the undirected graph describing the joint distribution is a
tree4 , the complexity of sum-product inference becomes exponential
only in the maximum number of variables in each factor, also known as
treewidth of the graph. In this case, the sum-product inference problem
can be exactly solved via message passing belief propagation over the
factor graph associated to the MRF. We refer to the textbooks [57, 8,
72] for details on factor graphs and belief propagation.
Example 7.11. The MRF associated with an HMM is obtained from
the BN in Fig. 7.3 by simply substituting directed for undirected edges,
and the distribution (7.10) factorizes as
p(x, z) = ψ(z1 )ψ(x1 , z1 )

D
Y

ψ(zi , zi−1 )ψ(xi , zi ).

(7.25)

i=1
4

In a tree, there is only one path between any pairs of nodes (no loops).
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The undirected graph is a tree with treewidth equal to 2, since, as per
(7.25), there are at most two variables in each clique. Therefore, belief
propagation allows to evaluate the posteriors p(zi |x) with a complexity
of the order |Z| 2 , which does not scale exponentially with the number
D of time samples.
When the undirected graph is not a tree, one can use the junction
tree algorithm for exact Bayesian inference. The idea is to group subsets
of variables together in cliques, in such a way that the resulting graph is
a tree. The complexity depends on the treewidth of the resulting graph.
When this complexity is too high for the given application, approximate
inference methods are necessary. This is the subject of the next chapter.
7.5

Summary

Probabilistic graphical models encode a priori information about the
structure of the data in the form of causality relationships – via directed
graphs and BNs – or mutual affinities – via undirected graphs and MRFs.
This structure translates into conditional independence conditions. The
structural properties encoded by probabilistic graphical models have
the potential advantage of controlling the capacity of a model, hence
contributing to the reduction of overfitting at the expense of possible
bias effects. They also facilitate Bayesian inference, at least in graphs
with tree-like structures. The next chapter discusses the important
problem of Bayesian inference, and associated learning problems, when
exact methods are too computationally demanding.

8
Approximate Inference and Learning

In the previous chapter, we have seen that learning and inference
tasks are often made difficult by the need to compute the posterior
distribution p(z|x) of some, extensive or intensive, unobserved variables
z given observed variables x. This requires the computation of the
normalizing marginal
p(x) =

X

p(x, z),

(8.1)

z

where the sum is replaced by an integral for continuous variables.1 We
have noted that this computation requires the solution of a sum-product
inference task in the presence of a factorized joint distribution p(x, z)
defined by a BN or an MRF. The complexity of this task is exponential
in the treewidth of the corresponding MRF, which is possibly obtained
via “moralization” from the BN and using the junction tree algorithm.
What to do when this complexity is excessive? In this chapter,
we provide a brief introduction to two popular approximate inference
– and consequently learning – approaches, namely MC methods and
1
Note that this task subsumes (7.23) after appropriate redefinitions of the
variables.
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Variational Inference (VI). As for the previous chapter, the reader is
referred to [57, 8, 72, 103] for details and generalizations (see also [80]).
8.1

Monte Carlo Methods

To introduce MC methods, we start by observing that the expression
(8.1) can be rewritten as the ensemble average
p(x) =

X

p(z)p(x|z) = Ez∼p(z) [p(x|z)]

(8.2)

z

over the latent rvs z∼p(z). The general idea behind MC methods
is replacing ensemble averages with empirical averages over randomly
generated samples. In the most basic incarnation of MC, M i.i.d. samples
zm ∼ p(z), m = 1, ..., M, are generated from the marginal distribution
p(z) of the latent variables, and then the ensemble average (8.2) is
approximated by the empirical average
p(x) '

M
1 X
p(x|zm ).
M m=1

(8.3)

By the law of large numbers, we know that this estimate is consistent,
in the sense that it tends with probability one to the ensemble average
(8.2) when √
M is large. Furthermore, the error of the approximation
scales as 1/ M .
Example 8.1. Consider the Ising model for image denoising introduced
in Example 7.8. We recall that the joint distribution can be factorized
as
Y
1 Y
p(x, z) =
ψi,j (zi , zj ) · ψi (zi , xi ),
(8.4)
Z {i,j}
i
where {i, j} represents an edge of the undirected graph, with energybased potentials ψij (zi , zj ) = exp(η1 zi zj ) and ψi (zi , xi ) = exp(η2 zi xi ).
We have removed the dependence of the potentials on the (natural)
parameters η1 and η2 for simplicity of notation. In order to compute
the posterior p(z|x), which may be used for image denoising, the MC
approach (8.3) requires to sample from the marginal p(z). This is,
however, not easy given the impossibility to perform ancestral sampling
over MRFs as discussed in Sec. 7.3.
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Importance Sampling. As seen in the previous example, the MC
procedure explained above is not always feasible in practice, since
drawing samples from the marginal p(z) may not be tractable. For
instance, the marginal p(z) may not be known or it may be difficult
to draw samples from it. In such common cases, one may instead
resort to a simplified distribution q(z) from which sampling is easy.
This distribution typically has convenient factorization properties that
enable ancestral sampling.
The starting observation is that the marginal distribution (8.1) can
be expressed as an ensemble average over a rv z ∼ q(z) as
p(x) =

X

=

X

p(z)p(x|z)

z

q(z)

z

p(z)
p(x|z)
q(z)



= Ez∼q(z)

q(z)
q(z)
(8.5)

p(z)
p(x|z) ,
q(z)


as long as the support of distribution q(z) contains that of p(z). This
expression suggests the following empirical estimate, which goes by the
same of Importance Sampling: Generate M i.i.d. samples zm ∼ q(z),
m = 1, ..., M, and then compute the empirical approximation
p(x) '

M
p(zm )
1 X
p(x|zm ).
M m=1 q(zm )

(8.6)

This estimate is again consistent, but its variance depends on how well
q(z) approximates p(z). Note this approach requires knowledge of the
marginal p(z) but not the ability to sample from it.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) via Gibbs Sampling.
Rather than drawing samples from a distribution that mimics p(z) in order to compute an approximation of the posterior p(z|x) = p(x, z)/p(x),
MCMC methods aim at obtaining samples {zm } directly from the
posterior p(z|x). With such samples, one can compute empirical approximations of any ensemble average with respect to p(z|x). This is
sufficient to carry out most tasks of interest, including the expectation
needed to evaluate the predictive posterior in Bayesian methods for
supervised learning or the average energy in the EM algorithm.
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MCMC methods generate a sequence of correlated samples z1 , z2 , ...
from an easy-to-sample Markov chain z1 − z2 − ... that has the key
property of having the desired distribution p(z|x) as the stationary
distribution. Such a Markov chain can be designed automatically once
a BN or MRF factorization of the joint distribution is available. To this
end, Gibbs sampling samples sequentially subsets of rvs. For each subset,
the sampling distribution is obtained by normalizing the product of all
factors including the rv being sampled (see, e.g., [57]). The mechanical
nature of this procedure has led to the recent emergence of probabilistic
programming, whereby Bayesian inference is automatically performed
by software libraries that are given as input a probabilistic graphical
model for the joint distribution (see, e.g., [26]).
MC methods are often used in combination with VI, as discussed in
Sec. 8.3.
8.2

Variational Inference

The general idea behind VI is to replace the ensemble average in (8.2)
with a suitable optimization that returns an approximation of the
posterior distribution p(z|x).
I-projection. We start with the trivial observation that the solution
to the optimization, or variational, problem
min KL(q(z)||p(z|x))
q(z)

(8.7)

for a fixed value x, yields the unique solution q(z) = p(z|x) if no
constraints are imposed on q(z). This result is, by itself, not useful,
since evaluating the KL divergence KL(q(z)||p(z|x)) requires knowledge
of p(z|x), which is exactly what we are after.
However, the equality between (6.12) and (6.13), namely
KL(q(z)||p(x, z)) = KL(q(z)||p(z|x)) − ln p(x),

(8.8)

demonstrates that problem (8.7) is equivalent to solving
min KL(q(z)||p(x, z)),
q(z)

(8.9)
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where, by (6.10), we can write
KL(q(z)||p(x, z)) = −Ez∼q(z) [ln p(x, z)] − H(q).

(8.10)

In words, solving problem (8.7) is equivalent to minimizing the variational free energy or Gibbs free energy (8.10) – or the negative of the
ELBO. A key feature of this alternative formulation is that it does not
require knowledge of the unavailable posterior p(z|x).
From the derivation above, solving problem (8.9) exactly without
imposing any constraint on q(z) would yield the desired posterior p(z|x)
as the output. The key idea of VI is to choose a parametric form q(z|ϕ)
for the variational posterior that enables the solution of problem
min KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(x, z)).
ϕ

(8.11)

By the discussion above, this is equivalent to minimizing KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(z|x)),
despite the fact that p(z|x) is not known.
The solution q(z|ϕ∗ ) to problem (8.11) is known as I-projection
of the distribution p(z|x) in the set of distributions {q(z|ϕ)} defined
by the given parametrization. The I-projection can be taken as an
estimate of the posterior p(z|x). In fact, if the parametrized family
{q(z|ϕ)} is rich enough to contain distributions close to the true posterior
p(z|x), the minimization (8.11) guarantees the approximate equality
q(z|ϕ∗ ) ' p(z|x).
In order to ensure the feasibility of the optimization (8.11), the
parametrized distribution q(z|ϕ) is typically selected yo have a convenient factorization and to have factors with tractable analytical forms,
such as members of the exponential family or GLM.
Amortized VI. The variational posterior q(z|ϕ) obtained from the
I-projection (8.11) depends on the specific value of the observed variables
x = x. Problem (8.11) is, in fact, solved separately for each value x = x.
A potentially more efficient solution is to define an inference network
q(z|x, ϕ), typically parametrized using a multi-layer neural network,
which models the posterior distribution of z for any value of x = x. The
inference network q(z|x, ϕ) can be obtained by solving the amortized
I-projection problem
min Ex∼p(x) [KL(q(z|x, ϕ)||p(x, z))],
ϕ

(8.12)
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where the ensemble average is, in practice, replaced by an empirical
average over available data points {xn }. The solution of the VI problem
(8.12) is hence “amortized” across multiple values of x.
M-projection. By Theorem 6.1, the I-projection maximizes a lower
bound – the ELBO – on the log-distribution of the observed data x.
This gives I-projections a strong theoretical justification grounded in
the ML learning principle. Recalling that the KL divergence is not
symmetric (see Sec. 2.7 and Appendix A), one could also define the
alternative problem
min KL(p(z|x)||q(z|ϕ)).
ϕ

(8.13)

The solution q(z|ϕ∗ ) to this problem is known as M-projection of the
distribution p(z|x) in the set of distributions {q(z|ϕ)} defined by the
given parametrization.
As for the counterpart (8.7), this problem does not appear to be
solvable since it requires knowledge of the desired posterior p(z|x).
However, the problem turns out to have an easy solution if q(z|ϕ)
belongs to the exponential family. In fact, the gradient with respect to
the natural parameters ϕ of the KL divergence in (8.7) can be computed
by following the same steps detailed for ML learning in Sec. 3.3. The
upshot of this computation and of the enforcement of the optimality
condition is that the M-projection is obtained by moment matching.
Specifically, one needs to find a value of parameter ϕ such that the
expectations of the sufficient statistics of the model q(z|ϕ) under q(z|ϕ)
match with the same expectations under the true distribution p(z|x).
In mathematical terms, the M-projection in the exponential family model q(z|ϕ) ∝ exp(ϕT u(z)), with sufficient statistics u(z), yields
natural parameters ϕ∗ that satisfy the moment matching condition
Ez∼p(z|x) [u(z)] = Ez∼q(z|ϕ∗ ) [u(z)].

(8.14)

This derivation is detailed in the Appendix of this chapter. Amortized
inference can be defined in a similar way as for M-projection.
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Figure 8.1: Example of I and M projections of a mixture of Gaussians distribution
(dashed line).

Example 8.2. This simple example is meant to provide an intuitive comparison between the approximations produced by I- and M-projections.
To this end, consider a mixture of Gaussians distribution
p(z|x) = 0.3N (z|µ1 = −1, σ12 = 0.3) + 0.7N (z|µ2 = 1, σ22 = 0.3),
(8.15)
as shown in Fig. 8.1. Note that this example is clearly idealized,
since in practice the conditional distribution p(z|x) is not known.
Assume the variational distribution q(z|ϕ) = N (z|m, γ 2 ) with variational parameters ϕ = (m, γ 2 ). The M-projection returns the moment
matching estimates m = Ez∼p(z|x) [z] = 0.4 and γ 2 = varz∼p(z|x) [z] =
0.3((µ1 − m)2 + σ12 ) + 0.7((µ2 − m)2 + σ22 ) = 1.93 for i = 1, 2. Instead, the
I-projection can be computed numerically, yielding m = 1 and γ 2 = 0.3.
The I- and M-projections are also plotted in Fig. 8.1.
The previous example illustrates a few important facts about Iand M-projections. First, the I-projection tends to be mode-seeking
and exclusive. Mathematically, this is because the variational posterior
q(z|ϕ) determines the support over which the distributions p(z|x) and
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q(z|ϕ) are compared by the KL divergence. As such, the I-projections
is generally more accurate where p(z|x) is larger. In contrast, the Mprojection tends to be inclusive and spanning the entire support of
p(z|x). This is because the M-projection prefers to avoid zero values for
q(z|ϕ) at values of z such that p(z|x) 6= 0 in order to avoid an infinite
KL divergence. We refer to Fig. 6.5 for a related example.
α−Divergence. As already discussed in Sec. 6.4.4 (see also Appendix A), the KL divergence is only one among many possible ways to
define a measure of distance between two distributions. A metric that
has found useful applications in the context of VI is the α-divergence
introduced in [66]. The α-divergence between two distributions p(x)
and q(x) is defined as
P

Dα (p||q) =

x αp(x)

+ (1 − α)q(x) − p(x)α q(x)1−α
,
α(1 − α)

(8.16)

where p and q need not be normalized, and α is a parameter. It can be
proved that, as α → 0, we obtain Dα (p||q) = KL(q||p), and, when α → 1,
we have Dα (p||q) = KL(p||q). Consistently with the discussion about
I- and M-projections in the previous example, performing projections
of the type minϕ Dα (p(x|z)||q(z|ϕ)) with α ≤ 0 and decreasing values
of α yields an increasingly mode-seeking, or exclusive, solution; while
increasing values of α ≥ 1 yield progressively more inclusive and zeroavoiding solutions (see [66, Fig. 1]). Finally, for all α 6= 0, it can be proved
that the stationary points of the projection minϕ Dα (p(x|z)||q(z|ϕ))
coincide with those of the projection minϕ Dα (p(x|z)||p(x|z)α q(z|ϕ)1−α ).
8.2.1

Mean Field Variational Inference

An important example of VI methods that leads to a universal, or blackbox, Bayesian inference technique, such as Gibbs sampling, is Mean
Q
Field VI (MFVI). MFVI assumes the factorization q(z) = j q(zj ), and
performs an I-projection iteratively for one hidden variable zi at a time,
while fixing the factors qj (zj ) for the other latent variables zj with j 6= i.
No constraints are imposed on each factor qj (zj ). This corresponds to
tackling the I-projection problem using block coordinate descent.
For each factor qi (zi ), the I-projection problem minimizes the varia-
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tional free energy
−Ezi ∼qi (zi ) [Ej6=i [lnp(x, z)]] −

X

H(qj (zj )),

(8.17)

j

where we have defined for brevity the expectation
Ej6=i [lnp(x, z)] = E{zj }j6=i ∼Q

q (z )
j6=i j j

[lnp(x, zi , {zj }j6=i )].

(8.18)

Neglecting constants independent of qi (zi ), this problem is equivalent
to the minimization
min KL(qi (zi )||exp(Ej6=i [lnp(x, z)])).

(8.19)

qi

The solution to this problem can be easily seen to be obtained by simply
normalizing the right-hand argument as
exp(Ej6=i [lnp(x, z)])
qi (zi ) = P
.
zi exp(Ej6=i [lnp(x, z)])

(8.20)

MFVI solves the system of equations (8.20) for all i by cycling
through the factors qi (zi ) or by choosing them randomly. Note that, as
discussed more generally above, this procedure does not require knowledge of the desired posterior p(z|x) but only of the joint distribution
p(x, z). The MFVI iterations are guaranteed to converge to a stationary
point of the KL minimization problem.
It remains to discuss how to evaluate the expectations in (8.20).
To this end, let us assume that the joint distribution p(x, z) factorizes
Q
as p(x, z) = Z −1 c ψc (xc , zc ) as for MRFs or BNs – recall that in the
latter case, we have Z = 1. The MFVI equation (8.20) can be written
as
"
#!
X

qi (zi ) ∝ exp Ej6=i

lnψc (xc , zc )

c

"

= exp Ej6=i

(8.21)

#!
X

lnψc (xc , zc )

.

c: zi ∈ zc

To compute qi (zi ) we hence need to consider only the factors corresponding to cliques that include zi . This enables implementations by
means of local message passing (see, e.g., [57]). Furthermore, additional
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simplifications are possible when the factors ψc (xc , zc ) are log-linear, as
illustrated by the next example.

KL divergence

100

10-2

10-4
0

1

2

3

4

number of iterations
Figure 8.2: KL divergence between actual posterior and mean-field approximation
as a function of the number of iterations of MFVI (η1 = 0.15).

Example 8.3. Consider again the Ising model (8.4). The MFVI equations (8.21) for approximating the posterior p(z|x) are given as


qi (zi ) ∝ exp η1

X

Ezj ∼q(zj ) [zi zj ] + η2 xi zi



{i,j}

 

= exp zi η1

X

Ezj ∼q(zj ) [zj ] + η2 xi



(8.22)
,

{i,j}

and hence, upon normalization, we have
qi (zi = 1) =

1
1 + exp(−2(η1

P

{i,j} µj

+ η2 xi ))

,

(8.23)

where µi = qi (zi = 1) − qi (zi = −1) = 2qi (zi = 1) − 1.
For a numerical example, consider a 4 × 4 binary image z observed
as matrix x, where the joint distribution of x and z is given by the Ising
model. Note that, according to this model, the observed matrix x is such
that each pixel of the original matrix z is flipped independently with
probability σ(−2η2 ). In this small example, it is easy to generate an
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image x distributed according to the model, as well as to compute the
exact posterior p(z|x) by enumeration of all possible images z. The KL
Q
divergence KL(p(x|z)|| i qi (zi )) obtained at the end of each iteration
of MFVI – with one iteration applying (8.23) one by one to all variables
– is shown in Fig. 8.2 for η1 = 0.15 and various values of η2 . As η2
increases, the posterior distribution tends to become deterministic, since
x is an increasingly accurate measurement of z. As a result, the final
mean-field approximation is more faithful to the real posterior, since
a product distribution can capture a deterministic pmf. For smaller
values of η2 , however, the bias due to the mean-field assumption yields
a significant floor on the achievable KL divergence.
MFVI assumes a fully factorized variational distribution q(z). It is
also possible to develop methods that are based on the same factorization
as the joint distribution p(x, z). This is known as the Bethe approach, and
yields Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) as a specific solution technique.
LBP can also be interpreted as the application of message passing belief
propagation, which was described in Sec. 7.4, to factor graphs with loops.
Simplifications of loopy belief propagation include Approximate Message
Passing (AMP). When applied to M-projections with factors restricted
to lie in the exponential family, the approach yields the Expectation
Propagation method. We refer to [57, 80] for details.
8.3

Monte Carlo-Based Variational Inference

The VI methods described in the previous section require the evaluation
of expectations with respect to the variational posterior (see, e.g., (8.20)).
The feasibility of this operation relies on specific assumptions about the
variational posterior, such as its factorization properties and membership
of the exponential family. It is hence desirable to devise methods that
do not require the exact computation of the ensemble averages with
respect to the variational posterior q(z|ϕ). As we will see below, this
is possible by combining VI methods with MC approximations. The
resulting methods can leverage SGD, scale to large data sets, and have
found a large number of recent applications [14, 15].
REINFORCE approach. To proceed, assume the following two
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rather mild conditions on the parametrized variational posterior: (i) it
is easy to draw samples z ∼q(z|ϕ); and (ii) it is possible to compute
the gradient ∇ϕ lnq(z|ϕ). We can now develop an SGD-based scheme
as follows. The key observation is that the gradient of the KL divergence in the I-projection problem (8.11) with respect to the variational
parameters ϕ can be written as
∇ϕ KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(x, z)) = Ez∼q(z|ϕ) [∇ϕ lnq(z|ϕ)lϕ (x, z)] ,

(8.24)

where we have defined the learning signal
lϕ (x, z) = lnq(z|ϕ) − lnp(x, z).

(8.25)

To obtain (8.24), we have used the identity ∇ϕ lnq(z|ϕ) = ∇ϕ q(z|ϕ)/q(z|ϕ),
which follows from the chain rule for differentiation, as well as the equality Ez∼q(z|ϕ) [∇ϕ lnq(z|ϕ)] = 0 (see [15] for details).
MC-based VI methods evaluate an MC approximation of the gradient
(8.24) at a given value ϕ by drawing one or more samples zm ∼q(z|ϕ),
with m = 1, ..., M , and computing
∇ϕ KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(x, z)) '

M
1 X
[∇ϕ lnq(zm |ϕ)lϕ (x, zm )] .
M m=1

(8.26)

This estimate is also known as likelihood ratio or REINFORCE gradient,
and it can be used to update the value of ϕ using SGD (see Sec. 4.2). In
practice, these gradients have high variance, due to the large variability
of the gradient of the log-variational posterior ∇ϕ lnq(z|ϕ), and control
variates need to be introduced in order to reduce the variance [84].
Simplifications are possible when the variational posterior is assumed
to factorize, e.g., according to the mean-field full factorization. This
approach is used in the black-box inference method of [84]. As we will
briefly discuss in Chapter 9, it is also at the core of deep reinforcement
learning methods.
Reparametrization trick. In order to mitigate the problem of the
high variability of the gradient ∇ϕ lnq(z|ϕ), the reparametrization trick
leverage additional information about the structure of the variational
distribution q(z|ϕ). This approach is applicable if: (i) the latent variable
z ∼ q(z|ϕ) can be written as z =Gϕ (w) for some differentiable function
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Gϕ (·) and for some rv w ∼ s(z) whose distribution does not depend on
ϕ; and (ii) the variational regularization term KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(z)) in (6.11)
can be computed and differentiated with respect to ϕ. Assumption (ii)
is satisfied by members of the exponential family (see Appendix B). A
typical choice that satisfies these conditions is to set p(z) to be an i.i.d.
Gaussian distribution; w as i.i.d. Gaussian rvs; and function Gϕ (w) as
Gϕ (w) = Aϕ w + bϕ , where matrix Aϕ and vector bϕ are parametrized
by a multi-layer neural networks. Note that, with this choice, we have
q(z|ϕ) = N (z|bϕ , Aϕ ATϕ ). We refer to [51, 65] for other examples.
To see why these assumptions are useful, let us first rewrite the
objective of the I-projection problem using (6.11) as
KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(x, z)) = −Ew∼s(z) [lnp(x|Gϕ (w))] + KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(z)).
(8.27)
We can now approximate the expectation in the first term via an
empirical average by generating i.i.d. samples wm ∼ s(w), m = 1, ..., M .
Note that this distribution does not depend on the current iterate ϕ.
We can then estimate the gradient by writing
M
1 X
[∇ϕ lnp(x|Gϕ (wm ))]+∇ϕ KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(z)).
M m=1
(8.28)
This approach tends to provide estimate with lower variance than the
REINFORCE gradient, since it exploits the structure of the distribution
q(z|ϕ).
Both REINFORCE and reparametrization trick can be naturally
combined with amortized inference.

∇ϕ KL(q(z|ϕ)||p(x, z)) '

8.4

Approximate Learning

As we have discussed, Bayesian inference plays a key role in learning
problems. In this section, we briefly discuss representative schemes
that incorporate approximate inference for learning. Since Bayesian
learning can directly benefit from approximate inference in evaluating
the posterior of the parameters and the variational posterior, we focus
here on the frequentist viewpoint.
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ML learning in the presence of hidden variables can be approximated
by maximizing the ELBO with respect to both the model parameters
θ that define the forward model p(x|z, θ) and the parameters ϕ of
the variational (amortized) model q(z|x, ϕ). To understand what is
accomplished with this optimization, it is useful to write the ELBO
over a data set D={xn }N
n=1 using (6.13) as
N
X

ln p(xn |θ) − KL (q(z|xn , ϕ)||p(z|xn , θ)) .

(8.29)

n=1

As such, for any fixed ϕ, optimizing the ELBO over θ maximizes the
likelihood function in the first term under a variational regularization
term that penalizes posteriors p(z|x, θ) that are significantly different
from the selected variational posteriors q(z|x, ϕ). The choice of a given
model for the variational posterior hence drives learning, and should be
treated as model or hyperparameter selection [48].
The maximization of the ELBO over both model and variational
parameters can be carried out in different ways. As a first approach,
one can use EM by performing the E step via approximate inference to
evaluate the posterior of the latent variables. When VI is used for this
purpose, the resulting scheme is known as variational EM. Alternatively,
one can use SGD with respect to both parameter vectors θ and ϕ by
leveraging the REINFORCE method or the reparametrization trick.
The reparametrization trick approach is for instance used in the VAE
method for generative modelling [56], as well as in the black-box learning
approach of [85] (see also [68]).
When the variational parameters are updated using an M-projection,
rather than the I-projection that results from the maximization of
the ELBO, the approach of jointly optimizing model and variational
parameters yields the wake-sleep algorithm [45].
8.5

Summary

This chapter has provided an overview of approximate inference techniques by focusing on MC and VI methods. The treatment stressed the
impact of design choices in the selection of different types of approximation criteria, such as M- and I-projection. It also covered the use of
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approximate inference in learning problems. Techniques that improve
over the state of the art discussed in this chapter are being actively
investigated.
Appendix: M-Projection with the Exponential Family
In this appendix, we consider the problem of obtaining the M-projection
of a distribution p(z) into a model q(z|ϕ) = Z(ϕ)−1 exp(ϕT u(z)) from
the exponential family with sufficient statistics u(z). We will prove
that, if there exists a value of ϕ∗ of the natural parameter vector that
satisfies the moment matching condition (8.14), then q(z|ϕ∗ ) is the
M-projection.
We first write the KL divergence as
KL(p(z)||q(z|ϕ)) = lnZ(ϕ) − ϕT Ez∼p(z) [u(z)] − H(p).

(8.30)

The difference between the KL divergence for a generic parameter vector
ϕ and for the vector ϕ∗ satisfying (8.14) can be written as
KL(p(z)||q(z|ϕ)) − KL(p(z)||q(z|ϕ∗ ))
Z(ϕ)
=ln
Z(ϕ∗ )




"

=Ez∼q(z|ϕ∗ )

− (ϕ − ϕ∗ )T Ez∼p(z) [u(z)]

q(z|ϕ∗ )
ln
q(z|ϕ)


=KL(q(z|ϕ∗ )||q(z|ϕ)).

#

(8.31)

Since the latter inequality is non-negative and equal to zero when ϕ =
ϕ∗ , this choice of the natural parameters minimizes the KL divergence.

9
Concluding Remarks

This monograph has provided a brief introduction to machine learning by emphasizing fundamental concepts within a unified treatment.
Throughout the text, we have also provided pointers to topics that we
have only been able only to mention or shortly touch upon. Here, we
offer a brief list of additional important aspects that have not been
covered in the preceding chapters.
• Privacy: In many applications, data sets used to train machine
learning algorithms contain sensitive private information, such as personal preferences for recommendation systems. It is hence important to
ensure that the learned model does not reveal any information about
the individual entries of the training set. This constraint can be formulated using the concept of differential privacy. Typical techniques
to guarantee privacy of individual data points include adding noise to
gradients when training via SGD and relying on mixture of experts
trained with different subsets of the data [1].
• Robustness: It has been reported that various machine learning
models, including neural networks, are sensitive to small variations in
the data, producing the wrong response upon minor, properly chosen,
changes in the explanatory variables. Modifying the training procedure
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in order to ensure robustness to such adversarial examples is an active
area of research with important practical implications [37].
• Computing platforms and programming frameworks: In order to
scale up machine learning applications, it is necessary to leverage distributed computing architectures and related standard programming
frameworks [9].
• Transfer learning: Machines trained on a given data set for a
certain task currently need to be re-initialized and re-trained if they
need to be re-purposed for a different task. The field of transfer learning
pertains to scenarios in which one wishes to transfer the expertise
acquired to one task to another. Typical solutions for neural networks
prescribe the presence of common hidden layers among neural networks
trained for different tasks [10].
• Domain adaptation: In many learning problems, the available data
has a different distribution from the data on which the algorithm will
be tested. For instance, in speech recognition, one has available data
for a given user at learning time, but it may be desirable, after learning,
to use the same machine for another user. A generalization of PAC
theory analyses this scenario, obtaining bounds on the generalization
error under the desired test distribution as a function of the difference
between the training and test distributions [16].
• Communication-efficient learning: In distributed computing platforms, data is typically partitioned among the processors and communication among the processor entails latency and energy consumption. An
important research problem is that of characterizing the best trade-off
between learning performance and communication overhead [110].
• Reinforcement learning: Reinforcement learning is at the heart
of recent successes of machine learning methods in acquiring the skills
necessary to play video games or games against human opponents (see,
e.g., [69]). In reinforcement learning, one wishes to learn the optimal
mapping, say p(t|x, θ), between the observed state x of the world and an
action t. Unlike supervised learning, the optimal action t is not known,
but the machine observes a reward/ punishment signal depending
on the effect of the action. A popular approach, referred to as deep
reinforcement learning, models the mapping p(t|x, θ) using a deep neural
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network. This is trained to maximize the average reward via SGD by
using the REINFORCE method (Chapter 8) to estimate the gradient
(see [54]).

Appendices

A
Appendix A: Information Measures

In this appendix, we describe a principled and intuitive introduction to
information measures that builds on inference, namely estimation and
hypothesis testing. We focus on entropy, mutual information and divergence measures. We also concentrate on discrete rvs. In the monograph,
we have taken the pragmatic approach of extending the definitions to
continuous variables by substituting sums with integrals. It is worth
noting that this approach does not come with any practical complications when dealing with mutual information and divergence. Instead,
the continuous version of the entropy, known as differential entropy,
should be treated with care, as it does not satisfy some key properties
of the entropy such as non-negativity.

A.1

Entropy

As proposed by Claude Shannon, the amount of information received
from the observation of a discrete random variable x ∼ p(x) defined over
a finite alphabet x should be measured by the amount off uncertainty
about its value prior to its measurement [94]. To this end, we consider
the problem of estimating the value of x when one only knows the
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probabilistic model p(x). The key idea is that the observation of a
random variable x is more informative if its value is more difficult to
predict a priori, that is, based only on the knowledge of p(x).
To formalize this notion, we need to specify: (i) the type of estimates
that one is allowed to make on the value of x; and (ii) the loss function
` that is used to measure the accuracy of the estimate. We will proceed
by considering two types of estimates, namely point estimates, whereby
one needs to commit to a specific value x̂ as the estimate of x; and
distributional estimates, in which instead we are allowed to produce a
pmf p̂(x) over alphabet X , hence defining a profile of "beliefs" over the
possible values of rv x. We will see below that the second approach
yields Shannon entropy, first encountered in this monograph in (2.42).
Point Estimates. Given a point estimate x̂ and an observed value
x ∈ X , as we have seen, the estimation error can be measured by a nonnegative loss function `(x, x̂), such the quadratic loss function and the
0-1 loss function. For any given loss function `, based on the discussion
above, we can measure the information accrued by the observation
of x ∼ px by evaluating the average loss that is incurred by the best
possible a priori estimate of x. This leads to the definition of generalized
entropy [42]
H` (px ) = min Ex∼px [`(x, x̂)],
x̂

(A.1)

where the estimate x̂ is not necessarily constrained to lie in the alphabet x. As highlighted by the notation H` (px ), the generalized entropy
depends on the pmf px and on the loss function `. The notion of generalized entropy (A.1) coincides with that of minimum Bayes risk for the
given loss function `.
For the quadratic loss function, the generalized entropy is the variance of the distribution H`2 (px ) = var(px ). To see this, impose the
optimality condition dE[(x − x̂)2 ]/dx̂ = 0 to conclude that the optimal
point estimate is the mean x̂ = Ex∼px [x]. As for the 0-1 loss, the generalized entropy equals the minimum probability of error for the detection
of x, that is,
H`0 (px ) = min
x̂

X
x6=x̂

p(x) = 1 − max p(x̂).
x̂

(A.2)
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This is because the optimal estimate is the mode, i.e., the value x̂ with
the largest probability p(x̂).
Distributional Estimate. We now consider a different type of
estimation problem in which we are permitted to choose a pmf p̂(x)
on the alphabet x as the estimate for the outcome of variable x. To
facilitate intuition, we can imagine p̂(x) to represent the fraction of
one’s wager that is invested on the outcome of x being a specific value
x. Note that it may not be necessarily optimal to put all of one’s money
on one value x! In fact, this depends on how we measure the reward, or
conversely the cost, obtained when a value x = x is realized.
To this end, we define a non-negative loss function `(x, p̂x ) representing the loss, or the “negative gain”, suffered when the value x = x
is observed. This loss should sensibly be a decreasing function of p̂(x)
– we register a smaller loss, or conversely a larger gain, when we have
wagered more on the actual outcome x. As a fairly general class of loss
functions, we can hence define
`(x, p̂x ) = f (p̂(x)),

(A.3)

where f is a decreasing function. More general classes of loss functions
are considered in [32].
Denote as ∆(X ) the simplex of pmfs defined over alphabet X .
The generalized entropy can now be defined in a way that is formally
equivalent to (A.1), with the only difference being the optimization over
pmf p̂x rather than over point estimate x̂:
H` (px ) =

min Ex∼px [`(x, p̂x )].

p̂x ∈∆(X )

(A.4)

A key example of loss function `(x, p̂x ) in class (A.3) is the log-loss
`(x, p̂x ) = − log p̂(x). The log-loss has a strong motivation in terms
of lossless compression. In fact, as discussed in Sec. 2.5, by Kraft’s
inequality, it is possible to design a prefix-free – and hence decodable
without delay – lossless compression scheme that uses d− log p̂(x)e bits
to represent value x. As a result, the choice of a pmf p̂x is akin to the
selection of a prefix-free lossless compression scheme that requires a
description of around − ln p̂(x) bits to represent value x. The expectation
in (A.4) measures the corresponding average number of bits required
for lossless compression by the given scheme.
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Using the log-loss in (A.1), we obtain the Shannon entropy
min Ex∼px [−lnp̂(x)],

p̂x ∈∆(X )

= Ex∼px [−lnp(x)] = H(px ).

(A.5)
(A.6)

In fact, imposing the optimality condition yields the optimal pmf p̂(x)
as p̂(x) = p(x). Equation (A.5) reveals that the entropy H(px ) is the
minimum average log-loss when optimizing over all possible pmfs p̂x .
It may seem at first glance that the choice p̂(x) = p(x) should
be optimal for most reasonable loss functions in class (A.3), but this
is not the case. In fact, when the alphabet X has more than two
elements, it can be proved that the log-loss – more generally defined as
`(x, p̂x ) = b log p̂(x) + c with b ≤ 0 and any c – is the only loss function
of the form (A.3) for which p̂(x) = p(x) is optimal [52].
As a final note, the generalized entropy H` (px ) is a concave function
of px , which means that we have the inequality H` (λpx + (1 − λ)qx ) ≥
λH` (px ) + (1 − λ)H` (qx ) for any two distributions px and qx and any
0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. This follows from the fact that the entropy is the minimum
over a family of linear functionals of px [17]. The concavity of H` (px )
implies that a variable x ∼ λpx + (1 − λ)qx distributed according to the
mixture of two distributions is more “random”, i.e., it is more difficult
to estimate, than both variables x ∼ px and x ∼ qx .
A.2

Conditional Entropy and Mutual Information

Given two random variables x and y jointly distributed according to a
known probabilistic model p(x, y), i.e., (x, y) ∼ pxy , we now discuss how
to quantify the information that the observation of one variable, say y,
brings about the other, namely x. Following the same approach adopted
above, we can distinguish two inferential scenarios for this purpose: in
the first, a point estimate x̂(y) of x needs to be produced based on
the observation of a value y = y and the knowledge of the joint pmf
pxy ; while, in the second, we are allowed to choose a pmf p̂x|y=y as the
estimate of x given the observation y = y.
Point Estimate: Assuming point estimates and given a loss function
`(x, x̂), the generalized conditional entropy for an observation y = y is
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defined as the minimum average loss
H` (px|y=y ) = min Ex∼px|y=y [`(x, x̂(y))|y = y].
x̂(y)

(A.7)

Note that this definition is consistent with (A.7) as applied to the conditional pmf px|y=y . Averaging over the distribution of the observation
y yields the generalized conditional entropy
H` (x|y) = Ey∼py [H` (px|y )].

(A.8)

It is emphasized that the generalized conditional entropy depends on
the joint distribution pxy , while (A.7) depends only on the conditional
pmf px|y=y .
For the squared error, the entropy can be easily seen to be the
average conditional variance H`2 (x|y) = Ey∼py [var(px|y )], since the a
posteriori mean x̂(y) = Ex∼px|y=y [x|y = y] is the optimal estimate. For
the 0-1 loss, the generalized conditional entropy H`0 (x|y) is instead
equal to the minimum probability of error for the detection of x given
y and the MAP estimate x̂(y) = argmaxx̂∈x p(x̂|y) is optimal.
Distributional Estimate: Assume now that we are allowed to choose
a pmf p̂x|y=y as the estimate of x given the observation y = y, and that
we measure the estimation loss via a function `(x, p̂x ) as in (A.3). The
definition of generalized conditional entropy for a given value of y = y
follows directly from the arguments above and is given as H` (px|y=y ),
while the generalized conditional entropy is (A.8). With the log-loss
function, the definition above can be again seen to coincide with Shannon
conditional entropy H(x|y) = Ex,y∼px,y [ − ln p(x|y)].
If x and y are independent, we have the equality H` (x|y) = H` (x).
Furthermore, since in (A.7) we can always choose estimates that are
independent of y, we generally have the inequality H` (x|y) ≤ H` (x):
observing y, on average, can only decrease the entropy. Note, however,
that it is not true that H` (px|y=y ) is necessarily smaller than H` (x) [23].
Mutual Information: The inequality H` (x|y) ≤ H` (x) justifies the
definition of generalized mutual information with respect to the given
loss function ` as
I` (x; y) = H` (x) − H` (x|y).

(A.9)
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The mutual information measures the decrease in average loss that is
obtained by observing y as compared to having only prior information
about px . This notion of mutual information is in line with the concept
of statistical information proposed by DeGroot (see [31] for a recent
treatment). With the log-loss, the generalized mutual information (A.9)
reduces to Shannon’s mutual information. As shown in [53], the log-loss
is in fact the only loss function, up to multiplicative factors, under which
the generalized mutual information (A.9) satisfies the data processing
inequality, as long as the alphabet of x has more than two elements.
A.3

Divergence Measures

We now discuss a way to quantify the “difference” between two given
probabilistic models px and qx defined over the same alphabet x. We
specifically taken here the viewpoint of binary hypothesis testing as
a theoretical framework in which to tackle the issue. Other related
approaches have also found applications in machine learning, including
optimal transport theory and kernel methods [6].
We consider the following standard binary hypothesis testing problem. Given an observation x, decide whether x was generated from pmf
px or from pmf qx . To proceed, we define a decision rule T (x), which
should have the property that it is increasing with the certainty that
a value x = x is generated from px rather than qx . For example, in
practice, one may impose a threshold on the rule T (x) so that, when
T (x) is larger than the threshold, a decision is made that x = x was
generated from px .
In order to design the decision rule T (x), we again minimize a loss
function or, equivalently, maximize a merit function. For convenience,
here we take the latter approach, and define the problem of maximizing
the merit function
Ex∼px [T (x)] − Ex∼qx [g(T (x))]

(A.10)

over the rule T (x), where g is a concave increasing function. This
criterion can be motivated as follows: (i) It increases if T (x) is large,
on average, for values of x generated from px ; and (ii) it decreases
if, upon expectation, T (x) is large for values of x generated from qx .
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The function g can be used to define the relative importance of errors
made in favor of one distribution or the other. From this discussion, the
optimal value of (A.10) can be taken to be a measure of the distance
between the two pmfs. This yields the following definition of divergence
between two pmfs
Df (px ||qx ) = max Ex∼px [T (x)] − Ex∼qx [g(T (x))],
T (x)

(A.11)

where the subscript f will be justified below.
Under suitable differentiability assumptions on function g (see [75]
for generalizations), taking the derivative with respect to T (x) for
all x ∈ x yields the optimality condition g 0 (T (x)) = p(x)/q(x). This
relationship reveals the connection between the optimal detector T (x)
and the LLR p(x)/q(x). Plugging this result into (A.11), it can be
directly checked that the following equality holds [73]
 

Df (px ||qx ) = Ex∼qx f

px (x)
qx (x)



,

(A.12)

where the function f (x) = g ∗ (x) is the convex dual function of g(t),
which is defined as g ∗ (x) = supt (xt − g(t)). Note that dual function f
is always convex [17].
Under the additional constraint f (1) = 0, definition (A.12) describes
a large class of divergence measures parametrized by the convex function
f , which are known as f -divergences or Ali-Silvey distance measures
[30]. Note that the constraint f (1) = 0 ensures that the divergence is
zero when the pmfs px and qx are identical. Among their key properties,
f -divergences satisfy the data processing inequality [30].
For example, the choice g(t) = exp(t−1), which gives the dual convex
f (x) = x ln x, yields the optimal detector T (x) = 1 + ln(p(x)/q(x))
and the corresponding divergence measure (A.12) is the standard KL
divergence KL(px ||qx ). As another instance of f -divergence, with g(t) =
− ln(2−exp(t)) we obtain the optimal detector T (x) = ln(2px (x)/px (x)+
qx (x)), and Df (px ||qx ) becomes the Jensen-Shannon divergence. See
also [75, 30] for other examples.
The discussion above justified the adoption of the loss function
(A.11) in a heuristic fashion. It is, however, possible to derive formal
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relationships between the error probability of binary hypothesis testing
and f -divergences [11]. We also refer to the classical Sanov lemma and
Stein lemma as fundamental applications of KL divergence to large
deviation and hypothesis testing [23].

B
Appendix B: KL Divergence and Exponential
Family

In this appendix, we provide a general expression for the KL divergence
between two distributions p(x|η1 ) and p(x|η2 ) from the same regular
exponential family with log-partition function A(·), sufficient statistics
u(x), and moment parameters µ1 and µ2 , respectively. We recall from
Chapter 3 that the log-partition function is convex and that we have
the identity ∇A(η) = µ.
The KL divergence between the two distributions can be translated
into a divergence on the space of natural parameters. In particular, the
following relationship holds [4]
KL(p(x|η1 )||p(x|η2 )) = DA (η2 , η1 ),

(B.1)

where DA (η2 , η1 ) represents the Bregman divergence with generator
function given by the log-partition function A(·), that is
DA (η2 , η1 ) = A(η2 ) − A(η1 ) − (η2 − η1 )T µ1 .

(B.2)

This can be proved as follows:


KL(p(x|η1 )||p(x|η2 )) = Ex∼p(x|η1 ) log

p(x|η1 )
p(x|η2 )



= Ex∼p(x|η1 ) [(η1 − η2 )T u(x)] − A(η1 ) + A(η2 ).
(B.3)
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Furthermore, the Bregman divergence can be proved to be non-negative,
and convex in its first argument, but not necessarily in the second
argument.
Recalling that we have ∇A(η1 ) = µ1 , the relationship (B.1)-(B.2)
can be approximated as
KL(p(x|η1 )||p(x|η2 )) =

h

1
(η1 − η2 )T Jη1 (η1 − η2 ) + O(||η1 − η2 ||3 ),
N
(B.4)
i

where Jη = −E ∇2η lnp(x|η) is the Fisher information matrix. This
expansion holds given the relationship ∇2η A(η) = Jη [30].
Chernoff divergence measures, including the Bhattacharyya distance,
can also be written in closed form for exponential families [74].
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